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Preface

*Biography Today* is a magazine designed and written for the young reader—ages 9 and above—and covers individuals that librarians and teachers tell us that young people want to know about most: entertainers, athletes, writers, illustrators, cartoonists, and political leaders.

**The Plan of the Work**

The publication was especially created to appeal to young readers in a format they can enjoy reading and readily understand. Each issue contains approximately 10 sketches arranged alphabetically. Each entry provides at least one picture of the individual profiled, and bold-faced rubrics lead the reader to information on birth, youth, early memories, education, first jobs, marriage and family, career highlights, memorable experiences, hobbies, and honors and awards. Each of the entries ends with a list of easily accessible sources designed to lead the student to further reading on the individual and a current address. Obituary entries are also included, written to provide a perspective on the individual's entire career. Obituaries are clearly marked in both the table of contents and at the beginning of the entry.

Biographies are prepared by Omnigraphics editors after extensive research, utilizing the most current materials available. Those sources that are generally available to students appear in the list of further reading at the end of the sketch.

**Indexes**

A new index now appears in all *Biography Today* publications. In an effort to make the index easier to use, we have combined the Name and General Index into one, called the General Index. This new index contains the names of all individuals who have appeared in *Biography Today* since the series began. The names appear in bold faced type, followed by the issue in which they appeared. The General Index also contains the occupations, nationalities, and ethnic and minority origins of individuals profiled. The General Index is cumulative, including references to all individuals who have appeared in the *Biography Today* General Series and the *Biography Today* Special Subject volumes since the series began in 1992.
In a further effort to consolidate and save space, the Birthday and Places of Birth Indexes will be appearing only in the September issue and in the Annual Cumulation.

Our Advisors

This series was reviewed by an Advisory Board comprised of librarians, children's literature specialists, and reading instructors to ensure that the concept of this publication — to provide a readable and accessible biographical magazine for young readers — was on target. They evaluated the title as it developed, and their suggestions have proved invaluable. Any errors, however, are ours alone. We'd like to list the Advisory Board members, and to thank them for their efforts.
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Our Advisory Board stressed to us that we should not shy away from controversial or unconventional people in our profiles, and we have tried to follow their advice. The Advisory Board also mentioned that the sketches might be useful in reluctant reader and adult literacy programs, and we would value 
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any comments librarians might have about the suitability of our magazine for those purposes.

Your Comments Are Welcome

Our goal is to be accurate and up-to-date, to give young readers information they can learn from and enjoy. Now we want to know what you think. Take a look at this issue of Biography Today, on approval. Write or call me with your comments. We want to provide an excellent source of biographical information for young people. Let us know how you think we're doing.

Cherie Abbey
Managing Editor, Biography Today
Omnigraphics, Inc.
615 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226
www.omnigraphics.com
Congratulations!

Congratulations to the following individuals and libraries, who are receiving a free copy of Biography Today, Vol. 11, No. 2 for suggesting people who appear in this issue:
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Karen Rosenbaum, Lake Bluff, IL
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Osama bin Laden 1957 (?)-
Saudi Militant Extremist and Suspected Terrorist
Believed to Be the Mastermind behind the
September 11 Terrorist Attacks

Editor's Note: No amount of explanation or background information can ever make sense of the terrorist attacks of September 11. Since that terrible day, many people have wanted to learn more about Osama bin Laden and his role in those events. They have wondered what could possibly inspire such rage and hatred. But to understand the life of bin Laden, there are some parts of his background that need to be explained, including his Islamic religion, his Saudi nationality, and his family history. That background infor-
mation has made this entry especially complicated. The following entry on bin Laden includes our standard biographical information, which is covered on the white pages below. But the entry also includes some background information, which is covered on the shaded pages: "Islam and Saudi Arabia" on pages 12-14; "Glossary of Related Terms" on page 19; and "Palestine and Israel" on page 23.

BIRTH

Osama bin Laden was born in about 1957 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. His full name is Osama bin Mohammad bin Awad bin Laden ("bin" means "son of"). His first name is also spelled Usama. Because Arabic is written in a different alphabet, Arabic names and other words can be spelled in a variety of ways when they are written in English. The name "bin Laden" is alphabetized under "b"; the name "bin" begins in lower case within a sentence and in capitals to start a sentence.

FAMILY BACKGROUND

Bin Laden comes from an Islamic family that is both wealthy and famous in Saudi Arabia. But it's virtually impossible to discover many specific facts about his life. Reliable sources consistently disagree about these facts. While many details may be unknown, the broad outlines of his life are clear. His father was Mohammad bin Awad bin Laden. Mohammad bin Laden came from Hadramawt, Yemen, in about 1931—in fact, he walked over 1,000 miles from southern Yemen to Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. He started out as an illiterate bricklayer with a small construction business. His work soon caught the eye of the Saudi royal family. Family legend says that he first came to the notice of Abdul-Aziz ibn Saud, the future king and the founder of modern Saudi Arabia, while working on one of his palaces. Mohammad bin Laden suggested alterations to the palace that would make it easier for Abdul-Aziz to get around in his wheelchair.

Soon, Mohammad bin Laden began doing construction work for the royal family. At first he would consistently underbid, or price his work lower than his competitors, in order to get the job. In time, the royal family came to rely heavily on the Binladen Group. (Many family members use this alternate spelling of the family name.) He sealed his friendship with the royal family when he built a road through difficult terrain, up a cliff, that connected the royal palace in Jeddah with the royal resort in Taif. The new route cut the length of the trip from several days by camel to several hours by car. The king later granted to bin Laden an exclusive contract to reconstruct the mosques in Mecca and Medina, two of the holy places of Islam, and the company also rebuilt the Al-Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem. The Bin-
laden Group continued to grow in size and stature over the years. Today, the company has assets of about $5 billion and employs over 30,000 people around the world. It builds roads, bridges, airports, hotels, and even military bases for U.S. soldiers. It's involved in engineering, manufacturing, telecommunications, architectural design, and real estate. The company has been the source of enormous wealth for the bin Laden family.

Mohammad bin Laden took multiple wives, which is customary in Islamic Saudi Arabia. He could only have four wives at a time. He remained married to his first three wives, but he would rotate his fourth wife. He would marry a woman, have children, get divorced, and then marry a new fourth wife. Osama bin Laden's mother, now called Hamida Al Attas, was a fourth wife. She was Syrian and considered more liberated than the other wives. She wore suits made by the French fashion designer Chanel, and when she traveled overseas she refused to wear the burka, the all-covering veil worn by Saudi women. In this large, extended family, there were over 50 children; Osama bin Laden was born somewhere in the later half of the group. In 1968, when Osama was about ten years old, his father died in a plane crash. Osama bin Laden came into a sizable fortune at that time from his father's holdings in the family business; estimates of his inheritance range from about $50 million to about $300 million. His mother has since remarried.

Both before and after his father's death, Osama bin Laden grew up in an environment of wealth and privilege. He and his brothers were the playmates of the most prominent families, including the royal princes of Saudi Arabia, and they grew up surrounded by nannies, tutors, and butlers. Many family members traveled to Europe and the United States for school and vacations.

Both before and after his father's death, Osama bin Laden grew up in an environment of wealth and privilege. He and his brothers were the playmates of the most prominent families, including the royal princes of Saudi Arabia, and they grew up surrounded by nannies, tutors, and butlers. Many family members traveled to Europe and the United States for school and vacations. Yet the family also had a more pious side. They belonged to the Wahhabi sect of Sunni Muslims, the dominant religious group in Saudi Arabia. The Wahhabi sect is considered a more traditional and conservative branch of Islam. (For more information on Islam, please see sidebar on page 12.)
Islam and Saudi Arabia

Islam is the name of a religion practiced around the world; its believers are called Muslims. There are over one billion Muslims worldwide, and only about one-fifth of that group are Arabs. There are large groups of practicing Muslims in the Middle East, Asia, Africa, eastern Europe, and the United States, which is home to about five to ten million Muslims. Even though many non-Arabs practice Islam, Arabic is the language primarily used in prayer and in the study of Islam. That's because Arabic is the language of Islam's holy book, the Koran (also spelled Qur'an).

The Prophet Muhammad

Islam was founded by the prophet Muhammad in the seventh century in what is now Saudi Arabia. He received a series of revelations from Allah (God) that are collected in the Koran, which is considered the word of God. In addition, the sayings and deeds of Muhammad are recorded in another text called the Sunna. The main message of the revelations is that there is one God, not many gods, a common belief at that time. Thus, Islam is considered, along with Judaism and Christianity, to be one of the three prominent "monotheistic" religions. Muslims also believe that Muhammad was the last in a succession of prophets, including those from the Jewish and Christian traditions, who proclaimed that there is only one
God. Thus Muslims believe that Islam is the same religion that God revealed to the prophets Abraham, Moses, and Jesus. Because of this, many Muslims see their faith as related to Judaism and Christianity.

The Five Pillars and Other Beliefs

There are five basic requirements, or pillars, of Islam. The first is *iman*, the profession of faith, the basic creed: There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is the Prophet of Allah. The other pillars are *salat*, the five daily prayers; *sawm*, fasting during Ramadan (the month in the Muslim calendar when the Koran was revealed to Muhammad); *zakat*, charitable contributions; and *hajj*, pilgrimage to Mecca. All Muslims are expected to make a pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in their lifetimes. Saudi Arabia is a place of special importance to Muslims as the birthplace of Islam. It is considered holy land because it is home to Mecca, where Muhammad was born, and to Medina, where he migrated and became the spiritual head of a new community.

Other beliefs are central to the Muslim faith. A few of these beliefs are that humans are given both freedom and responsibility; that the soul is immortal; that a day of judgment is coming; and that there is a heaven and hell. Another important element of Islam is *jihad*, which is often translated as holy war. *Jihad* means struggle, but it can have a variety of meanings. It can mean striving or struggling toward God, meaning that Muslims should struggle within themselves to do the will of God. But it can also mean struggle in the defense of Islam—holy war—meaning that Muslims should be prepared to struggle to defend Islam when the community is attacked. Yet many experts emphasize that this meaning refers to acts of defense, not acts of aggression.

Islamic History

Islam has had a long history. In its early years, Islam spread rapidly through the Middle East, North Africa, and into Europe. Thus it came into conflict with the Christian nations of Europe, which refused to abandon their faith and relinquish their power. This began centuries of armed conflict pitting Christian armies against Muslim forces. These conflicts included a series of “Crusades,” in which European forces clashed with Muslim armies in the holy land of Jerusalem, in what is now Israel. Jerusalem and its surrounding area is sacred to Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. For centuries, control of the region has been hotly contested and has prompted war and unrest.
Many Muslims are keenly aware of this history. For example, they look back to the Crusades and glorify the exploits of Saladin (also spelled Salah al-Din), a Muslim warrior and military hero from the 12th century who fought against the Christian Crusaders and retook Jerusalem. Muslims also celebrate the Ottoman Empire, an Islamic territory that began in the year 1290. At its height, it stretched from North Africa to eastern Europe to the Middle East to parts of Russia. Throughout this time, all Islamic territory was ruled over and unified by the Muslim caliph, who was the religious authority believed by many Muslims to be the direct successor to Mohammad. In 1918, with World War I, the Ottoman Empire was defeated and dismantled. That ended the rule of the Muslim caliph. While all these events happened in the distant past, for some Muslims this is still very relevant. For example, bin Laden referred to the fall of the Ottoman Empire just recently by saying that the Islamic world “has been tasting humiliation and degradation for more than 80 years.” Thus Islamic history—its triumphs as well as its defeats—still greatly influences many modern Muslims.

Tolerance and Violence

Islam has always tolerated diverse opinions; Mohammad said “Difference of opinion in my community is a manifestation of divine mercy.” Islamic leaders interpret the Koran and the Sunna to determine Islamic law. But those interpretations can vary, and Muslim communities often mix social or tribal customs with their religious beliefs. For example, under Islamic law, women have the right to own property and to receive an education. Both women and men are required to dress modestly. The oppressed position of women in many Islamic societies is due more to the cultural traditions of those societies than to the teachings of their faith. But throughout the religion of Islam, experts say, violence is condemned unless it is morally justified. Even then, acts of violence in self-defense are accepted, but not acts of aggression. The taking of innocent life is strictly forbidden, even in war. Instead, Islam is concerned with finding peace and reconciliation with Allah, a just and compassionate God.

For More Information

http://www.pbs.org/empires/islam
http://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/religion/islam/framesource.html
http://islam.about.com/mbody.htm
http://usinfo.state.gov/products/pubs/muslimlife
http://usinfo.state.gov/usa/islam
A bin Laden family photo, from a family vacation in Sweden in 1971. Osama bin Laden is second from the right in the photo above, and also shown in close up in the photo at right.

EDUCATION

Much of bin Laden's early life featured a mix of influences from both conservative Islamic tradition and Western culture. In Jeddah and Mecca, he attended religious classes, but he also attended a private school where he learned English and wore American-style pants and shirts. He finished secondary school there in about 1973. Travel was also part of the mix. On a family trip to Sweden, family photos show Osama wearing bell-bottom flares. While he was a teenager, he would often fly to Beirut, Lebanon. At that time, before the civil war in Lebanon, Beirut was known for its nightlife. According to the newspaper the Mideast Mirror, "Osama bin Laden was a frequent visitor to Beirut, where he made a name as a free-spending, fun-loving [youth] in flashy nightclubs and bars. . . . Bin Laden was then a heavy drinker who often ended up embroiled in shouting matches and fistfights with other young men over an attractive barmaid or nightclub dancer. His Beirut escapades were interrupted by the 1975 outbreak of Lebanon's civil war, however."

For college, bin Laden attended King Abdul Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. There he studied civil engineering, management, economics,
The map above covers a section of Africa, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. The asterisks mark the locations of terrorist acts in the region that have been linked to Osama bin Laden: Aden, Yemen (1992); Mogadishu, Somalia (1993); Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (1995); Dhahran, Saudi Arabia (1996); Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania (1998); and Aden, Yemen (2000). These terrorist acts are discussed in further detail on pages 25-28.
and business, and he also became interested in Islamic studies. He listened to lectures by Abdullah Assam, a Palestinian who was a spiritual leader in the radical group Muslim Brotherhood. In Assam’s lectures, which included a mix of Islamic fundamentalism and violent rhetoric, bin Laden heard an aggressive version of Islamic history: the exploits of Saladin, the 12th-century Muslim military hero; the disintegration of the Islamic Ottoman Empire after World War I; and the affront to Arabs when Israel was created after World War II and gained control of Palestine. In his lectures, Assam’s core message was that Islam needed to unite and wage jihad, or holy war, to free itself from the evil influences of the West. These lectures are considered one of the key reasons that bin Laden developed a militant religious commitment. Bin Laden graduated from King Abdul Aziz University in about 1979, fueled with this view of Islam.

When he finished college, bin Laden remained in Saudi Arabia. With his background in business and engineering, he surely would have been an asset to the family business. But he soon reached a turning point, as several historical events intervened and influenced the direction he chose in life.

TURNING POINT — THE SOVIETS INVADE AFGHANISTAN

In December 1979, soon after bin Laden finished school, an event occurred that had a tremendous influence on him and on other Muslims. That’s when the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan, a poor, primitive Muslim country in south central Asia with a very harsh terrain of mountains and deserts. It’s a land filled with warring ethnic groups and ancient tribal rivalries. The 1979 invasion by the Soviet Union was considered an unprovoked attack by a superpower on a small peasant nation. Almost immediately, this became a pivotal issue in the Islamic world. The attack was considered a violation of Muslim territory and an offense against Allah. Many Muslims felt enraged that Communist atheists had invaded a Muslim country, and they wanted to defend their fellow Muslims against the infidels.

Soon, the United States also became involved in the war in Afghanistan. This was during the Cold War, a time of great tension and hostility between the Soviet Union (and its allies) and the United States (and its allies). The U.S. became concerned about several issues, including Soviet aggression into an independent nation and the possible spread of Communism. So the U.S. began providing arms and other supplies to the Afghan forces fighting for their freedom. These freedom fighters from the Afghan resistance were called mujahadeen.
BECOMING A FREEDOM FIGHTER IN AFGHANISTAN

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan became a turning point for bin Laden. In response to the invasion, Muslim leaders put out a call for jihad, or holy war. Bin Laden was one of many Muslims who traveled to Afghanistan to answer the call. Years later, he told an interviewer, "When the invasion of Afghanistan started, I was enraged, and I went there at once. I arrived within days, before the end of 1979." Many observers have said that with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, bin Laden developed a new sense of direction and purpose and further developed his militant religious commitment.

Bin Laden became one of many Muslims who traveled to Afghanistan to answer the call for jihad. Years later, he told an interviewer, "When the invasion of Afghanistan started, I was enraged, and I went there at once. I arrived within days, before the end of 1979."

At first, bin Laden traveled to the Pakistan-Afghanistan border. But because of his family background, he could help out by raising money for the war effort. So he returned to Saudi Arabia to raise funds from several sources: the royal family, other wealthy Saudis, and business leaders, including his own family. By the mid-1980s he was living in Peshawar, Pakistan, on the Afghan border. There, he provided help with financing, organizing, and engineering to the mujahadeen, or Afghan freedom fighters. He brought in bulldozers and other heavy construction equipment and began building roads, caves, defensive tunnels, and other necessities. He also provided humanitarian assistance. According to a report from the U.S. State Department, which supported the mujahadeen throughout the Soviet conflict, "bin Laden imported bulldozers and other heavy equipment to cut roads, tunnels, hospitals, and storage depots through Afghanistan’s mountainous terrain to move and shelter fighters and supplies."

Bin Laden also joined up with Abdullah Assam, the Palestinian whose radical lectures had fueled his growing militancy while he was a student at King Abdul Aziz University. Bin Laden and Assam created Maktab-al-Khidamat (MAK), also known as the Services Office. MAK began recruiting fighters from other countries to help the Afghan mujahadeen. "The MAK ultimately established recruitment centers around the world—including in the United States, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan—that enlisted, sheltered, and transported thousands of individuals from over 50
Glossary of Related Terms

fatwa — A fatwa is a religious decree or pronouncement, usually issued by a recognized Islamic religious leader. Although bin Laden isn’t trained as a religious leader, he has issued fatwas that have been influential among militant Muslims.

Islam — Islam is the name of a religion practiced around the world; its believers are called Muslims.

Koran — The Koran is Islam’s holy book. It is also spelled Qur’an. It is the record of the revelations from Allah (God) that Muhammad received, and it is considered the word of God.

jihad — Jihad is often translated as holy war. It means struggle, but it can have a variety of meanings. It can mean striving or struggling toward God, meaning that Muslims should struggle within themselves to do the will of God. But it can also mean struggle in the defense of Islam—holy war—meaning that Muslims should be prepared to struggle to defend Islam when the community is attacked. Yet many experts emphasize that this meaning refers to acts of defense, but not acts of aggression.

Mecca and Medina — Two places in Saudi Arabia that are considered holy to Muslims. Mecca is where Muhammad was born, and Medina is where he migrated and became the spiritual head of a new community.

Muhammad — Muhammad is the Prophet of Allah, or God.

mujahadeen — Mujahadeen are freedom fighters from the Afghan resistance.

Palestinians — Palestinians are Arabs whose ancestors have lived in Palestine for thousands of years. The area of Palestine, which includes the holy city of Jerusalem, is not a separate country; instead, it is primarily part of modern-day Israel. The area is sacred to Jews, Christians, and Muslims.
countries to Afghanistan to fight the Soviets. It has organized and funded paramilitary training camps in Afghanistan and Pakistan," said one CIA fact sheet. The fighters recruited by this group became known as Afghan Arabs. They primarily came from Arab countries, including Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and others. Sources estimate that 25,000 to 50,000 fighters were recruited in this way. In addition to recruiting fighters and providing their housing and training, MAK also funneled millions of dollars to the war effort. That probably included money from the United States, which was still supporting the Afghan fighters against the Soviets.

"Bin Laden’s organization is very different from the groups that carried out bombings and hijackings in the past. [Al Qaeda] is not tightly knit with a clear command structure. It is a loose coalition of groups operating across continents."
— Roger Hardy, BBC News

By 1989, Soviet forces withdrew from Afghanistan in defeat. The Afghan Arabs dispersed, returning to their home countries and often spreading unrest throughout the region. Bin Laden returned to Saudi Arabia as a hero, celebrated for his service to Islam. He began working for the family construction firm, the Binladen Group. But he quickly became disturbed by what he saw as government corruption and Western influences in Saudi Arabian society, and he began to criticize the kingdom’s royal family. Soon bin Laden reached another turning point, as historical events intervened to influence his choice of direction once again.
TURNING POINT — THE U.S. AND THE PERSIAN GULF WAR

In 1990-1991, a series of events occurred that had a tremendous effect on bin Laden. That's when the United States became involved in the Persian Gulf War. In August 1990, Saddam Hussein, the leader of Iraq, invaded Kuwait, a tiny nation on its southern border. Kuwait is also on the border of Saudi Arabia, on the Persian Gulf. The invasion was conducted by about 140,000 Iraqi troops. The world community considered it an act of outright aggression against a sovereign nation, and it immediately provoked an international crisis. That crisis was caused, in part, because Kuwait produces oil that is exported to Western nations and because international leaders were determined to stop Saddam Hussein from exerting control over the Persian Gulf, a crucial route for shipping oil from the Middle East. There was also concern about preventing a potential Iraqi attack on Saudi Arabia, another important source of oil for the West.

The United Nations passed a series of resolutions that condemned the Iraqi actions and set a deadline of January 1991 for Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait. At the same time, U.S. leaders traveled to Saudi Arabia to secure permission to station U.S. forces there. The U.S. set up a base in Saudi Arabia from which to mount military operations against Iraq. Soon 500,000 American troops were stationed there, and they were joined by troops from other allied nations in Europe and the Middle East. This early phase of military buildup was called Operation Desert Shield.

Saddam Hussein failed to respond to the January 1991 deadline, which precipitated the next phase of conflict, Operation Desert Storm. This was a United Nations offensive led by U.S. troops. Initially there was an air offensive that included attacks on Iraqi forces in Kuwait and in Iraq. That was followed by a ground war, during which the Iraqi forces suffered heavy losses and retreated. The war ended with a cease fire on April 6, 1991. After that, the U.S. maintained a permanent military presence in Saudi Arabia.
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE U.S.

The events of 1990-1991 marked a turning point for bin Laden. In fact, the effects of that war on bin Laden were profound. He was enrag ed that American infidels (unbelievers) were stationed in Saudi Arabia, the birthplace of Islam. His rage toward Americans has continued to grow ever since.

The presence of Americans in Saudi Arabia also contributed to his growing militant religious commitment. He and many other Muslims felt that the presence of Americans was a betrayal and a desecration of the Muslim holy places. “Allah has ordered us to glorify the truth and to defend Muslim land, especially the Arab peninsula, against the unbelievers,” bin Laden later said in an interview. He considered the presence of foreign troops in the birthplace of Islam to be the greatest act of aggression in Islam’s 1400-year history. “Now infidels walk everywhere on the land where Muhammad was born and where the Koran was revealed to him,” he also said.

At first, bin Laden spoke to the Saudi Arabian royal family and offered to help build an army to defend the nation against outside aggression. When that effort was rejected, he began to speak out publicly against the Americans and against the Saudi leadership for allowing the Americans to remain.

“I believe that sooner or later the Americans will leave Saudi Arabia, and that the war declared by America against the Saudi people means war against Muslims everywhere. Resistance against America will spread in many, many places in Muslim countries. Our trusted [religious] leaders, the ulema, have given us a fatwa that we must drive out the Americans. The solution to this crisis is the withdrawal of American troops. . . . Their military presence is an insult to the Saudi people.”

— Osama bin Laden

Laden later said, “Resistance against America will spread in many, many places in Muslim countries. Our trusted [religious] leaders, the ulema, have given us a fatwa [religious decree] that we must drive out the Americans. The solution to this crisis is the withdrawal of American troops. . . . Their military presence is an insult to the Saudi people.”
Palestine and Israel

The area of Palestine, which includes the holy city of Jerusalem, is not a separate country; instead, it is primarily part of modern-day Israel. The Palestinians are Arabs whose ancestors have lived in Palestine for thousands of years. During much of that time, Jews have lived there as well. This area of modern Israel contains land that is sacred to three of the world’s major religions—Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Each group claims to be the rightful heir to this land.

In the late 1800s, many Jewish people from Europe immigrated to the area of Palestine. They immigrated to escape from prejudice and anti-Semitism in Europe. They were Zionists—people of the Jewish faith who believed that a separate nation for Jews should be established in Palestine. In the 1920s, the hostility between the Jews and the Arabs reached the point of armed conflict. England was given the job of governing Palestine and trying to keep the peace among the warring factions. By the 1940s, the British met with armed resistance from both Arab and Jewish groups.

The situation worsened when many Jews immigrated to the region after World War II. After the horrors of the Holocaust, when Nazis systematically murdered some six million Jews, the Zionist cause was widely embraced by Jewish people. They wanted to establish a land of their own where they would be safe from persecution. In 1947, the United Nations created the nation of Israel by dividing Palestine into two separate nations: one for Jews (Israel), and one for Arabs.

The Arab world soon declared war on the new Jewish nation. But in 1948-49, Israel fought and won what it calls its War of Independence against Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Iraq. Israel absorbed much of the land that was intended to become the Arab nation in Palestine, and Egypt and Jordan took the rest. There was no land left to create an Arab nation in Palestine. Thus by the end of the war, about one million Arab Palestinians were forced from their land and became exiles. Many lived in refugee camps in neighboring Arab countries. This situation has fueled an ongoing state of conflict in the region. It has affected not only the Israelis and the Palestinians, but also the Arab nations of the Mideast and ultimately the rest of the world.
Another important issue for bin Laden was the U.S. support of Israel. He especially wanted to prevent the U.S. from using Saudi Arabia as a base for protecting Israel. He and many other Muslims have viewed Israel as their enemy because of the ongoing conflict between Israel and the Palestinians, many of whom are Muslims. (For more information, please see sidebar on page 23.) Bin Laden hated the Americans for supporting Israel and rejecting the Palestinian cause. To him, it meant that the Americans were trying to oppress and victimize Muslims and to eliminate Islam. This issue has affected him deeply. Many Muslims, in addition to bin Laden, have been critical of American policies in the Middle East. Some have felt that the U.S. supports Israel and ignores injustices done to Palestinians. Writing in the British newspaper the Sunday Herald, Neil Mackay summarized this view: "Many Arabs in the Middle East cannot understand the unstinting support which is granted to Israel. . . . In their judgment, by backing Israel's policy of colonization in Palestinian territory, the U.S. has engaged in a hostile act which fully justifies the antagonism and the violence." The United States, however, would challenge this view, for it considers Israel one of its closest allies and continues to support the Jewish nation.

MOVING TO SUDAN

In 1991, bin Laden was expelled by the government of Saudi Arabia because of his criticism of the Saudi royal family; they revoked his citizenship three years later. He returned to Afghanistan, but soon moved to Sudan, which is directly south of Egypt in northeastern Africa. Sudan had recently installed an Islamic government and encouraged all Muslims to move there—in fact, the impoverished nation had become known for hosting militant extremists. Although his financial status is unclear, bin Laden probably had at that time tens of millions of dollars, if not hundreds of millions, from his inheritance from his father. And he soon put that money to work.

In Sudan, bin Laden began to set up legitimate businesses. These included a tannery, two large farms, and a road construction company. Many believe
these businesses funneled money to various terrorist groups. In addition, bin Laden also set up Al Qaeda training camps. He paid for about 500 mujahadeen, or Afghan Arabs, to travel to his camps in Sudan from Pakistan, where they were still living. Soon more Afghan Arabs and other Muslim extremists came to Sudan to join his terrorist operation.

Since then, there has been a series of terrorist attacks on American interests, which many analysts believe are linked to bin Laden and his followers in Al Qaeda. On December 29, 1992, a bomb exploded in a hotel in Aden, Yemen. U.S. troops who had been staying there but had already left were presumed to be the target. Instead, two tourists from Austria were killed. That attack became the first in what is believed to be a series of terrorist attacks on American interests by bin Laden's followers. On February 26, 1993, a car bomb was detonated in the underground parking garage of the World Trade Center in New York City. The building shook as if it was hit by an earthquake. The bomb destroyed walls and floors, started fires, and trapped tens of thousands of people in a chaotic abyss of smoke and darkness. Six people were killed and about 1,000 were injured. On October 3 and 4, 1993, U.S. troops were attacked in Mogadishu, Somalia, where they were stationed on a United Nations mission to provide humanitarian aid and fight famine. Somali forces killed 18 U.S. soldiers. Journalists there photographed and videotaped a series of chilling images, including the interrogation of a wounded soldier and the body of another soldier being dragged through the streets. On November 13, 1995, five Americans and two Indians were killed in a truck bombing at a Saudi National Guard facility in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. In May 1996, the government of Sudan, after being pressured by the United States and Saudi Arabia, expelled bin Laden. But shortly after that, another attack occurred. On June 25, 1996, a large truck bomb destroyed a military barracks and apartment complex for U.S. personnel called Khobar Towers in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. There were 19 U.S. soldiers killed in that attack, and 500 people were injured.
RETURNING TO AFGHANISTAN

Expelled from Sudan in 1996, bin Laden and his followers moved to Afghanistan, at a time when that country was in a state of turmoil. The Soviet Union had installed a Communist government before leaving the country in 1989. That Communist government was overthrown in 1992, creating a chaotic situation in which various factions fought for control. One faction was the Taliban (also spelled Taleban), a fundamentalist Islamic militia originally made up of students. When bin Laden arrived in Afghanistan in 1996, the Taliban was in the process of taking over much of the country. They quickly imposed a strict interpretation of Islamic law. In particular, the Taliban imposed extremely harsh and repressive restrictions on women: they had to be completely covered in public in a burqa, they could only go out accompanied by a man, they couldn’t attend school, they couldn’t work, and they often couldn’t get medical care. Basically, women had no rights. For both men and women, punishment for breaking the Taliban’s rules was very severe, including amputations and death. Most of the international community refused to recognize the Taliban regime.
In Afghanistan, bin Laden and his followers took up residence in a vast network of tunnels and caves. From there, he continued his involvement in terrorist activities. On February 23, 1998, he issued a *fatwa*, or religious decree or pronouncement: "The ruling to kill Americans and their allies—civilians and military—is an individual duty for every Muslim who is able, in any country where this is possible, in order to liberate the al-Aqsa Mosque [in Jerusalem] and the holy mosque [in Mecca] from their grip, and in order for their armies to move out of all the lands of Islam, defeated and unable to threaten any Muslim. We—with God’s help—call on every Muslim who believes in God and wishes to be rewarded to comply with God’s order to kill the Americans and plunder their money wherever and whenever they find it." A *fatwa* is usually issued by a recognized Islamic religious leader. Although bin Laden isn’t trained as a religious leader, his decree was expected to be influential among militant Muslims.

Throughout the late 1990s bin Laden repeatedly issued such threats to the United States and others. Then on August 7, 1998, in a coordinated terrorist attack, truck bombs exploded just minutes apart outside two U.S. embassies, one in Nairobi, Kenya, and one in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. These massive explosions killed 224 people, including 12 Americans, and injured about 5,000 people. Most of the people killed and injured in the attacks were Africans. That attack occurred eight years to the day after U.S. forces arrived in Saudi Arabia for the Gulf War. Then on October 12, 2000, the *USS Cole* was bombed during a refueling stop in the harbor of Aden, Yemen. A suicide bomber blew a huge 40 by 40 foot hole into the side of
the ship, killing 17 U.S. sailors. During the late 1990s, the United States judicial system prepared a series of indictments that detailed bin Laden’s alleged involvement in all of these terrorist activities. In 1999, the FBI placed bin Laden on its list of the Ten Most Wanted Fugitives.

During the 1990s, while bin Laden was first in Sudan and then in Afghanistan, Al Qaeda began to unite with other Islamic militant groups. He created a loosely affiliated network of radical groups that would coordinate terrorist attacks. He brought followers from other groups to his base for training in terrorist tactics, and then sent them out into the world. He also sent his trainers out to work with other groups. U.S. intelligence officials believe that Al Qaeda camps trained thousands of fighters. Those fighters now form an international organization of terrorists.

SEPTEMBER 11

Thus by 2001, a series of terrorist events had occurred that many experts have linked to bin Laden: the 1992 bombing of a hotel in Aden, Yemen; the 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center in New York; the 1993 killing of U.S. troops in Mogadishu, Somalia; the 1995 bombing of U.S. troops and others in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; the 1996 truck bomb at a U.S. military bar-

A plane approaches the World Trade Center moments before it struck the tower at left, September 11, 2001.
racks in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia; the 1998 explosions at U.S. embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania; and the 2000 suicide bombing of the *USS Cole* in the harbor in Aden, Yemen.

Bin Laden's worst attack against the U.S. came on September 11, 2001. On that horrifying day, a series of terrorist attacks occurred in the United States. At 8:45 a.m., a passenger airplane, American Airlines Flight #11, crashed into the north tower of the World Trade Center, a complex of buildings that included two towers that were the tallest buildings in New York City. At first, many people thought it was just a terrible accident. Then at 9:03 a.m., United Airlines Flight #175 crashed into the south tower. At that moment, observers assumed that the planes had been hijacked and that the United States had been attacked by terrorists.

Then at 9:40 a.m., the crisis also struck Washington, D.C., when American Airlines Flight #77 crashed into the Pentagon. There are 24,000 people who work at the Pentagon, the huge five-sided building that is the headquarters of the U.S. military. At that point, no one knew how many airplanes had been hijacked or how many attacks would occur. Fearing additional attacks, security personnel evacuated the White House and the U.S. Capitol building, to ensure that government staffers would be safe and would be able to continue running the government despite the crisis. Then in New York, the south tower of the World Trade Center collapsed at 9:50 a.m., and the north tower followed at 10:29 a.m. In addition, another plane was hijacked, United Flight #93, and it crashed in western Pennsylvania at 10:00 a.m. In less than two hours, four planes had crashed, the two tallest buildings in New York City had been reduced to rubble, and the headquarters of the U.S. military had been attacked.

Amidst all the trauma, there were many incredible scenes of heroism, sacrifice, dedication, and courage. In New York City, response at the scene was swift, as firefighters, police officers, emergency medical technicians, and others raced to the World Trade Center to help. These brave emergency workers, especially the city's firefighters, hurried into the burning buildings...
The area of the Pentagon damaged by the attack on September 11, 2001.

In a show of patriotism and defiance, firefighters and rescue workers undraped a large U.S. flag near the damaged area.

with no hesitation or thought of the terrible risks they faced. All the city—and the nation—responded with deep gratitude for their sacrifice. On United Flight #93, which crashed in Pennsylvania, some of the passengers made phone calls from the plane after the hijacking occurred. They learned about the other hijacked planes and the terrorist attacks. These passengers became determined to prevent the terrorists on their plane from accomplishing their mission. The plane had been traveling west, then it turned around and began heading back east again. Many believe that the hijackers planned to crash in Washington, D.C., either into the White House or the U.S. Capitol building. But the passengers banded together and fought against the terrorists. The plane crashed in an empty field, thanks to the heroism of those passengers who had the courage to fight back.

THE AFTERMATH

In the aftermath of the attacks, the immediate concerns, of course, were to search for and rescue victims, to safeguard the stability and continuity of the U.S. government, to prevent any additional hijackings, and to protect any other facilities that might be vulnerable to attack. Firefighters and
other emergency personnel were already at work at both the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, searching for victims. All flights around the U.S. were suspended to prevent further crises. Security was beefed up at locations like dams, military facilities, and nuclear power plants. President George W. Bush was safely out of town, visiting a school in Florida. He spent part of the day flying from one location to the next on the presidential airplane, Air Force One, to ensure that he would be safe from terrorists. Other key personnel of the federal government were quickly hustled into secure locations to ensure that an orderly government of the United States could continue to function no matter what happened.

The aftermath in New York City was horrifying. A huge section of lower Manhattan was engulfed in smoke, soot, and debris. Thousands of people were forced to flee on foot through terrible conditions, many agonizing about the safety of their loved ones. It left many people, both adults and children, feeling frightened, insecure, anxious, angry, and sad. It was especially difficult for children in New York, who were close to the traumatic scene. It's hard to overestimate the sense of devastation that many New Yorkers felt after their beloved city was attacked. The collapse of the towers left a gaping hole in the skyline and a bottomless hole in people's hearts. And there were also gaping holes in many families, in New York and elsewhere: the families of people who worked in the towers, the families of the emergency personnel killed in the line of duty, the families of the Pentagon staffers who died in the line of fire, as well as the families of the hijacked passengers and crews on the four planes.

The mayor of New York City, Rudy Giuliani, helped to coordinate the relief efforts there, and his words were an inspiration to all. "The tragedy that we're all undergoing right now is something that we have had nightmares about but probably thought wouldn't happen. My heart goes out to all of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VICTIMS OF SEPTEMBER 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,673 World Trade Center, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 American Airlines Flight 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 United Airlines Flight 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,830 In New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 Pentagon, Washington, D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 American Airlines Flight 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189 In Washington, D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 United Airlines Flight 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 In Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,063 Victims of September 11*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Total does not include the 19 terrorists.

Source: Associated Press (AP), Mar. 6, 2002
the innocent victims of this horrible and vicious act of terrorism. Our focus now has to be on saving as many lives as possible. We have hundreds of police officers and firefighters who are engaging in rescue efforts in lower Manhattan. . . . [We’re doing everything] that can possibly be done in the face of this barbaric act to make the city secure. We will strive now very hard to save as many people as possible and to send a message that the city of New York and the United States of America [are] much stronger than any group of barbaric terrorists — that our democracy, that our rule of law, that our strength and our willingness to defend ourselves will ultimately prevail.”

People around the country were stunned and grieving. But still, they banded together to help in any way possible, through blood drives, financial donations, and contributions of other goods and services. Kids all over the country worked together to contribute to the relief efforts, too. Indeed, as one positive result of these terrible attacks, many Americans felt a renewed sense of patriotism, pride, and national unity, as people rallied to support the President. People around the world also responded with shock, outrage, sympathy, and a global display of unity. Foreign leaders, including those from Arab nations, condemned the vicious attacks and offered their condolences to the United States. They also pledged to help the U.S. fight terrorism. Muslim religious leaders quickly emphasized that their religion rejects aggression and that the attacks contradict the teachings of the Koran. President Bush also stressed that Islam is a religion of peace and cautioned Americans not to blame all Muslims.

Within hours of the attack, federal officials and the nation’s intelligence sources concluded that bin Laden and his terrorist network Al Qaeda were involved in the attacks and that the hijackers were acting under his direction. On September 20, President Bush gave a speech before Congress in which he described a global war on terrorism. The full U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate joined together in cheering his comments. President Bush articulated the nation’s sorrow and anger, reassured the American people about the nation’s safety, promised that the U.S. would punish the terrorist forces, and described the state of the country. “We have seen the state of our union in the endurance of rescuers, working past exhaustion,” President Bush said. “We have seen the unfurling of flags, the lighting of candles, the giving of blood, the saying of prayers — in English, Hebrew, and Arabic. We have seen the decency of a loving and giving people, who have made the grief of strangers their own. My fellow citizens, for the last nine days, the entire world has seen for itself the state of our union — and it is strong. Tonight we are a country awakened to danger and called to defend freedom. Our grief has turned
to anger, and anger to resolution. Whether we bring enemies to justice, or bring justice to our enemies, justice will be done. . . . I will not forget this wound to our country or those who inflicted it. I will not yield, I will not re-lent in waging this struggle for the freedom and security of the American people.”

RESPONDING TO THE ATTACKS

In his speech, President Bush said that “Every nation in every region now has a decision to make: either you are with us or you are with the terror-ists.” He also said that “from this day forward, any nation that continues to harbor or support terrorism will be regarded by the United States as a hos-tile regime.” This ultimatum was referring to the Taliban regime in Afghani-stan and to bin Laden. President Bush was threatening that the U.S. would retaliate against both bin Laden and against Afghanistan, where he was hiding.
On October 7, 2001, the United States began military strikes against Afghanistan, in alliance with Afghan forces who were opposed to the Taliban. The war began with air strikes against Afghan military targets, although some civilian targets were accidentally hit also. By November 13, the Taliban had fled from Kabul, the capital city, and by December 7, the Taliban had left the southern city of Kandahar. On December 22, the Taliban was officially "out of power and a new interim leader, Hamid Karzai, was sworn in as Prime Minister. He will lead a government made up of representatives from Afghanistan’s various factions. By early March, the ground fighting had intensified, as American troops engaged in sporadic but fierce battles with isolated groups of Taliban and Al Qaeda fighters. As of this writing, the battles are ongoing. At the same time, American troops were dispatched to the Philippines, where the Americans will train local forces to fight terrorism. Similar missions are being considered to other nations, including Yemen, Indonesia, and the former Soviet republic of Georgia, to cooperate in the fight against the common enemy of terrorism.

Also during Fall 2001, President Bush created a federal department of Homeland Security to address issues related to national security within the U.S. One of its first steps was to increase security at airports and on planes. Later that Fall, terrorism touched the U.S. again with an anthrax scare. Anthrax is an acute infectious disease caused by bacteria. Some forms of the disease are fatal. This biochemical poison was put into envelopes and mailed to political leaders and to several media companies, including magazines, newspapers, and TV networks. There were many people exposed to the disease, and five people died as a result. Authorities have not yet identified the perpetrators, and it is unclear

"We have seen the state of our union in the endurance of rescuers, working past exhaustion," President Bush told the country in a televised speech on September 20, 2001. "We have seen the unfurling of flags, the lighting of candles, the giving of blood, the saying of prayers — in English, Hebrew, and Arabic. We have seen the decency of a loving and giving people, who have made the grief of strangers their own. My fellow citizens, for the last nine days, the entire world has seen for itself the state of our union — and it is strong."

---
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Firefighters at Ground Zero, the site of the World Trade Center in New York, on September 11, 2001.

whether those attacks were linked to bin Laden or Al Qaeda. Despite the dangers, most Americans have gotten on with their lives with courage and conviction, determined not to let the heightened sense of danger prevent them from living.

Since September 11 two videos of bin Laden have surfaced. In them he talks about the events of that day, gloats about the destruction, taunts the
U.S., and takes responsibility for the attacks. In the more recent video he appears tired and gaunt, fueling speculation that he is seriously ill. As of March 2002, bin Laden's whereabouts remain unknown. He may still be hiding in a cave in Afghanistan, he may have fled the country, or he may have been killed in a bombing raid. At this point, U.S. officials assume that he is alive and carry on the search for him in their quest to bring him to justice. Currently, the hunt for bin Laden continues.

At this point, it's impossible to predict what will happen in the search for bin Laden, in the war in Afghanistan, or in the larger war against terrorism. One senior U.S. intelligence agent from the FBI identified five tools to combat terrorism: diplomacy, military action, covert operations, economic sanctions, and law enforcement. The U.S. is currently using all of those tools in the fight against terrorism. Many have said that bin Laden is just one part of a larger problem between Western society and militant Muslims. The Al Qaeda network can continue without his leadership, they say. Even if bin Laden is found and stopped, others will rise up to take his place. Many observers believe that any permanent solution must include dialogue and diplomacy, with people from all sides discussing issues and resolving their differences with mutual respect. Clearly, military action will be only one piece in the larger effort to stop bin Laden and the Al Qaeda network.

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

Bin Laden is believed to have four wives and at least 15 children. There are conflicting reports about the location of his family; some say that his wives and children have been moved to a safe location, while others say that they are staying with him currently as he moves from place to place, trying to evade capture.
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WORLD WIDE WEB SITES ON BIN LADEN AND RELATED ISSUES

An extensive collection of web pages (with links) devoted to September 11, hosted by the Michigan Electronic Library and organized by subject. Excellent for students.

http://www.lib.umich.edu/govdocs/usterror.html
An extensive collection of web pages (with links) devoted to September 11, hosted by the University of Michigan and organized by subject. Very detailed.
http://september11.archive.org
The September 11 Web Archive, a collaboration of the Library of Congress, the Internet Archive, and webarchivest.org. A comprehensive archive of web sites devoted to September 11, including sites from individuals, groups, the press, and other institutions.

http://www.biography.com
Biographical information on bin Laden.

http://firstgov.gov/Topics/Usgresponse.shtml
The federal government’s web site on the response to terrorism.

http://www.whitehouse.gov
The web site for the U.S. President.

http://www.fbi.gov/mostwant/terrorists/fugitives.htm
The FBI’s most wanted list.

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/binladen
Information from a PBS Frontline documentary on bin Laden.

http://www.pbs.org/americaresponds
Coverage of bin Laden and the war on terrorism from PBS.

http://www.nytimes.com/learning/terrorism
Coverage of bin Laden and the war on terrorism from the New York Times. Useful for students and teachers.

Coverage of bin Laden and the war on terrorism from ABC News.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/in_depth/world/2001/war_on_terror/default.stm
Coverage of bin Laden and the war on terrorism from the BBC, England.

Coverage of bin Laden and the war on terrorism from CNN.

http://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/americaunder_attack/bin_laden/framesource.html
Coverage of bin Laden from CBS.

http://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/americaunder_attack/attack/framesource.html
Coverage of the September 11 attack from CBS.
http://freep.com/jobs/page/arabs/
100 Questions and Answers about Arabs, compiled by the Detroit Free Press.

http://www.bigchalk.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/WOPortal.woa/wa/BCPageDA/gen-Events-usatradegy
A collection of resources for students and educators from bigchalk.

http://www.newyorker.com/archive/previous/?020218frprsp_previous
Links to articles related to September 11 from the New Yorker magazine archives.

http://www.adl.org/terrorism_america/bin_1.asp
Information on Bin Laden and terrorism from the Anti-Defamation League.
Mary J. Blige 1971-
American Singer and Songwriter Known as "The Queen of Hip-Hop Soul"
Created the Hit Albums What's the 411, Mary, and No More Drama

BIRTH
Mary Jane Blige (pronounced as in "oblige") was born on November 11, 1971, in Yonkers, New York. Her father, Thomas Blige, was a professional jazz musician who left the family when Mary was young. Her mother, Cora Blige, supported the family by working long hours as a nurse. "My mother made
me strong,” Mary stated. “Watching my mother struggle to raise us and feed us made me want to be a stronger woman.” Cora Blige later married James Dillard. Mary has an older sister, LaTonya, a younger brother, Bruce, and a younger sister, Jonquell.

YOUTH

Blige grew up primarily in Yonkers, with a few years spent with her grandmother in Savannah, Georgia. In Yonkers, her family lived in a low-income apartment complex called the Schlobohm Housing Projects—nicknamed “slow bomb” by the residents. Mary shared a two-bedroom apartment with her mother and her older sister, as well as assorted members of her extended family. “When you walked into our apartment, we lived very nice,” she recalled. “It was small, but we were happy—until we walked outside, because it was the ghetto outside.” The projects and the surrounding neighborhood were overrun with drugs and crime. Blige and her sister had to be tough just to survive. “Every day I would be getting into fights over whatever. You always had to prove yourself to keep from getting robbed or jumped,” she remembered. “Growing up in the projects is like living in a barrel of crabs. If you try to get out, one of the other crabs tries to pull you down.”

Blige loved music and singing from an early age, although it never occurred to her that she might one day sing professionally. “Singing to us was like eating, you know what I’m saying?” she related. “We was singing anywhere we would go. It was so easy to do. But to be a singer just seemed so far-fetched. It didn’t seem like a reality in the projects.” Before her father left the family, he taught Mary and her sister how to harmonize. Later, Blige honed her singing talent as a member of the choir at the House of Prayer Pentecostal Church. “People in church would say, ‘You should do something with your voice,’” she recalled. “And I’d be like, ‘What? I am living in the projects in Yonkers. What am I going to do with my voice?’”

As Blige grew older, her mother further contributed to her love of music by playing the records of some of the great names in rhythm and blues (R&B), soul, and funk, including Sam Cooke, Aretha Franklin, Gladys
Knight, Otis Redding, Stevie Wonder, and Chaka Khan. "All my life, old music has been the best music to me," Blige recalled. "That music does something to me every time I hear it. Old music just does something to me. I don’t know what it is. I think it’s just the memory, wanting to go back." Another major influence on her musical interests were the early hip-hop rhythms that could be heard throughout her neighborhood. "We had block parties in the neighborhood and all the DJs would come with their records and do their scratching, and everybody’s trying to rap," she remembered. "That’s where I got all the beats for my songs.”

"Please stay in school," Blige tells her young fans. "It’s not like I want to be a role model, because I really don’t. But I feel that once you are visible, there are children watching you and mothers allow them to watch you. You have a responsibility to people other than yourself. You owe those children something and you have to bump their minds into something other than negative messages."

EDUCATION

Blige attended Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School and Lincoln High School in Yonkers. Her high school specialized in training students in the performing arts, and she often took part in school-sponsored talent shows. Although she had the potential to be a good student, Blige did not apply herself in school. She ended up dropping out in the 11th grade in order to work at a series of part-time jobs.

Since then, however, Blige has often expressed regret over her decision to quit high school. "If I had to do it over, I would finish high school. For real," she stated. "If I had the sense that I have now back then, I would be in college by now. I would have had a bachelor’s degree and all of that by now. Education is important no matter what field you want to go into." In 2000, Blige began working with a tutor in order to prepare for the high-school equivalency exam. She has often told her young fans not to make the same mistakes that she did. "Please stay in school," she said. "It’s not like I want to be a role model, because I really don’t. But I feel that once you are visible, there are children watching you and mothers allow them to watch you. You have a responsibility to people other than yourself. You owe those children something and you have to bump their minds into something other than negative messages."
MARY J. BLIGE

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

Karaoke Tape Leads to a Record Deal

After dropping out of school at the age of 16, Blige held several part-time jobs, including one as a cashier in a department store. She also spent a lot of time hanging out with her friends. When she was 17, she made a tape of herself singing Anita Baker's hit song "Caught Up in the Rapture" at a karaoke studio in a local mall. Although she only made the tape to entertain her friends, it ended up leading to her big break in the music business. "I wasn't looking for a deal, I wasn't looking for anything!" Blige noted. "I was just playing around!" Blige's mother gave the tape to her boyfriend, who gave it to one of his friends, the R&B vocalist Jeff Redd. Redd then passed the tape along to record-company executive Andre Harrell. He liked what he heard and signed the unknown young singer to a recording...
contract with Uptown Records. Before she knew it, Blige was in the studio working on an album under the guidance of the well-known producer and hip-hop artist Sean “Puff Daddy/P. Diddy” Combs.

In 1992, Blige finally released her first album, *What's the 411?* It turned out to be a huge hit, selling over two million copies and putting two singles on top of the R&B charts, “Real Love” and “You Remind Me.” Reviewers praised Blige’s sound as a unique combination of R&B melodies and hip-hop beats. They claimed that she had created a new, female version of the popular New Jack Swing sound, which they termed New Jill Swing. They also gave her the nickname “The Queen of Hip-Hop Soul.” *What's the 411?* proved to be especially popular with African-Americans from urban areas, who seemed to identify with Blige's background. Before long, people began copying her casual yet funky style of dress, which became known as "ghetto fabulous."

"My mother raised me with a lot of respect, but the street raised me with disrespect. I'd be hanging out every night and getting high," Blige said. "I used to do it because I thought it would make me forget about things. It made me forget about it for the moment. But the next day, it was seven times worse. Because the reality is that everything I was trying to run from was still there."

Dealing with Fame

Although Blige was thrilled with the success of her first album, she struggled to deal with her sudden rise to fame. After all, she was still basically a shy, 21-year-old high-school dropout who had no experience or training to help her deal with all the attention she received from the media and fans. She reacted to the pressure by drinking, smoking, and using drugs. "My mother raised me with a lot of respect, but the street raised me with disrespect. I'd be hanging out every night and getting high," Blige said. "I used to do it because I thought it would make me forget about things. It made me forget about it for the moment. But the next day, it was seven times worse. Because the reality is that everything I was trying to run from was still there."

During this time, Blige gained a reputation as a "difficult" artist. She often acted angry, rude, and hostile in public. The media was full of stories about her bad behavior, such as skipping public appearances, showing up late for
photo shoots, arguing with interviewers, and being high on stage. Blige accepted some responsibility for her unprofessional behavior, but she also blamed her record company and the people who were managing her career at that time. “Everyone was making decisions about me and what I should be doing, but I didn’t necessarily agree with everything, so I wouldn’t do things,” she admitted. “The whole business wasn’t as glamorous as it appeared to be on the outside.” Prior to the release of her second album, Blige worked with a public-relations expert who specialized in helping rising stars deal with media attention. She gained some confidence and started to take charge of her own career. “I guess you could say that I’ve become more of a businesswoman than I was before,” she stated. “I have more creative control over my vision because you can’t trust anyone with your money, your life, your image.”

**Maturing as a Person and as an Artist**

In 1994, Blige released her second album, *My Life*. This album, which features the hit singles “I’m Goin’ Down” and “Be Happy,” debuted in the top spot on Billboard’s R&B chart. Blige showed her newfound confidence by writing the lyrics for most of the songs on the album. “*My Life* is not talking about my life totally. It’s about everybody’s. It’s something that people can grasp and feel is for real. It’s like, instead of always singing about fairy-tale stuff, sing about something everyone can relate to,” she explained. “When I was writing the songs, everybody I know was going through bad relationships and, yes, I’ve had my share of bad relationships, so I wanted to talk about it.” Reviewers noted that Blige added live horns and strings to many of the songs instead of strictly relying on the hip-hop technique of sampling other songs. Fans seemed to appreciate her efforts, as *My Life* sold more than three million copies.

Blige released her third album, *Share My World*, in 1996. As she worked on this album, she decided that she needed to part company with people
whom she felt were negative influences in her life, including her former mentor, Sean "Puff Daddy/P. Diddy" Combs. She also split up with her boyfriend, Cedric "K-Ci" Hailey of the R&B group Jodeci; she has since revealed that she suffered both mental and physical abuse in that relationship. During this time, Blige renewed her commitment to God and began to work toward loving herself. "I had a lot of people around me who were trying to hurt me—who were able to hurt me because I couldn't see that I meant something," she noted. "Now my family is more involved in my career. There's nothing but love surrounding me. I won't allow anything else."

For *Share My World*, Blige once again wrote many of the songs herself. Her lyrics reflect her growing interest in spirituality and self-respect. "This project is totally different," she stated. "It is about going deep and finding out what the real deal is. And for me, the real deal is about peace and love."
She worked with new producers on this record, including Kenny "Baby-face" Edmonds and Roy Ayers, and ended up with a mellow sound that tended toward mainstream R&B or pop. *Share My World* features the hit songs "Not Gon' Cry" — which became a sort of anthem for broken-hearted women — as well as "Love Is All We Need" and "Seven Days."

With the success of *Share My World*, Blige finally began to feel comfortable with her stardom. She opened up in interviews and admitted some of the mistakes she made in the past, including using drugs. "I've experienced every feeling that drugs have, every effect that they have on you," she explained. "And the real deal is that it doesn't feel good. It consumes your brain cells. It consumes your body. And if you don't quit, it will kill you. You will die!" Also in 1996, Blige won her first Grammy Award. She earned the honor for her duet with Method Man, "I'll Be There for You / You're All I Need."

**Collaborating with Well-Known Artists**

In 1999, Blige released her fourth album, *Mary*. Although it featured collaborations with a number of well-known artists — including Lauryn Hill, Elton John, Aretha Franklin, and Eric Clapton — it was her most personal and internally focused work to date. "This album is all about me," she stated. "That's not to say you have to love and agree with me, but I'm very happy with it. And in a humble way I'm happy with me and where I'm at right now." The album, which includes the songs "Deep Inside," "All That I Can Say," and "Your Child," earned three Grammy nominations.

Blige thoroughly enjoyed working with the famous musicians who appeared on *Mary*. She especially liked singing with Aretha Franklin, who was one of her mother's favorite artists. "That was real. I had my mom come to the studio, and Aretha and my mom were talking and everything," she recalled. "She's a wonderful lady, a hardworking lady. And she
can sing.” In her duet with Franklin, called “Don’t Waste Your Time,” Blige talks about the frustrations of dealing with bad men and the need to regain control of her relationships.

Another song on the Mary album features pop music legend Elton John on piano. “Deep Inside” includes some of the familiar notes from John’s classic song “Bennie and the Jets.” “I loved ‘Bennie and the Jets’ from the time I was a little girl,” Blige stated. “Then I heard Elton was saying on VH1 that I was one of his favorite artists in the R&B world. I thought, ‘OK, that’s an open door.’ So we gave him a call and I ended up going to his concert. As soon as I met Elton, we clicked. That man is as real as they come.”

Blige met guitar legend Eric Clapton at a dinner reception for President Bill Clinton. “I was standing inside of a tent and this guy walked up to me and
said, 'I love your music and I love your work.' He looked kind of familiar and I shook his hand. He said, 'I'm Eric Clapton.' And I was like, 'Oh my God! I mean, this is crazy!' she recalled. "He ended up being so down-to-earth. Eric Clapton is what we call a human, you know?" The two musicians exchanged phone numbers, and Blige called Clapton when she needed someone to contribute a guitar segment to her album.

No More Drama

Blige completed her transformation into a mature and confident artist with the release of her 2001 album, No More Drama. "This album is a continuation of a turnaround," she explained. "The Mary album was a clean up. It was about cleaning up around me because I still had debris left around me. And this album? It's about solidifying and moving even further with the things I've learned and the strides I've made." On No More Drama, Blige moves deeper into R&B and also incorporates elements of rock, blues, and gospel. The album includes the upbeat dance tune "Family Affair," which became Blige's first single to hit number one on the Billboard pop charts.

"I'd like people to be entertained but I'd like them to hear what I'm saying, too," Blige said about her recent CD, No More Drama. "But if it doesn't grab you right away, cool. Just dance to it. Just feel it until you are ready to hear what I have to say, and then whatever happens will happen."

Like Mary, No More Drama features performances from several well-known guest stars, including Eve, Missy Elliot, and Lenny Kravitz. The title track, which was written by top producers Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis, opens with the instrumental theme for the TV soap opera "The Young and the Restless." "Jimmy and Terry wrote it without me and when I heard it I was like, 'Do you have a private detective following me around?' Because this song is so where I'm at. This song is demanding that you stay away from my life if you're going to bring me drama."

Blige hopes that fans understand her message about taking care of themselves and avoiding "drama," or unnecessary physical and emotional pain. "I'd like people to be entertained but I'd like them to hear what I'm saying, too," she stated. "But if it doesn't grab you right away, cool. Just dance to it. Just feel it until you are ready to hear what I have to say, and then whatever happens will happen."
Thanks to her unique sound and the success of her albums, Mary J. Blige has joined the ranks of the superstars of the music world. The power and clarity of her voice has been compared to that of Whitney Houston, Toni Braxton, and Mariah Carey. Yet music reviewers have claimed that Blige brings more emotion to her work than many other singers, perhaps because of her background. Blige considers herself lucky to have escaped the ghetto and to have found a way to make a living doing something that she loves. “All I want to do is sing,” she noted. “So I’ll sing as long as my voice lasts.”

HOME AND FAMILY

Blige owns a home on Long Island, New York, which she shares with her sister LaTonya and her young family. “Being with my sister makes me feel
comfortable and safe," she explained. "I'm not the type of person to live in a big house by myself." Blige has never been married and does not have children, although she once talked about what she considered her ideal man. "My ideal man does not have to have a whole bunch of money," she noted. "He has to be secure. He has to be God-fearing. He has to love his mother. And he has to respect all women."

Now it seems that Blige has found that man. Recently she has revealed that she's engaged, although she hasn't disclosed the name of her fiance. She has also said that they're planning a small wedding, but they haven't yet set a date.

**HOBBIES AND OTHER INTERESTS**

Blige is very active in charity work. For example, she appears in anti-drug public service announcements, encourages young people to vote through MTV's Rock the Vote campaign, and works to improve inner-city neighborhoods with the organization 100 Black Men. Blige is also highly visible in the fight against AIDS. She served as a spokesperson for MAC Cosmetics in their Viva Glam III campaign, which raised $4 million to help people with AIDS. She received the Rolling Stone Do Something Award, among several other honors, in recognition of her humanitarian work.

Blige has dabbled in acting, making guest appearances in several films and television series. She has also served as the basis of a hip-hop super heroine character in an Internet-based animated series.

**RECORDINGS**

What's the 411? 1992
My Life, 1994
Share My World, 1996
Mary, 1999
No More Drama, 2001
HONORS AND AWARDS

Grammy Award: 1996, Best Rap Performance by a Duo or Group, for “I'll Be There for You/You're All I Need” with Method Man
Lady of Soul Awards: 1996, Best Solo R&B/Soul Single, for “Not Gon’ Cry”; 1998, Best Solo R&B/Soul Album of the Year, for Share My World; 2000, Best Solo R&B/Soul Album of the Year, for Mary; Best R&B/Soul or Rap Song of the Year, for “All That I Can Say”
Do Something Award (Rolling Stone): 2000
Lifetime Service Award (100 Black Men): 2000
Soul Train Music Awards: 2000 (two awards), Female Entertainer of the Year and Album of the Year by a Solo Female Artist
BET Award: 2001, Best Female R&B Artist
Patrick Lippert Award (Rock the Vote): 2001

FURTHER READING

Books
Contemporary Black Biography, Vol. 20, 1998
Contemporary Musicians, Vol. 15, 1995
Encyclopedia of Rock Stars, 1996
Who's Who among African Americans, 2000

Periodicals
Entertainment Weekly, May 2, 1997, p.54; Aug. 20, 1999, p.123
Interview, July 1995, p.80; Sep. 2001, p.164
Los Angeles Times, Apr. 13, 1997, p.5
New Yorker, Oct. 11, 1999, p.56
Newsweek, May 5, 1997, p.69
San Francisco Chronicle, Aug. 29, 1999, p.56
Time, Apr. 28, 1997, p.70; Aug. 16, 1999, p.69
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ADDRESS

MCA Records
1755 Broadway
8th Floor
New York, NY 10019
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http://www.mjblige.com
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Billy Gilman 1988-
American Singer
Creator of the Country Hit “One Voice”

BIRTH
William Wendell (Billy) Gilman was born on May 24, 1988, in Westerly, Rhode Island. His father, Bill Gilman, is a technician at a fuel company, and his mother, Fran Gilman, worked as a secretary, but is now a stay-at-home mom. His brother, Colin, is three years younger.
CHOOSING A CAREER

His family and musical managers agree: it wasn't so much a matter of Billy Gilman choosing a career, as a career choosing him. His ear for music, passion for performing, and sense of poise have been advanced since he was a toddler. After listening with his grandparents to the classic sounds of country artists Tammy Wynette, Patsy Cline, and George Jones, he had his first musical revelation before he was three. His mother had videotaped a Sea World special, thinking he would enjoy the whales and dolphins. Instead, he was blown away by country star Pam Tillis, who sang her rollicking hit, “Cleopatra, Queen of Denial.” After listening a couple of times, tiny Billy knew every word. After three listens, he sang along perfectly. Soon he began to belt out country songs to whomever would listen.

"The other kids would beg him to go outside and play, but he just wanted to perform," his mother said. "We bought him a little karaoke machine when he was five, and every holiday he'd put performances on. You couldn't stop him." Billy agreed. "I knew I wanted to sing ever since first grade," he said. "Other kids would bring in toy trucks and dinosaurs for show and tell, and I'd bring in a tape and sing." He sang so much that his family dubbed him "Big Mouth," a nickname that holds to this day. His early performances from the top of the kitchen table, holding a plastic guitar, gave way to appearances at local events. He made his big-audience debut at the Swamp Yankee Days Festival in Charleston, Rhode Island, when he was eight. "He just loved every minute of it," his mother said. "He's just a natural performer."

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

From the Kitchen Table to Nashville

Gilman started on the path to success when his music-loving grandmother recruited a local voice coach, Angela Bacari, to assess his talent. Bacari agreed only grudgingly to hear the boy. But her attitude changed when eight-year-old Gilman began to sing. "I cried, I really did," Bacari said. "He was incredible." She launched Gilman on a regular voice-training regi-
men. He also continued to perform at local fairs and functions, and soon he was opening shows for such well-known artists as Lori Morgan, Jo Dee Messina, and his idol, Pam Tillis.

When Gilman was 10, Bacari got a musician friend to send a tape to Ray Benson. As the leader of Asleep at the Wheel, a well-known Western Swing band, Benson is a veteran insider in country music. "I said, 'Wow, this kid is how old?"' Benson remembered with a laugh. "He's just so talented. I haven't heard a kid sing like that since Wayne Newton [a teen star of the 1950s]." In 1999, several months before his 11th birthday, Gilman traveled to Austin, Texas, to record demo tapes with Benson and his band. As a result, Gilman attracted the interest of Scott Siman, a top country-music manager. Soon Gilman had landed a recording contract with Sony Music Nashville, Epic Division. "We went to see him open for [the country rock band] Alabama, and he got three standing ovations. He worked the crowd like he's a 30-year veteran," recalled Blake Chancey, a Sony executive and co-producer of Gilman's CDs. "To an extent you can create some of these boy bands, but you can't create a singing phenomenon like Billy. This is something that really just fell into our laps."

**One Voice**

With his first album, One Voice, Gilman achieved a level of success that he describes as "more than I ever dreamed of" and "overwhelmingly terrific." Its centerpiece is undoubtedly the title cut and hit single "One Voice," an anti-gun, anti-violence anthem sung from a schoolboy’s point of view. Written by the album's co-producers Don Cook and David Malloy, the ballad yearns for a simpler, more innocent time in America. Gilman sings wistfully, in angelic tones, of "a house, a yard, a neighborhood where you could ride your new bike to school" and parents "who still believe in the Golden Rule." The accompanying video is primarily shot in black-and-white tones. Gilman is pictured on a school
bus, where a group of boys pass around a handgun. One of the boys tucks the weapon into his bookbag. From the bus, the viewer glimpses other disturbing scenes—an argumentative couple and a teen mother with her baby—before the vignette ends hopefully: the boy with the gun tosses it into a river. "It's a good message," Billy said. "People don't have to use guns except for hunting. And they should be locked up so kids can't get them."

The single "One Voice" clearly struck a chord with listeners. In the wake of tragedies like the school shootings at Columbine High School in Colorado and elsewhere, listeners embraced the song as an expression of hope. "One Voice" debuted on Country Music Television a week before Gilman's 12th birthday in May 2000, and it quickly landed on Billboard magazine's best-selling country singles chart. With that, Gilman became the youngest
country singer ever to have a Billboard hit. The song's popularity continued to skyrocket. Within three months of its release, the song had overtaken "Breathe" by Faith Hill as the nation's No. 1 country single.

"Gilman gave a star-making performance at the 2000 Academy of Country Music Awards, when his rendition of the country classic "Roly Poly" brought the audience to its feet and made him a sensation overnight. "My jaw just hit the floor," said music journalist Phyllis Stark. "Here was this pee-wee kid in leather pants just nailing that song. And when he got a standing ovation from all those industry types, that was astonishing, because they are the most jaded professionals. They're not easily impressed."

In addition to its stand-out single, the One Voice album features remakes of several old country favorites, including Bobby Goldsboro's "Little Things," Tammy Wynette's ""Til I Can Make It On My Own," and Thurston Harris's "Little Bitty Pretty One." "It's so raucous, it's really rockin'," Gilman said of the Harris song, and added that it's one of his favorites to sing. The album also includes "I Think She Likes Me," a song about young love, and "The Snake Song," a silly number about a reptile that falls in love with a garden hose. Gilman called it "a real kid's song" that he especially enjoys singing.

Reaction from Critics and Fans

Critical response to the album was generally good. Many commentators agreed with Richard Corliss of Time magazine, who called Gilman a "real singer . . . with impressive breath control and a fine sense of drama." A minorityobjected, however, faulting the recording as overly sweet. There was no disagreement among his fans, however. Powered by the popularity of the "One Voice" single and video, Gilman's debut album soon reached platinum status, selling over one million copies; to date it has sold a total of about two million copies. With that accomplishment, Gilman became the youngest artist ever to release a platinum-selling disk.

Helping to fuel the album's sales were Gilman's charismatic appearances on national television. He burst onto the national scene just before the release of "One Voice" with a star-making performance at the Academy of Country Music Awards in May 2000. His rendition of the country classic
"Roly Poly," backed by Asleep at the Wheel, brought the audience to its feet and made Gilman a sensation overnight. "My jaw just hit the floor," said music journalist Phyllis Stark. "Here was this pee-wee kid in leather pants just nailing that song. And when he got a standing ovation from all those industry types, that was astonishing, because they are the most jaded professionals. They're not easily impressed." Legions of new fans cheered, too, as Gilman made the rounds of such television programs as "The Oprah Winfrey Show," "The Today Show," "Live with Regis Philbin," "The Rosie O'Donnell Show," and "The Tonight Show with Jay Leno." Besides his vocal power, Gilman impressed viewers with charm, good manners, and extraordinary poise. The New York Post summed up the opin-
ion of many: “There are few gentleman in country music as articulate, polite, smart, and talented as Billy Gilman.”

Christmas Songs and Grammy Nominations

In 2000 Gilman also recorded Classic Christmas, a CD that showcases his soaring voice on classics like “Winter Wonderland” and new numbers like the single “Warm and Fuzzy.” On “Dream a Dream,” Gilman teamed up with Charlotte Church, the teen-aged English classical soprano. While Classic Christmas didn’t take critics or fans by storm, it sold well, chalking up sales of about half a million copies. It also produced Gilman’s first television special, “Billy Gilman’s Classic Christmas” on TNN in December 2000.

Gilan’s passionate performance of “One Voice” at the 2001 American Music Awards earned a thunderous standing ovation. “I was really nervous, because there was a cool range of music there that night. But to see all the rap artists standing up for me, I literally wanted to cry. It was really touching.” In January 2001, Gilman became the youngest solo artist ever to receive a Grammy Award nomination. “One Voice” received two nominations, for Best Male Country Vocal Performance and for Best Country Song. Competition in the best-performance category included the country legends Vince Gill, Dwight Yoakam, and Johnny Cash. When Cash won, Gilman could only repeat what he’d said all along, how privileged he felt to be among the nominees. In January he reached a wider audience with his appearance at the American Music Awards telecast. His passionate performance of “One Voice” earned a thunderous standing ovation. “I was really nervous, because there was a cool range of music there that night,” he recalled. “But to see all the rap artists standing up for me, I literally wanted to cry. It was really touching.” Gilman walked away that evening with the award for Favorite New Country Artist, telling the audience: “Thank you. Never in a million trillion years would I ever imagine I’d be winning an award like this.”

Dare to Dream

In May 2001, Gilman celebrated his 13th birthday and the release of his third album, Dare to Dream. The material includes several forays into ro-
romantic love in songs like "She's My Girl," "Our First Kiss," and "Almost Love," plus a song about a boy's love for his mother, "The Woman in My Life." The compilation reflects also a serious side in such songs as "My Time on Earth," "Some Things I Know," and "Elisabeth," all of which treat grown-up themes. *Dare to Dream* sold half a million copies, but did not equal the success of his debut album. Some reviewers questioned the producers' choice of material, and noted that young Gilman was out of his depth with the love songs and somber ballads.

**Life on the Road**

Critics tend to be enthusiastic, however, in response to Gilman's live performances. The *Boston Herald* called him a "true phenomenon, a performer with that elusive 'it.'" He spent the summer of 2001 on a 70-city tour with
fellow child singer Jessica Andrews, traveling by tour bus. If his family isn’t available to travel with him on tour, he is accompanied by his voice coach, Bacari, who is also his personal manager. As much as he loves the excitement of traveling, Gilman has said that life on the road has its challenges. "I do get lonely, kind of, but I have people [with me] who are kids at heart, so I have lots of fun with them. [If] we’re on the bus and we’re not doing anything, I get a little homesick." Among activities he misses while away from home are birthday parties, pillow fights, and playing video games late into the night. Gilman said that fame hasn’t affected his relationships with friends at home. “I still have the same friends I had in school. They’re really good — there’s no jealousy at all.”

As much as he loves the excitement of traveling, Gilman has said that life on the road has its challenges. "I do get lonely, kind of, but I have people [with me] who are kids at heart, so I have lots of fun with them. [If] we’re on the bus and we’re not doing anything, I get a little homesick."

Future Plans
With pure, high-pitched tones as his trademark, Gilman is often asked “What will happen when your voice changes?” He usually replies that he will face the changes as they happen. “I have to work with it and take it one step at a time,” he said recently. "My voice is changing every day." In the meantime, Gilman does vocal exercises to ensure that he will be able to cope as his voice gets deeper. According to his co-producer Blake Chancey, “I don’t know how much his voice will change, but I think he’s got that superstar quality about him on stage and in the way he sings. I think we’re going to be hearing from him for a long time.” One of Gilman’s adult fans put it more simply: “People keep wondering what will happen when his voice changes. You can’t change talent. You can’t change stage presence.”

Eventually, Gilman would like to diversify as a performer. “Hopefully, sometime in the very near future, I would like to do a movie or a television series,” he said. “I want to do what I love to do, and that’s make people laugh. I would love to do all the different kinds of stuff there is to do in the entertainment industry.” When asked by a journalist what would happen if his career disappeared overnight, Gilman said that “I would just hope that people would remember that I was pleasing on stage, and that my songs
were good. I hope they remember that I loved to sing. Because I really do. I really love to sing.”

MAJOR INFLUENCES

Gilman has said that his musical inspirations are his early musical love, Pam Tillis, and his voice coach, Angela Bacari. He has cited two female singers as his favorite performers: “Patsy Cline because her voice is just so strong,” he said. “But the voice that inspires me most is Barbra Streisand. The way she can go from belting out loud to real down mellow.” He likes all kind of music, including pop, rock, and rap. On his CD player at any given time he may have Tim McGraw, Faith Hill, Celine Dion, Backstreet Boys, *N Sync, or Britney Spears.

EDUCATION

Gilman left regular school for a private tutor around the time he signed his record contract. He is tutored four to five hours a day when he is at home in Rhode Island. He prefers words to numbers, listing spelling, reading, and writing as his favorite subjects. “Math isn’t my favorite, but it’s getting easier,” he said. “I have a vision of going to college and stuff,” he added. “But [performing] is basically what I want to do for the rest of my life. I know that for sure. It’s my job.” When pressed, Gilman said he would consider training as a veterinarian or studying management in college — to learn the entertainment business. “I actually did want to be a doctor, but I can’t stand the blood and guts,” he said.

HOBBIES AND OTHER INTERESTS

“I love to fish, bowl, ski — water and snow — and like to fight with my younger brother Colin,” Gilman said. He also enjoys roller-blading, PlayStation 2, reading Harry Potter books, and surfing the web. His family shares their rural home with several pets: three cats named Zee, Ta, and Oscar; a dog named Whizzer (after one of the puppies in 101 Dalmatians); and a hamster named Ralph. His most prized possession, however, is his four-wheel motor bike. “I flip it over and jump off it, like 10-foot-high jumps, he says. “I’m very daring.” A confessed game-show junkie, Gilman tested his skill when he appeared on a special edition of “Hollywood Squares” in December 2001. He gave golf a try — until a runaway golf ball hit him full on the mouth and knocked out his front tooth. He is now a devoted fan of baseball.
CREDITS

Recordings

One Voice, 2000
Classic Christmas, 2000
Dare to Dream, 2001

Television Special

Billy Gilman’s Classic Christmas, 2000

HONORS AND AWARDS

Billboard Music Video Award (<em>Billboard</em>): 2000, Best New Country Artist
Top Ten Youth in Entertainment Award (<em>Daily Variety</em>): 2000
Discovery Award (<em>Country Weekly</em>): 2001

FURTHER READING

Periodicals

<em>Billboard</em>, Apr. 1, 2000, p.67
<em>Boston Herald</em>, Dec. 16, 2000, p.21
<em>Los Angeles Times</em>, Sep. 23, 2000, p.F2
<em>New York Post</em>, Sep. 7, 2001, p.54
<em>People</em>, Aug. 14, 2000, p.108; Aug. 21, 2000, p.43
<em>USA Today</em>, June 22, 2000, p.D1

ADDRESS

Sony Music Nashville
34 Music Square, East
Nashville, TN 37203
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http://www.billygilman.com
BRIEF ENTRY

Leanne Nakamura 1982-
American Student and Environmentalist

EARLY YEARS

Leanne Nakamura was born on September 18, 1982, in Honolulu, Hawaii. She grew up in Kaneohe, on the island of Oahu in Hawaii. Her parents are Lorene Nakamura, a bookkeeper for a company that does tax returns, and Waring Nakamura, a sales manager for a food company. Leanne has one sister, Jenna.
Nakamura attended Castle High School, where she was involved in a lot of school clubs and other activities. She was involved in the Key Club, the One World Club, the Windward Teen Council, and the Millennium Young People's Congress. She also worked on Na Pali, the school newspaper. It was while she was still a student that Nakamura first started volunteering for environmental projects.

“I didn’t like environmental projects at first. I’m a wimp so I thought things were too dirty for me . . . plus I live in paradise! But while attending a conference . . . I realized that slowly we will start losing ‘paradise’ and we have to do something to keep it. I live in Kaneohe, a valley beside the Ko’olau Mountains. It’s very beautiful, and after a while I realized that I took it for granted.”

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Nakamura began volunteering as a teenager, when her mother told her to find volunteer work or to clean the house. “I’ve been volunteering since then,” she said. She started to work at a local elementary school summer program and to help out with gardening and babysitting at the nearby Ronald McDonald House. Located near hospitals, Ronald McDonald Houses are large homes where the families of sick children can stay while their children receive treatment. Supported by McDonald’s and other donors, these homes are intended to make family members comfortable in a home-like environment, and at a very low cost.

When she first started doing volunteer work, Nakamura didn’t consider herself an environmentalist. “I didn’t like environmental projects at first,” she later admitted. “I’m a wimp so I thought things were too dirty for me . . . plus I live in paradise! But while attending a conference . . . I realized that slowly we will start losing ‘paradise’ and we have to do something to keep it. I live in Kaneohe, a valley beside the Ko’olau Mountains. It’s very beautiful, and after a while I realized that I took it for granted.”

While in high school, Nakamura and many of her friends became involved with an environmental group called Protect the Planet (PTP). After a while, though, there were some problems within that group. Many of the student members began to question the leadership decisions of the group’s director, an adult, and to question the allocation of money donated to the group. There were also charges of sexual improprieties involving the
director, who was later arrested and sent to prison. Many of the student members, including Nakamura, decided to leave that group. They decided to form a new organization they called SAVE, for Student Actions and Values for the Environment. "[We] had a choice of whether to continue with PTP, and the members decided not to," Nakamura says. "We then built the foundation of SAVE with the YWCA's guidance. We held meeting
after meeting trying to decide what to do, and SAVE was the outcome.” A nonprofit group run for and by students, SAVE was dedicated to completing environmental projects, to increasing environmental awareness by educating the public, and to working with other organizations and clubs to meet these goals.

---

After cleaning up Kualoa Beach, Nakamura and SAVE went on to other cleanup efforts, including cleaning up a local canal and storm drain and cleaning up firecracker debris from area beaches. “It’s hard to believe that something as beautiful as Hawaii could go bad. . . . People take this place for granted. They forget how special Hawaii is and how lucky they are to live here.”

---

**Beach Cleanup**

One such environmental project was beach cleanup. In May 1999, when she was a junior in high school, Nakamura learned about a problem along the shoreline of Kualoa Regional Park. Fishing nets would wash ashore from fishing boats and then would catch on the beach and on offshore reefs. The huge nets were eroding the beach sand, damaging the coral reef, and killing the resident fish and sea turtles.

Nakamura decided to organize a cleanup. She called all her friends, as well as representatives from school clubs and other area environmental groups. “I expected maybe 30 people, but 60 showed up,” she later said. “I thought, ‘Oh, my God, do we have enough food for all these people?’” They worked for four weekends and ended up hauling away seven pickup truck-loads of fishnet and other garbage. After cleaning up Kualoa Beach, Nakamura and SAVE went on to other cleanup efforts, including cleaning up a local canal and storm drain and cleaning up firecracker debris from area beaches. “It’s hard to believe that something as beautiful as Hawaii could go bad. . . . People take this place for granted. They forget how special Hawaii is and how lucky they are to live here.”

In recognition of her environmental efforts, Nakamura won the 2000 Prudential Spirit of Community Award. These awards are given out to young people across America who volunteer their time and talents to improve their communities. They are sponsored by the Prudential Insurance Company in partnership with the National Association of Secondary
School Principals (NASSP). After winning the award, Nakamura traveled to Washington, D.C., to meet with other award winners. Afterward, both she and her group SAVE received a lot of publicity, including articles in Teen People and Reader’s Digest, where she was named a “Teen Hero.”

Recent Activities

After graduating from Castle High School in 2000, Nakamura went on to the University of Hawaii at Manoa, where she is currently a student. She is thinking about majoring in speech, because, she says, “I really like the type of people in it, but I want to go into PR [public relations] and help non-profit as well as profit organizations with PR. Sometimes small organizations have great ideas, they just need to get well-known. (In other words, I want to make tons of money off of profit businesses and lend free support to non-profit organizations.)”

Nakamura’s dedication to volunteer work has continued now that she’s in college. For the time being, though, SAVE has been suspended, as Nakamura and the other members all dispersed to attend college. But that hasn’t dampened their enthusiasm for community service. “The members have left for the mainland for college,” she reports, “but now we’re each volunteering in the community in different organizations. Once in a while we’ll volunteer for a cleanup.” And Nakamura continues with other community groups, working with the Service Learning Program at University of Hawaii, Aloha United Way projects, the YWCA, and other organizations.

Advice for Other Teens

Nakamura has this advice for other young people who want to make a difference in their communities. “Anyone can be called a ‘Teen Hero.’ I just got a bunch of my friends together and created a club that did cleanups. I just want to show younger students that if they work hard for what they want, have a passion for what they believe in, and have faith in themselves, then they’re a Teen Hero. That’s all it takes.”
just want to show younger students that if they work hard for what they want, have a passion for what they believe in, and have faith in themselves, then they're a Teen Hero. That's all it takes."
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BIRTH
Condoleezza Rice was born on November 14, 1954, in Birmingham, Alabama. Her mother, Angelena Rice, was a music and science teacher, and her father, John Rice, was a teacher and Presbyterian minister when their daughter was born. Condoleezza (kah-nah-LEE-zah) is their only child. Angelena created her daughter's unusual name from an Italian musi-
cal term, "con dolcezza," meaning "with sweetness." She is usually called "Condi" by friends.

YOUTH

Condoleezza Rice grew up in a loving family that expected much of her. She was taking piano lessons by age three, and within a few years she added Spanish and French lessons. She was reading before she was five, so her mother signed her up for all kinds of book clubs.

--- " ---

To protect Rice against racism, her parents taught her that she would have to be "twice as good" at everything in order to compete in the white world."My parents were very strategic," she says. "I was going to be so well prepared, and I was going to do all of these things that were revered in white society so well, that I would be armored somehow from racism. I would be able to confront white society on its own terms."

--- " ---

Rice has called her parents the most important influence in her life, and she has seldom strayed from that influence. She loved to play with the neighborhood kids, but she was rarely out of sight of her mother. Carolyn Hunter, the mother of a childhood friend, recalls that one day Condi was playing school in their garage. Hunter closed the garage door to keep out the mosquitos, but Condi stopped her. "Miz Hunter," she said, "If you let the door down, I'll have to go home." When Hunter asked why, she replied, "my mama can't watch me."

A Segregated World

Rice grew up in a world where blacks and whites lived completely separate, segregated lives. It was the time of "Jim Crow" laws in the United States, when blacks were relegated to second-class status in all things. All the features of daily life—schools, stores, neighborhoods, even drinking fountains—were marked "colored" or "whites only," and facilities for blacks were always inferior.

Rice lived in a middle-class black suburb in a family that had produced three generations of college-educated professionals. Her parents taught her that she would have to be "twice as good" at everything in order to compete in the white world."My parents were very strategic," she says. "I
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was going to be so well prepared, and I was going to do all of these things that were revered in white society so well, that I would be armored some-
how from racism. I would be able to confront white society on its own
terms.” It was through achievement, they believed, that racism would be
defeated. Condi Rice’s cousin, Connie Rice, a leading civil rights attorney,
talks about the expectations that came with being a Rice. “Our grandfa-
thers had this indomitable outlook,” she says. “It went: Racism is the way
of the world, but it’s got nothing to do with your mission, which is to be
the best damned whatever-you’re-going-to-be in the world. Life was a
regimen. Read a book a day. Religion, religion, religion. The Rices were
kind of joyless except for Condi’s dad. But if there’s one thing about Rice
kids, there is nothing crushed about us—not our spirit, not our intellect,
nothing. We just can’t be conquered.”

Rice describes her neighborhood this way: “My whole community was de-
termined not to let their children’s horizons be limited by growing up in
segregated Birmingham. Sometimes I think they overcompensated be-
cause they wanted their kids to be so much better. My parents were extra-
ordinary, as were their parents, so I come from a long line of family whose
belief was, You can do it, but you have to work really hard — and you’re not
allowed to make excuses.”

Rice’s parents did their best to shelter her from racism, but when confront-
ed with it, they were firm in their demand to be treated with dignity. In an
incident from her childhood often quoted in profiles of Rice, she and her
mother went shopping in one of Birmingham’s better stores. Angelena
Rice picked out a dress for her daughter to try on. But when they ap-
proached the store clerk, the clerk indicated that Condi would have to use
a storage room and not the dressing room, which was reserved for whites
only. Angelena looked the woman in the eye. “My daughter will try on this
dress in a dressing room, or I’m not spending my money here.” While
Condi tried on the dress, the clerk fearfully guarded the entrance to the
dressing room — afraid of losing her commission and afraid of being fired
for breaking a “rule” of the segregated world.

The Civil Rights Movement

In the 1950s, the civil rights movement began to galvanize blacks all over
the U.S. Led by the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. and others, the move-
ment promoted nonviolent protest as a means of achieving equal rights for
blacks. Their methods included sit-ins at lunch counters, non-violent
marches, and the bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama. In an act of civil
disobedience, Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat on a segregated bus
to a white man and was arrested. In protest, blacks refused to ride the city buses until they had equal access to public transportation. In Montgomery and elsewhere, protesters were often beaten and jailed for taking part in civil rights demonstrations. (For more information on Rosa Parks, see Biography Today, April 1992, and Update in the 1994 Annual Cumulation.)

Birmingham, Alabama, Rice's hometown, had a reputation as a hotbed of racial discrimination. And this spirit of racial hatred led to acts of violence that rocked the nation and touched Rice personally. In 1963, the 16th Avenue Baptist Church in Birmingham was bombed by white racists. Four girls were killed in the bombing; one of them, Denise McNair, had gone to school with Rice.

As Condoleezza Rice recalls, "our parents really did have us convinced that you couldn't have a hamburger at Woolworth's, but you could be President of the United States."

John Rice was a popular figure in the neighborhood, beloved as a high school teacher, football coach, and minister of the Presbyterian church. He encouraged the young people of his neighborhood to achieve in school and on the athletic field. But he never tried to persuade his daughter or his community to join the civil rights movement and take part in the marches. While he believed in the fight for civil rights, he did not embrace the tactics of the movement. "My father was not a march-in-the-street preacher," says Rice. According to Dale Russakoff of The Washington Post, John Rice objected to the use of children in civil rights protests. Russakoff said that Rice "strenuously opposed the tactic that ultimately broke white business resistance to ending segregation in stores downtown—recruiting children to march into police commissioner Bull Connor's phalanx of officers, police dogs, and fire hoses, and overflow the jails." "He saw no reason to put children at risk," says Condoleezza Rice. "He would never put his own child at risk."

Yet as tensions grew, John Rice and his neighbors took turns guarding their community from night riders, whites armed with guns who would ride into black communities to shoot black people and burn their homes. As some of his former students from school and from church joined the civil rights movement, John Rice continued to preach that it was through achievement that racial equality would be reached. "I want you to fight with your mind," he told them. As Condoleezza Rice recalls, "our parents
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really did have us convinced that you couldn't have a hamburger at Woolworth's, but you could be President of the United States."

EDUCATION

Rice attended an all-black school in Birmingham, where she was an outstanding student. When the school didn’t have the money to buy decent textbooks, her father and others in the neighborhood raised funds to buy them. When the curriculum didn’t provide enough stimulation for the more gifted students, he and others organized after-school enrichment programs.

Rice did so well in school that she skipped both first and seventh grades. When she was 11, the family moved from Birmingham to Tuscaloosa, Alabama, where she attended school while her father served as dean of Stillman College for two years. When she was 14, the family moved to Denver, Colorado, where her father had been named Vice Chancellor of the University of Denver. There, she entered an elite Catholic prep school where she was one of only three black students. It was the first time she’d ever been in a classroom with white students. In Denver, she added ice skating to piano as an extracurricular activity. She’d get up early to skate, then attend school, then return home to study and practice piano.

College Years

Rice continued to excel in school, earning enough credits to graduate at age 15. She entered the University of Denver while finishing her senior year of high school. Despite such high achievement, she still faced racist attitudes. A counselor at her high school told her that, based on standardized test scores, she really wasn’t “college material.” Rice’s response was to prove her counselor wrong.

Rice continued to be an excellent student at the University of Denver. She was emerging as the intelligent, articulate, confident, and gracious young woman who would go on to achieve so much in the academic and political world. And she refused to let racial prejudice define her. Once, in a class in
her early years in college, a professor lectured on the racial theories of William Schockley, who claimed that blacks were intellectually inferior to whites. Rice rose to confront the professor. She recalls her response: "From somewhere deep within myself I said to him, 'Who do you think you are? I'm better at your culture than you are. I'm the one who plays Beethoven. I'm the one who speaks French. So obviously this can be taught.'"

"It was leaving that class that it occurred to me that I think that had been my mother and father's strategy," Rice recalls. "You had to be better at their culture than they were. Recognize that you're always going to be judged more harshly. They made certain I was never going to be found wanting."

When Rice first started college, she planned to study music and become a concert pianist. But sometime in her junior career she began to doubt that she had the talent to become a professional musician. She'd attended a music camp where she met students who "could play from sight what it had taken me all year to learn. I thought, murdering Beethoven—that's what I'm going to end up teaching 13-year-olds." It was a hard lesson to learn, but she faced her limitations and went in search of another major. "I went to my parents, who had spent a fortune and all of their time turning me into a pianist, and said, 'Mom and Dan, I'm changing my major.' My father said, 'To what?' I said, 'I don't know—but I know that I don't want to be a pianist.'"

Switching to Soviet Studies

Rice took courses in several academic areas in search of a new major. Then, as a junior, she took a course in international politics that changed her life. It was taught by Josef Korbel, a former Czech diplomat and the father of future Secretary of State Madeleine Albright. She recalls in particular a lecture Korbel gave on Joseph Stalin and the Soviet Union. Rice recalls it as "love at first sight." She'd found her calling.

Rice focused on Soviet studies, learning Russian and becoming captivated with the people and culture of Russia. "People ask me 'Why do you love..."
"Russian culture? just like they ask 'What does she see in him,'" says Rice. "I can't explain it — there was just an attraction. I read everything I can find about it. When I'm in Moscow, I feel at home more than I do in, say, Los Angeles."

Rice and Korbel were a good team. She called him "one of the most central figures in my life, next to my parents," and he considered her a brilliant student. She graduated with honors from Denver in 1974 at the age of 19, and he encouraged her to continue her studies. Rice went on to Notre Dame for her master's degree in political science, which she received in 1975. Korbel encouraged her to return to Denver, to the department of international relations, which he had founded, to study for her doctorate (Ph.D.). "You are very talented. You have to become a professor," he told her. She began her doctoral studies under Korbel, who died in 1977, sadly, before she had completed her degree. When she published her first book, *Uncertain Allegiance: The Soviet Union and the Czechoslovak Army*, she dedicated it to her parents and to Korbel.

Rice received her Ph.D. from the University of Denver in 1981 and went to Stanford University, where she had been invited to serve as a fellow at the Center for International Security and Arms Control. Stanford would be her home for most of the next 20 years.

**CAREER HIGHLIGHTS**

**Stanford University**

Rice had been offered a one-year fellowship at Stanford, but after several months she was offered a position as an assistant professor in the political science department. She was an excellent teacher, and she won Stanford's highest teaching award in 1984.

By this time, she had switched her political affiliation from Democrat to Republican. She recalls that in 1976 she voted for Jimmy Carter, a Democrat, in the first Presidential election where she was eligible to vote. But in 1979, when the Soviets invaded Afghanistan, she found Carter's reaction naive. "When the Soviets invaded Afghanistan and we decided to boycott the Olympics, President Carter said, 'Today, I've learned more about the Soviet Union than at any other time.' I remember thinking, What did you think you were dealing with? This is a horrible government — of course they invaded some foreign country! I thought it was time to have a tougher policy toward this repressive regime that fortunately no longer exists. And without changes in U.S. policy, it might have limped along longer."
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Her Republican convictions became even stronger during the 1984 presidential race. When she watched the Democratic Convention, she objected to their appeal to "women, minorities, and the poor, which basically means helpless people and the poor." She thought it was patronizing, and it made her furious.

In 1986, Rice met retired General Brent Scowcroft, who had been the National Security Advisor for President Gerald Ford during the 1970s. Rice met Scowcroft when he came to speak at Stanford. Later, at a dinner attended by what Scowcroft calls "some of the best brains in the business," Rice asked a question involving international politics and law. "Here was this slip of a girl," he recalls. "And she spoke up. She wasn't cowed by the company she was in. And she made sense. I thought I better get to know her."

Rice's first extended stay in Washington came in 1986, when she received a fellowship with the Council on Foreign Relations. She worked on nuclear strategic planning under the direction of Admiral William Crowe. After the fellowship, she returned to Stanford, where she taught until 1988. At that
point General Scowcroft was named National Security Advisor in the administration of George Bush, our 41st president, who was elected to office in 1988 and served one four-year term. Scowcroft says that after being named National Security Advisor, "one of my first calls was to Condi Rice." He offered her the position of director of Soviet affairs at the National Security Council. She took a leave of absence from Stanford and spent the next two years serving in the administration of President George Bush. (For more information on Bush, see Biography Today, Jan. 1992.)

The National Security Council

Rice's title was director of Soviet and East European affairs with the National Security Council (NSC). The NSC is the President's principal forum for considering issues of national security and foreign policy. It was first founded under President Harry Truman in the late 1940s. Chaired by the President, the group includes the Vice President and the Secretaries of State and Defense. In addition, other members of the President's staff and Cabinet attend its meetings, including the National Security Advisor, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, the Secretary of the Treasury, the United Nations Representative from the U.S., the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, the Assistant to the President for Economic Policy, and the President's Chief of Staff.

After several months Rice was appointed special assistant to the President for national security affairs and senior director for Soviet affairs at the NSC. During her two years at the White House, she helped bring economic and political reform to former communist East European countries, including Poland, and to craft the U.S. foreign policy toward the Soviet Union.

Rice was a senior foreign policy advisor at a time of unprecedented change in the world. At the end of World War II in 1945, two main superpowers emerged in world politics: the United States and the Soviet Union (the full
name of the Soviet Union was the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, or U.S.S.R.). For the next 45 years, throughout what is known as the Cold War, the world was divided into two "spheres of influence." One sphere was dominated by the democratic United States and included its allies, and the other sphere was dominated by the communist Soviet Union and included its allies. The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. each had huge arsenals of nuclear power capable of destroying much of the world. As a distinguished specialist in the area of arms control and the Soviet Union, Rice emerged as one of President George Bush's most important advisors.

In the late 1980s, the Soviet Union began to collapse. As it weakened, many of its allies, the nations of Eastern Europe, abandoned communism and looked to the United States to help them form free, independent democracies. The leader of the Soviet Union at that time was Mikhail Gorbachev, and Bush introduced Rice to the Soviet leader saying, "She tells me everything I know about the Soviet Union." Rice's influence didn't stop at the policy table. Once, while Gorbachev was still in power, Boris Yeltsin, then head of the reform movement in the Soviet Union, arrived at the White House and tried to get into the Oval Office to meet with President Bush. "He got in the West Wing basement," recalls former Director of the CIA, Robert Gates. "And he refused to move without a promise that he was going to see President Bush. Condi took him by the elbow and in Russian lectured him that he'd been given an appointment with General Scowcroft and that was who he was going to see." "Not even Boris Yeltsin intimidates Condi," said Gates.

Returning to Stanford — and Becoming Provost

After two years in the Bush administration, Rice returned to Stanford. "I was tired," she recalls. "I was starting to experience something that I think government officials should be aware of. You work so hard and you're so invested in what you're doing that it's hard to see new perspectives. It's hard to have new ideas." In returning to Stanford, she rediscovered the piano. She even began to play small chamber concerts with other faculty.

Two years after her return to Stanford, Rice was named Provost of the university. A Provost is second only to the President of a university in terms of power and authority for financial and academic affairs. Rice was the youngest Provost in the history of the university, as well as the first woman and the first African-American in that position. As Provost, she was in charge of an annual budget of $1.3 billion dollars a year and oversaw major academic changes, including a revamping of the undergraduate degree program.
As Provost, Rice often had to make difficult and unpopular decisions. The University was running a deficit of $43 million when she took over, and she made deep cuts in programs and laid off faculty. According to Coit Blacker, a colleague at Stanford, "Condi was not running any popularity contest. She was effective as Provost because of her ability to make tough decisions and stick to them even if they made people unhappy." Another controversial stance involved affirmative action. While she supported affirmative action in recruiting junior members of the faculty, she didn’t believe that Stanford should use quotas in making decisions about who remained as full-time, tenured professors. According to Blacker, "In her judgment, you did everything possible to attract a diverse group, but you hold them to the highest standard when they come up for tenure."

While working as Provost, Rice also started an after-school program for kids in East Palo Alto, a city close to Stanford that is mostly black and poor. Called the Center for a New Generation, the program offers enrichment classes for kids in third through eighth grade whose own schools don’t offer classes that challenge them. "Ever since I’ve been out of school, most of my efforts outside work have dealt with trying to give kids an opportunity," she says.
Leaving Stanford to Campaign with George W. Bush

In 1999, Rice made the decision to leave academics for politics again. Rice had grown close to George and Barbara Bush when she served in his administration. Through them she had met George W. Bush, the son of the 41st President. Because of the confusion caused by their similar names, the son is sometimes called George W. (For more information on George W. Bush, see Biography Today, Sep. 2000, and Update in the Annual Cumulations for 2000 and 2001.) In 1999, George W. was Governor of Texas and contemplating running for President. He needed a foreign policy advisor, and Rice became the coordinator of his foreign policy team. She also served as co-campaign manager for California, while she traveled with Bush and gave him advice on foreign policy.

In announcing Rice's nomination as National Security Advisor, George W. Bush said, "Dr. Rice is not only a brilliant person, she is an experienced person. She is a good manager. I trust her judgment."

Rice responded by saying that she was "absolutely delighted and indeed honored — in fact humbled — that President-elect Bush has asked me to serve as his National Security Advisor."

Rice was a very visible and vocal member of the Bush campaign. She spoke easily and comfortably with reporters and she worked with the candidate to prepare for speeches and debates. The election of 2000 turned out to be one of the most controversial in the nation's history, and also one of the most protracted. Finally, five weeks after the election, George W. Bush was declared President. One of his first acts was to name Condoleezza Rice as his National Security Advisor.
Becoming National Security Advisor

In announcing Rice's nomination as National Security Advisor, Bush said, "Dr. Rice is not only a brilliant person, she is an experienced person. She is a good manager. I trust her judgment. Americans will find that she is a wise person." Rice responded by saying that she was "absolutely delighted and indeed honored—in fact humbled—that President-elect Bush has asked me to serve as his National Security Advisor." She said of her new boss, "He is a man of tremendously good judgment, with strong values and principles." She is very close to President Bush, whom she describes as, "really smart—and he's also disciplined, which I admire. He's tough, calm, and even keeled." They also share a love of sports and exercise, and a deep commitment to family and faith.

As National Security Advisor, Rice is the chief consultant to the President on foreign policy. In her first months in the job, Rice returned to Poland, where she had helped the fledgling democracy establish economic and political policies in the final days of Soviet influence. In the summer of 2001, she traveled to Moscow, where she met with Russian President Alexander Putin. They discussed two areas of concern to both Russia and the U.S., arms control and missile defense systems. But just eight months into her new position Condoleezza Rice faced a challenge unimaginable until that date.

A Terrorist Attack

On September 11, 2001, terrorists attacked the United States. That morning, hijackers forced two commercial airplanes to crash into the twin towers of the World Trade Center in New York City. Less than an hour later, hijackers forced a plane to crash into the Pentagon, the home of the Department of Defense in Washington, D.C. Later, it was learned that there were also terrorists on board a fourth plane. But passengers on that plane fought back and prevented the terrorists from carrying out their plans. The plane crashed in an empty field in Pennsylvania without hitting any other inhabited area or symbolic buildings. It was later conjectured that the plane that crashed in Pennsylvania was headed to another target in Washington, possibly the U.S. Capitol building or the White House.

Rice, who was in her office in the White House when the attack began, recalls what happened. "I was at my desk in the White House at around 8:45 when my executive assistant came in and said a plane had hit the World Trade Center. I thought, 'What a strange accident.'" President Bush was in Florida, so she called him and said, "'Mr. President, a plane hit the World Trade Center.' And he said 'What a weird accident.' Around nine, after I
In this meeting in the Oval Office, CIA Director George Tenet (left) is speaking to Vice President Dick Cheney, National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice, and President George W. Bush, after Bush has informed the nation that air strikes were made against the Taliban in Afghanistan.

went to a staff meeting, my assistant handed me a paper that said a second plane had hit the World Trade Center, and I thought, 'My God, this is a terrorist attack.'"

Next, Rice called a meeting of the National Security Council. But Secretary of State Colin Powell was out of the country. "I remember thinking, 'Is he in danger?'" said Rice. "Then I turned to see a television report of a plane hitting the Pentagon." Rice had to move to a secure location. "Someone came up and said, 'Get to the bunker. The Vice President is already there.' Before I left, I talked to the President again about whether he would come back to the White House. We didn't want him to because Washington was under attack. When I got to the bunker, it occurred to me to call my aunt and uncle in Birmingham and say, 'Tell everybody I'm okay.' Then I began calling other governments to make sure they knew the U.S. government
was up and running, and I began tracking plane tail numbers so we could ground civil aviation.”

The damage to the World Trade Center was devastating. An hour after the attack, the twin towers collapsed. Almost 3,000 people were presumed dead in New York. At the Pentagon, the death toll reached 184. All the passengers on four airliners taken by the hijackers were killed in the crash.

**Responding to the Crisis**

Within hours of the attack, federal officials stated that they thought the terrorists were acting under the direction of Osama bin Laden. (For more information on bin Laden, see the entry in this issue of *Biography Today*). Bin Laden is a Saudi Arabian extremist who has been linked to other terrorist attacks against the U.S. He is reported to have financed and planned several previous attacks on American targets: the 1993 attack on the World Trade Center, which killed six and injured several hundred; the 1998 bombing of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania; and the 2000 attack on the U.S.S. Cole, a Navy ship bombed in a harbor in Yemen. Throughout the fall of 2001, the U.S. military pursued bin Laden and his Al Qaeda network of terrorists in Afghanistan, bombing Al Qaeda targets, including training areas for terrorists. As of this writing, bin Laden’s whereabouts are unknown, but the U.S. continues to pursue him and the worldwide terrorist network.

After the attacks, Rice held a press briefing to delineate the President’s address to the nation, which he gave on September 20. “I think that every American understands that life changed on September 11. . . . What the President will do tomorrow is to use the opportunity to talk to the American people about the kind of threat we face. He would ‘urge patience and reason, and demonstrate that his resolve is going to be over a long period of time.’ I think everybody understood that this was not just an attack on America, this was an attack on freedom.”

In her role as National Security Advisor, Rice has played a pivotal role in determining U.S. policy after the attack. Together with the President, the Cabinet, and military officials, she has helped forge America’s response to terrorist activity. In addition, she has emerged as an articulate, composed spokesperson for the administration, offering a calming presence to the
Rice once compared the U.S. response to the September terrorist attacks with Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor, which led America into World War II. “In that case, we had a country with a capital, with marching armies and beaches to storm, and islands to take. That is not the nature of this war. There will be, undoubtedly, some things that our military forces and the military forces of others can do. But this is also a war of will and mind. It is a war in which information may be the most important asset that we have.”

President Bush has told the American people that the war will be long, and unlike any the U.S. has fought before. The ultimate aim is to “defeat the global terror network,” he has said. Since September 11, the U.S. has focused its military actions on finding and destroying Al Qaeda terrorist cells throughout Afghanistan, the Middle East, Asia, and all over the world.

Rice continues in her crucial role as one of President’s most trusted advisors. In the months to come, she will continue to provide advice as the U.S. pursues a difficult, elusive, and deadly enemy.
HOME AND FAMILY

Rice, who is single, lives in an apartment in the Watergate complex in Washington, D.C., just minutes from the White House. Her mother, Angelena Rice, died of breast cancer in 1985. John Rice remarried and moved to Palo Alto, where he spent a lot of time with his daughter, whom he always called "little star," until his death from heart disease in December 2000. Rice remains very close to her extended family, including aunts, uncles, and cousins, and she spends time with them whenever possible.

Rice is deeply religious. Of her faith, she says, "It's so organic to me. . . . It's very deeply who I am. I actually think it gives you a kind of optimism, a sense that you're not the most important being on earth or in heaven. I think it leaves you feeling supported and not alone."
HOBBIES AND OTHER INTERESTS

Rice enjoys many activities in her limited spare time. She still plays the piano, and has a baby grand in her apartment. Like President Bush, she is devoted to exercise. “Exercise is a very high priority for me,” she says. “I do some of my best thinking on the treadmill.” In fact, she and Bush once did a briefing while she ran on a treadmill. She also loves to play tennis. After her years at Stanford, she became a devoted fan of the school teams. She loves football especially, both college and pro. “I find football so interesting strategically,” she says. “It’s the closest thing to war. What you’re really doing is taking and yielding territory, and you have certain strategies and tactics.” She’s even joked that she’d love to be the commissioner of the National Football League someday.

Rice admits that she also loves to shop. “I can get lost in a store for hours,” she claims. She loves to buy clothes and shoes. “Love the shoes!”

WRITINGS

The Gorbachev Era, 1986 (with Alexander Dallin)
Germany Unified and Europe Transformed: A Study in Statecraft, 1996 (with Philip Zelikow)

HONORS AND AWARDS

Walter J. Gores Award for Excellence in Teaching (Stanford University): 1984
Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching (Stanford University School of Humanities and Sciences): 1993
Inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Sciences: 1997
President’s Award (NAACP): 2002
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Marla Runyan 1969-
American Track and Field Runner
First Legally Blind Athlete to Compete in the Olympic Games

BIRTH

Marla Runyan was born on January 4, 1969, in Santa Maria, California. Her father, Gary Runyan, was a banker, and her mother, Valerie (Rankin) Runyan, was a music teacher. Marla has a brother, Grady, who is two years older. Although she is currently legally blind, Runyan was born with normal sight.
YOUTH

Runyan grew up in Camarillo, California, a wealthy suburb of Los Angeles. She was an active and independent-minded child. According to her family, her first words as a toddler were "I wanna do." Throughout her early school years, Runyan was a top student and a good athlete. She loved sports and participated in gymnastics, swimming, and soccer.

Runyan first began experiencing problems with her vision when she was nine years old. Her fourth-grade teacher noticed that she had trouble seeing the chalkboard and held her textbooks close to her face. The young girl also complained of pain in her eyes and headaches caused by bright lights. Thinking that she simply needed eyeglasses, her parents took her to an optometrist to have her vision checked. But this first doctor—as well as several others who examined her later—had trouble figuring out what was wrong. In fact, one doctor suggested that Runyan was just pretending that she could not see in order to get attention. This situation was very frustrating and stressful for Runyan and her family.

Finally, when Runyan was 11, she was diagnosed with Stargardt's disease. "One spring, I could read my grade-school textbooks, and the next autumn, I couldn't. After various misdiagnoses and other misadventures in several optometrists' chairs, I learned that I had Stargardt's disease, a degenerative ailment that essentially leaves holes in the delicate, light-sensitive membrane in the back of your eyes that absorbs and translates images."

Stargardt's disease is a hereditary condition that usually affects children between the ages of 7 and 12. It is a form of macular degeneration, which is the most common cause of blindness in the United States. The light-sensitive membrane in the back of the eye is called the retina. The macula is a group of sensor cells in the center of the retina that allows people to see
fine details. When the macula degenerates, or stops functioning normally, it creates a "hole" in the middle of the field of vision. Although most people with Stargardt's disease retain some degree of sight, there is no cure and the effects are irreversible.

**Losing Her Vision**

Runyan suffered gradual vision loss throughout her teen years. Although she still had some peripheral vision, meaning that she could see out of the corners of her eyes, she could not see things that were directly in front of her. In fact, her vision deteriorated so badly that she was classified as "legally blind." "If you take a vision test and you are only able to see the 'big E' on the eye chart WITH your glasses or contacts, then your acuity [sharpness of perception] is 20/200. This measurement is the defining measurement of 'legally blind,'" she explained. "My visual acuity is 20/400 in the right eye and 20/300 in the left. I can no longer make out the 'big E.'"

By the time her vision stabilized, Runyan could no longer recognize people standing a few feet away from her, and she was unable to read anything but extremely large type. "Here's what I do see: a permanent blot in front of my eyes," she noted. "It is a large oval that blinks and flickers like a strobe light. It has no particular color or definition but moves across walls and ceilings and blue skies like a gray stain. Imagine if someone took a picture and the flash got in your eyes. For a few moments, you'd see a purplish or gray splotch, and no matter how hard you are only able to see the 'big E' on the eye chart WITH your glasses or contacts, then your acuity [sharpness of perception] is 20/200. This measurement is the defining measurement of 'legally blind.' My visual acuity is 20/400 in the right eye and 20/300 in the left. I can no longer make out the 'big E.'"

Runyan was determined to live a normal life despite her loss of vision. She managed to get around fairly well by herself using her peripheral vision. She also continued participating in sports. "I loved to play sports because I felt I could be more like everybody else," she stated. "Actually, I felt I could be even better than everybody else." Runyan continued playing soccer until the age of 14, when she
could no longer follow the ball. Then she began competing in track and field.

Runyan's parents were devastated by what was happening to their daughter, but they supported her efforts to live a normal life and did not place restrictions on her. For example, they allowed her to ride her bicycle to a nearby fast-food restaurant even after she had been classified as "legally blind." "If we ever did anything for Marla, it was not sheltering her or protecting her," her father noted. "Just the opposite. If she wanted to do something, we said, 'Go for it.' That way she could find her own barriers."

EDUCATION

Runyan attended El Descanso Elementary School in Camarillo until her vision began failing. Then she transferred to Williams Elementary in Hueneme, an hour away from home, because it had a special program for visually impaired children. Although the program helped her keep up with her classmates, Runyan resented the fact that she was considered "special." She especially hated riding the bus for handicapped children. "The bus represented stigma [disgrace] to me," she remembered. "It was everything I hated about my impairment. Too often, others equated being impaired with being dumb. Just because I couldn't see something, people assumed I couldn't read. It was an automatic equation: if you can't read, you're stupid. I knew otherwise. Yes, academics were more difficult for me, but only because every task took longer."

Runyan used a number of aids to help her complete her schoolwork. For example, she used a large magnifying lens—sort of like a small telescope—to help her see the chalkboard. She also placed her textbooks

"Here's what I do see: a permanent blot in front of my eyes. It is a large oval that blinks and flickers like a strobe light. It has no particular color or definition but moves across walls and ceilings and blue skies like a gray stain. Imagine if someone took a picture and the flash got in your eyes. For a few moments, you'd see a purplish or gray splotch, and no matter how hard you tried to look around it, it would still be there, right in the center. In a few minutes it would fade away and the world around you would appear normal again. For me, it stays."
Runyan (#1041, at left) competing in the finals of the 1500 meters at the World Track and Field Championships on August 29, 1999.
under a special device that magnified the letters and showed them on a closed-circuit television screen.

After graduating from Williams Elementary, Runyan attended E.O. Green Junior High in Hueneme. She credits one of her teachers there, John O’Looney, with convincing her to go out for the track team when she reached high school. At Camarillo High School, Runyan competed in sprint races and the high jump. Her father supported her athletic pursuits by building a high-jump pit in the backyard so that she could practice. Despite the fact that she could barely see the bar she had to jump over, she cleared an impressive 5 feet, 7 inches during her high school career. Runyan also excelled academically at Camarillo High, graduating in 1987 with a 3.98 grade point average.

College Years

Upon completing high school, Runyan went on to attend San Diego State University (SDSU). The track coach at SDSU invited her to join the team, although she did not receive an athletic scholarship. At the college level, Runyan competed in the heptathlon, which consists of seven events: high jump, long jump, 800 meters, 200 meters, 100-meter hurdles, shot put, and javelin throw. She was ranked in the top 10 nationally during her junior and senior years, and she finished second at the 1991 Western Athletic Conference finals.

Runyan became a top heptathlete despite her visual impairment. “I don’t really think about it anymore. It is a part of my lifestyle. I have learned to adapt and use visual aids if I need to. I have learned to train and race as a person who is legally blind. I don’t know anything different,” she stated. “My attitude is the whole reason I’m here. It’s how I perceived my vision loss, or maybe I didn’t even perceive it. By ignoring it, or denying it, it allowed me to do everything I wanted.”

Although she could not see the bar in the high jump or the hurdles in the 100 meters, Runyan competed in the events by counting her steps and getting into a rhythm. In the 800 meters, she could not see her competitors to check her position or the scoring clock to check her time. She could not even see the finish line until she was almost on top of it. But she learned to tell the other runners apart by memorizing their uniform colors or hair styles, and she found that she could sense their level of fatigue by listening to the rhythm of their breathing.

At SDSU, Runyan hired fellow students to read to her and take notes for her. She also continued to use special visual-aid devices, like computer
software that magnified words typed on the screen. She graduated from SDSU with honors in 1991, earning a bachelor of science degree in special education. After taking a year off to concentrate on training for the heptathlon, she continued her education at SDSU while also working as a teacher for blind and deaf children in the San Diego public schools. In 1994, Runyan earned a master’s degree in education of the blind and deaf. She was as proud of this accomplishment as she was of any of her athletic achievements. “It’s a lot easier to run around a track than to get your master’s degree when you can’t see,” she once told her mother.

**CAREER HIGHLIGHTS**

**Winning Gold in the Paralympics**

After earning her bachelor’s degree in 1991, Runyan concentrated on athletic training in hopes of making the U.S. Olympic team in the heptathlon. Although she did not qualify for the Olympics, she did compete in the 1992 Paralympic Games in Barcelona, Spain. The Paralympics is an international competition for athletes with disabilities. Competing for the U.S. Association of Blind Athletes, Runyan won gold medals in the 100 meters, 200 meters, 400 meters, and long jump.

Runyan continued training in the heptathlon as she worked on her master’s degree at SDSU. Shortly after earning her degree, she finished ninth in the 1995 U.S. National Track and Field Championships, which earned her a spot in the Olympic trials for the 1996 Games in Atlanta, Georgia. Unfortunately, Runyan finished tenth at the trials and did not make the U.S. Olympic team. However, she did manage to set a new American heptathlon record in the 800 meters with a time of 2:04.70. This performance convinced Runyan that she had a better chance of making the Olympic team if she concentrated on running instead of the...
multi-event heptathlon. "It was anticlimactic, but setting that record was crucial," she noted. "It convinced me that I should let go of the heptathlon and concentrate on the 800."

Before giving up the heptathlon, however, Runyan competed in the event one last time at the 1996 Paralympic Games in Atlanta. She won a gold medal and set a world record for points earned in the Paralympic heptathlon. Although Runyan enjoyed participating in the Paralympics, she remained determined to make the U.S. Olympic team. "The Paralympics was a great experience, but my true athletic goals were not going to be met there," she explained. "Even when I was there, my expectations for myself were on the Olympics."

In 1997, Runyan moved to Eugene, Oregon, which is a popular training ground for elite American runners. She began to focus her training on middle distances, including the 1500 meters. Unfortunately, she soon suffered a string of injuries that kept her out of competition for nearly two years. During her recovery from one injury, she was referred to Matt Lonergan, a former college track star who was training as a massage therapist. They soon began a romantic relationship and eventually moved together.
Coming Back from Injury

Runyan finally overcame her injuries and began making a comeback in 1999. She appeared in the U.S. National Track and Field Championships that year and finished fourth in the 1500 meters. Her performance at the Pan Am Games was even more impressive. She kept pace with the favorite, Canada’s Leah Pells, throughout the race and won the gold medal in a photo finish. Runyan’s victory at the Pan Am Games led to her first major sponsorship—an endorsement contract with Asics, a company that makes sports shoes and clothing. At the 1999 World Track and Field Championships, Runyan finished tenth in the 1500 meters with a time of 4:05.27. It was the 20th-fastest time in the history of the event.

Runyan’s success continued in 2000. In March, she won the 3000 meters at the U.S. National Indoor Track and Field Championships with a time of 9:01.29. This triumph gave her confidence that she could make the U.S. Olympic team in the 800, 1500, or 5000 meter events. But then Runyan suffered an injury that threatened her Olympic dreams. On a training run several weeks before the Olympic trials, she strained ligaments in her knee when she jumped to get out of the way of a child on a bicycle. "I was in the best shape, the best fitness of my life," she recalled. "I was getting really confident and maybe a little greedy about the trials. I was actually going to double. I was going to run the 1500 and the 5000. And then, this injury sort of came out of nowhere. I hadn’t had an injury problem in two years. The injury, it really humbled me in a big hurry and scared me."

The injury severely limited Runyan’s training in the weeks leading up to the competition. In fact, she almost decided that she could not run in the Olympic trials. "Two days before the race, I couldn’t run," she stated. "The day of the race, I was able to jog one lap. Then I tried to do one more and I couldn’t." But Runyan gathered all her strength in order to compete in the 1500 meters. Her goal was to finish third behind the two favorites, Regina Jacobs and Suzy Favor Hamilton. The top three finishers in the event would earn spots on the U.S. Olympic team for the 2000 Games in Sydney, Australia. During the race, Jacobs and Hamilton took the lead as expected. Runyan moved ahead of the remaining runners on the second-to-last lap and held on for third place with a time of 4:06.44. She had finally achieved her dream of making the Olympic team.

When Runyan returned home from the Olympic trials, she was surprised to find hundreds of congratulatory letters and e-mail messages. Many of the notes came from visually impaired children who said that Runyan’s success had inspired them to pursue their dreams. "I had no idea it would reach this many people. In some ways, it makes it more important," she
noted. “My race [at the Olympics] will only last four minutes—hopefully—but I think the difference it could make on people’s lives will last much longer than that. In some ways, it’s equally as important as achieving my Olympic dreams.”

**First Blind Athlete to Compete in the Olympics**

In the weeks leading up to the Games, Runyan received a great deal of attention from fans and the media as the first legally blind athlete ever to compete in the Olympics. She did not mind the attention, although sometimes she got tired of talking about her vision. “I realize having the media attention helps me get sponsors, and contracts. But at the same time, it was frustrating when the media ignored the athletic achievement and focused only on my vision,” she admitted. “I never really think that much about my vision, certainly not as much as the media does. I just think about my personality and the person I am. I never said to myself: ‘I want to be the first blind Olympian.’ I just said: ‘I want to be an Olympian.’”

When she arrived in Sydney, Runyan had some trouble adjusting to the unfamiliar surroundings. For example, she could not read the signs in the cafeteria of the athletes’ village, so she often ended up with food she did not like. Being in Australia also had some unusual effects on her training. “One afternoon, Matt and I ran laps around a large grass field behind the practice track,” she remembered. “As we reached one end of the field, suddenly Matt grabbed my arm and yelled, ‘Watch out!’ A three-foot-long iguana was basking in the sun, directly in my path. He had blended in with the sunburned brown and yellow grass, and I would have stepped right on his back if Matt hadn’t grabbed me. We definitely were not in Eugene.”

Still bothered by the lingering effects of her knee injury, Runyan struggled during the series of qualifying heats that cut the original field of 50 runners down to 12 who would compete for a medal in the 1500 meters. She ended up squeaking through to make the finals as the second-slowest qualifier, with a time of 4:06.14. As the final race began, Runyan found herself in the middle of the pack. The leaders set an unusually slow pace, hop-
Runyan (center) in the semi-finals of the 1500 meters at the Olympics, September 28, 2000.

...ing to conserve their strength for a sprint to the finish line. It seemed to Runyan that all of her competitors were trying to hang back and keep an eye on each other.

At this point, Runyan faced a difficult decision. She felt frustrated by the slow, tactical pace of the race, and she knew that she did not have enough speed to win an all-out sprint to the finish. She longed to move to the front of the pack and increase the pace. But she also realized that leading uses up more energy than following. In the heat of the moment, Runyan decided to take control of the race. "It was a very strange, disappointing race. No one wanted to run. No one wanted to take it out," she recalled. "So I dropped back and came around. I wanted to run my own race. I didn't want to sit back and play games and wait for someone to kick. I took the pace out around the second lap, which was suicidal in some ways."

Runyan’s family and fans cheered wildly as she took the lead and set the pace for the 1500 meters. But just as she feared, taking the lead had required too much of her energy. Her competitors began passing her on the final lap, and Runyan ended up finishing eighth with a time of 4:08.30. Nouria Merah-Benida of Algeria took the gold, followed by Violeta Szekely...
and Gabriela Szabo of Romania. The winning time was more than 11 seconds slower than the Olympic record. Although Runyan was disappointed not to win a medal, she had posted the best finish ever for an American woman in the 1500-meter event. She chose to look at the bright side and use her disappointing finish as a source of motivation. "I think the one positive thing about finishing eighth at the Olympics—what can be more motivating?" she stated. "I mean, if you won the gold medal, where do you go? You don’t have anywhere to go from there. But if you finish eighth, you have places to go."

Continuing Success in 2001

Following the Olympics, Runyan decided to change her emphasis from the 1500 meters to the 5000 meters. She felt that the longer race provided a better fit for her abilities. "I really seem to respond and train well when I focus on strength and stamina," she explained. "I tend to stay healthier and have fewer injuries. I enjoy that kind of training more. And I think the speed I do have will be more effective in the 5000."

In February 2001, Runyan decided to challenge the American indoor record for the 5000 meters. The old record had stood for many years, since the 5000 meters is rarely run indoors, and Runyan felt confident that she could beat it. She arranged for a couple of her fellow runners to help her by setting the pace in the early laps. Then the pacemakers dropped out and Runyan ran by herself for the last few laps. She set a new American indoor record in the 5000 meters at 15:07.33. Her time was more than 15 seconds faster than the old American record, although it was still 20 seconds slower than the world record for the event. Runyan’s success in her new event continued in June 2001, when she won the 5000 meters at the U.S. National Outdoor Track and Field Championships with a time of 15:08.03. Runyan is continuing to train for the 5000 meters, and her goal is to earn a medal in that event at the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens, Greece.

“The truth is, running is the easiest thing I do. To run a race around a perfectly flat and smooth track, in a controlled environment, among a group of familiar people all moving at a similar pace, feels safe to me compared to the effort that I have to put forth, and the menace I confront, in moving through an ordinary day in ordinary life.”
Inspiring Others to Pursue Their Dreams

Despite her remarkable athletic achievements, Runyan still struggles with her visual impairment in her daily life. "The truth is, running is the easiest thing I do," she noted. "To run a race around a perfectly flat and smooth track, in a controlled environment, among a group of familiar people all moving at a similar pace, feels safe to me compared to the effort that I have to put forth, and the menace I confront, in moving through an ordinary day in ordinary life."

Some of the most difficult situations for Runyan are those that other people handle without thinking about it. "I feel most blind when I have to read something in a public place. Every printed thing is unreadable and inaccessible to me unless I have a powerful aid, like an eight-power magnifier or a closed-circuit television, which you can't exactly carry around on errands. Think of all the times in a day when you look at print, from reading the newspapers in the morning, to scanning a computer screen, to filling out a job application, to ordering a coffee off the menu at Starbucks. Now try to go an entire day without reading anything."

Although everyday life can be a challenge, Runyan overcomes all obstacles with her positive attitude. "What I'm doing is not just an example for people with disabilities, but for everyone," she stated. "There seems to be a trend in this country where people whine about circumstances that happen to them, but it all comes down to attitude. How you respond is your choice. If I perceive my loss of vision as the end of my 'normal' life, I can live an unhappy life and not aspire to do anything. That's what I think my statement is: 'You have a choice.'"
Runyan celebrates on the track after setting a new American indoor record for the 5000 meters, February 18, 2001.
"What I'm doing is not just an example for people with disabilities, but for everyone. There seems to be a trend in this country where people whine about circumstances that happen to them, but it all comes down to attitude. How you respond is your choice. If I perceive my loss of vision as the end of my 'normal' life, I can live an unhappy life and not aspire to do anything. That's what I think my statement is: 'You have a choice.'"

In the fall of 2001, Runyan published her autobiography, No Finish Line: My Life as I See It. She worked with the respected sports journalist Sally Jenkins in writing the book. Critics praised Runyan's honest, straightforward style and predicted that her life story would serve as an inspiration for many people. For example, a reviewer for Publishers Weekly declared that Runyan "presents her story with acuity and grace, rising above expectations and prejudice."

In her book and in frequent interviews, Runyan advises young people to believe in themselves and go after their dreams. "Get out there and enjoy life!" she says. "Play hard but have fun. Don't allow others to discourage you. Don't listen to negative influences. Believe in yourself, and show others what you can do." Runyan recognizes that she serves as a role model for young people, particularly those with disabilities. Even though few people can achieve her level of athletic success, they can follow her example of working hard to become the best that they can be. "I would like to be remembered as someone who never gave up," Runyan stated. "I don't know what my future holds or what medals I might win and what records I might break. No matter what, I hope people will recognize and appreciate the effort I put forth to be the best runner I can."

HOME AND FAMILY

Runyan lives in Eugene, Oregon, with her boyfriend and coach Matt Longergan and her golden retriever, Summer. Her home is located on a shady hillside overlooking a pine forest. It is close to running trails, a grocery store, and a bus stop.

Runyan has remained close to her family. She was thankful that her father, mother, and brother all traveled to Australia to see her compete in the
Olympic Games. Sadly, Runyan’s mother died after a long battle with ovarian cancer in 2001, just a few days after *No Finish Line* was published.

**HOBBIES AND OTHER INTERESTS**

In her spare time, Runyan enjoys hiking, waterskiing, scuba diving, and playing the violin. She also acts as a spokesperson for the LensCrafters Gift of Sight program. Through this program, LensCrafters collects used eyeglasses, including prescription glasses, reading glasses, and sunglasses. The glasses are cleaned, repaired, and taken to developing countries, where they are given to people who need glasses but are not able to afford them. “We take a lot here for granted, but it’s amazing that if you can imagine if you wear glasses, trying to go through your daily life without glasses, how different the world is,” Runyan stated. “And there are people [whose] quality of life could be so much more improved just by a pair of glasses, and someone right here in the U.S. might actually have those sitting in a drawer.”

**WRITINGS**

*No Finish Line: My Life as I See It*, 2001 (with Sally Jenkins)

**HONORS AND AWARDS**

- Paralympic Games, 100 meters: gold medal, 1992
- Paralympic Games, 200 meters: gold medal, 1992
- Paralympic Games, 400 meters: gold medal, 1992
- Paralympic Games, long jump: gold medal, 1992
- Paralympic Games, heptathlon: gold medal, 1996
- Pan Am Games, 1500 meters: gold medal, 1999
- U.S. Track and Field National Indoor Championships, 3000 meters: first place, 2000
- American Indoor Record, 5000 meters: 2001
- U.S. Track and Field National Outdoor Championships, 5,000 meters: first place, 2001
- Helen Keller Achievement Award (American Foundation for the Blind): 2001
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Mattie Stepanek 1990-
American Student and Poet
Author of the Bestselling Poetry Books *Heartsongs* and *Journey through Heartsongs*

**BIRTH**

Matthew Joseph Thaddeus Stepanek—better known as Mattie—was born on July 17, 1990, in Upper Marlboro, Maryland. His father is Greg Stepanek, a maintenance supervisor at a nonprofit food distribution center, and his mother is Jeni Stepanek, who is studying for her doctorate at the University of Maryland and is currently on leave from her part-time job...
there as a researcher. Mattie had a sister and two brothers: Katie, who was born in 1985; Stevie, born in 1987; and Jamie, born in 1989. Katie and Stevie died before Mattie was born, and Jamie died in 1993 at the age of four.

YOUTH

Jeni and Greg Stepanek had been through a lot by the time Mattie was born. Their first child, Katie, had problems breathing, digesting food, and regulating her body temperature and blood pressure. She spent her last few months on life support at Children's Hospital in Washington, D.C. and died before she was two years old. At the time of her birth, the doctors told Jeni and Greg that Katie's condition was extremely rare, although they did not have a name for it. Doctors also said that there was only a one-in-a-million chance that it would happen again. So the Stepaneks decided to have another child.

Mattie dictated his first poem to his mother when he was three. He would often look up from whatever he was doing and say, "Mom, write this down, please." "When he would play," she recalls, "he would say something so profound that I thought, 'Oh, I want to put that in my journal.' I was in awe of some of the things that he was saying."

Their second child, Stevie, was also born with severe brain stem dysfunction, which means that the autonomic (automatic) nervous system, which controls such basic bodily functions as breathing and the beating of the heart, was not working right. Stevie was unable to keep any food down and therefore never got the nutrition his body needed to grow. He had four operations before he was three months old, and he died when he was six months old. This time, the doctors told Jeni and Greg that if they had another child, it would have a one-in-four chance of being born with the same ailment. Jeni wanted a family so badly that she decided to take the risk.

Their third child, Jamie, was born in 1989 and spent his first few months in the hospital on life support. But the doctors still didn't know what to call the disease that he and his siblings suffered from. That same year, while still caring for Jamie, Jeni found out she was expecting another child. "He
was the sickest of the four," Jeni Stepanek remembers. But, she adds, "I have come to learn since then that this was a spirit that was meant to be." Although he suffered from the same life-threatening problems as his siblings, Mattie managed to survive infancy. By the time he turned two, the doctors finally knew what was wrong: he had mitochondrial myopathy, a rare form of muscular dystrophy, which is an hereditary disease that is passed from parent to child. Because it interferes with the body's ability to process oxygen, Mattie had to be hooked up to an oxygen tank all the time and to an alarm at night that would go off every time he "forgot" to breathe.

Jeni realized that she had passed this disease on to her children without knowing it. So she began to wonder about the muscle weakness and fatigue she had been experiencing herself in recent months. She had some tests performed, and they revealed that she, too, was suffering from a milder, adult form of the disease. Jamie died when Mattie was three, and soon Jeni herself needed a wheelchair.

Jeni started reading poetry to Mattie when he was just a baby. Long before he was old enough to hold a pen he was composing his own poems. He dictated his first poem to his mother when he was three, and Jeni Stepanek says that it was about his older brother Jamie, who was dying at the time. He would often look up from whatever he was doing and say, "Mom, write this down, please." "When he would play," Jeni recalls, "he would say something so profound that I thought, 'Oh, I want to put that in my journal.' I was in awe of some of the things that he was saying." When she asked him where these thoughts were coming from, he explained, "God, Jamie, Katie, and Stevie put ideas in my heart. Then it goes all the way up to my head and to my mouth. I let it out there."

Mattie was writing the words down himself by the time he was four, and at age eight he was typing his own poems and reading all the poetry he could find. He especially enjoyed the work of Robert Frost, Maya Angelou, Langston Hughes, and Emily Dickinson. He was small for his age and still needed an oxygen tank and a wheelchair, but he had already lived much longer than his three siblings and achieved more than anyone had expected.

**EDUCATION**

Although Mattie started out attending Mattaponi Elementary School, it was clear from the start that he was way ahead of his classmates. His first grade teacher remembers him using words like "ebullient" when most of his classmates were learning how to spell "cat" and "dog." In March 1996 he entered a collection of his poems in a contest at his school, and it was selected to compete at the county level against books written by much
older students. After he skipped two grades, Mattie’s mother decided he should be home-schooled. By the age of 11, he was studying at the high school level and was even taking courses at a community college.

Mattie likes home schooling and thinks it is the right choice. “A lot of people think I am a genius, but I’m not,” he says. “I am very smart, but I have to work very hard and study. I like to read and I am very gifted with writing and philosophy and thinking. But I am not like some kids, who don’t have to study, or who remember everything as soon as they see it. I work hard, and sometimes I get frustrated.” His favorite subjects are literature and American history. Math and science are among his least favorite, although he admits he’s pretty good at math.

“Heartsong” is a word Mattie invented when he was only four. “Shh!” he told his mother when he was little. “Listen! That’s my heartsong!” Now he found himself explaining to reporters, “Your heartsong is your inner beauty. It’s the song in your heart that wants you to help make yourself a better person, and to help other people do the same. Everyone has one.”

At that point, hospital officials knew that Mattie might not have much time left. A woman from the hospital’s public relations department asked him what three wishes he would make if he recovered. He said that he wanted to speak to former president Jimmy Carter, that he wanted to see his poetry published, and that he wanted to bring a message of peace to people by appearing on “The Oprah Winfrey Show.” The public relations staff decided to help grant his wishes, and the doctors urged them not to waste any time because there was no telling how much longer Mattie would survive.

BECOMING A POET

Three Wishes

In the spring of 2001 Mattie had a health crisis that sent him to the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit at Children’s National Medical Center in Washington for five months. He was in a coma for a long while, and the doctors were not sure whether he would ever come out of it. At one point, he was so close to dying that he saw angels. But then he woke up. “It was upsetting to be thrown out of heaven because it was such a wonderful place and once you’re there, you don’t want to leave,” he later told his mother.
The first wish was granted when Jimmy Carter called Mattie in his hospital room. Mattie had idolized the former president for his work as a peacemaker, and they talked for 15 minutes about how peace could be achieved in places like Bosnia and Africa.
Heartsongs

The same woman at the hospital who arranged the phone call from Jimmy Carter wanted to put together a collection of Mattie’s poems. So she contacted Cheryl Barnes of VSP Books, a small publisher of mostly children’s books. When Barnes and her husband came to the hospital to meet Mattie and read his poetry, she soon realized that this was “no little kid with cute little poems. We couldn’t believe what we were reading.”

Knowing that there might be no time to waste, Barnes published 200 copies of Mattie’s book, a paperback called *Heartsongs*, and brought them to the hospital five days later. The hospital held a book party for him, and all 200 copies were sold in a matter of minutes. Barnes said she would print another 500, and after a news conference promoting the book and a TV interview with Mattie, the orders started pouring in.

“Heartsong” was a word Mattie had invented when he was only four. “Shh!” he told his mother when he was little. “Listen! That’s my heartsong!” Now he found himself explaining to reporters, “Your heartsong is your inner beauty. It’s the song in your heart that wants you to help make yourself a better person, and to help other people do the same. Everyone has one.”

Soon after his second wish came true and *Heartsongs* was published, the hospital prepared to let Mattie go home and enjoy whatever time he had left. Then the bleeding in his air passages miraculously stopped. Little by little, he started getting better.

Journey through Heartsongs

Meanwhile, VSP Books was getting ready to publish Mattie’s second book, *Journey through Heartsongs*, a hardcover with an introduction written by Jimmy Carter. This book sold more than 30,000 copies—in contrast to most books of poetry, which rarely sell more than 1,000 copies. While *Heartsongs* had poems Mattie had written between the ages of three and seven, this new book featured more recent work, including one called “Future Echo,” which describes what it is like living with his disease: “When I swing/ I go everywhere,/ And yet,/ Nowhere at all./ It’s like being/ In the middle/ Of an echo/ That hasn’t left me yet,/ And so/ It hasn’t come back./ I am between/ Yesterday and tomorrow,/ But still in my life of now.” In another poem he describes himself as “the left-over child,/ All alone with the parents of dead children.” In “About Watches,” he says that he likes to wear lots of wristwatches because “It’s like having/ All the time/ In the world.”
These are clearly not typical children's poems, and they reflect Mattie's familiarity with illness and death as well as his unique perspective on life. Unlike most young writers, he understands that what he does with his life now will affect what happens and how he is remembered after he dies. Perhaps for this reason, his poems speak more directly to adults than to children. Although many of the poems focus on the physical and emotional challenges of living with a terminal disease, he also writes about subjects more typical of his age group, such as rainbows, sunsets, and getting on the school bus. Many of his poems are about Jamie, the brother who died when Mattie was very young, and his other two siblings. In "Unanswered Questions," Mattie wonders whether Jamie died because "I didn't hold his hand tight enough."

**Appearing on "Oprah"**

After the *Washington Post* ran an article about Mattie saying that he wanted to be on "The Oprah Winfrey Show," it was only a matter of time before his third wish was granted. He appeared on the show October 19, 2001, and the audience gave him a standing ovation. He recited the title poem from *Heartsongs* and explained that he wanted to inspire people all over the world to listen to their heart-songs and stop fighting. When Oprah asked him how he decided on his three wishes, he said, "Because they were things that would last forever. Going to Disney world ends in a week. But being able to talk with Jimmy Carter, being able to have my books published, being able to talk to you here today, lasts forever."

Following Mattie's appearance on "Oprah," *Journey through Heartsongs* appeared on the *New York Times* best seller list. He was interviewed on National Public Radio, "Good Morning, America," and for *People* magazine.
By January 2002 *Heartsongs* was number three on the paperback best seller list and *Journey through Heartsongs* was number one, outselling even the latest *Harry Potter* book. There are currently more than a half million copies of the two books in print.

**Mattie’s “Life Storms”**

Mattie’s poems have a message that seems particularly appropriate in the wake of the September 11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. “Bad things like what just happened in New York, sad things like losing a family member or a best friend — these are life storms,” he explains. “After we get through them, instead of just mourning and being all...
sad, and waiting for the next one to come and blow us away, we should celebrate that we got through it together.” He adds, “If you live in the darkness of the moment, you’re not really living.” It is a philosophy that Mattie has used to get through his own “life storms.”

There is no denying that the national tragedy has boosted sales of Mattie’s books, as more and more people turn to poetry for comfort. Last Christmas, people were buying five or six copies at a time and giving them as gifts. According to Cheryl Barnes, his publisher, “People are saying, ‘If this child can have this type of spirit in the position he’s in, we can get through this.’” Added Chris Cuomo, who interviewed Mattie for “Good Morning America,” “There’s something about Mattie, about the life he’s been given and about the words he writes. He gently coaxes people to believe in things they may have forgotten.”

Current and Future Projects

Mattie, who has written more than 2,000 poems, recently signed a contract with Hyperion, a New York-based publisher owned by Disney, to put together three more books: Hope through Heartsongs, with poems on the subject of caring and comfort; Believing in Heartsongs, with poems about faith and spirit; and Heartsongs for All Seasons, a book of poems and prayers for special occasions. Mattie hopes to hire an agent to help him handle all the requests he is now receiving for book signings and public appearances, and he plans to establish a trust fund with some of the profits from his books to help pay for his medical care. But above all, he wants to continue his work as a peacemaker. “Nowadays we’re fighting over little things that in the great scheme of life don’t matter,” he says. “Violence is not the answer.”

As the recently named National Goodwill Ambassador for the Muscular Dystrophy Association, Mattie would like to be an inspirational speaker and go on a speaking tour around the country. But all of his future plans depend on his health. As Jeni Stepanek puts it, Mattie does not think of himself as someone who is dying. “It could be one day or one year. We’ve been given the gift of time. He’s spending these days living, not dying.”
HOME AND FAMILY

Jeni and Greg Stepanek divorced in 1996, when Mattie was about six. Mattie lives with his mother in the basement apartment of a family friend, and they have a nurse who comes once a week to help them. They both use wheelchairs to get around, and Mattie must be connected to a ventilator and an oxygen tank wherever he goes.

In one of his poems, “The Holding-On Family,” Mattie sums up the importance of his relationship with his mother when he says, “Our family already got enough smaller/ Without Jamie, and Katie and Stevie./ We need to never let go again.”

MAJOR INFLUENCES

Mattie continues to admire former president Jimmy Carter, not only for his efforts as a peacemaker but for his humility. He met Carter face-to-face on “Good Morning, America” in December 2001 and continues to stay in touch with him. Carter, in turn, has become a great admirer of Mattie, whom he says has “inspired the whole country.”

FAVORITE BOOKS

Mattie’s favorite books include To Kill a Mockingbird, The Color Purple, Lord of the Flies, and the Harry Potter books. He also enjoys the poems of Edna St. Vincent Millay and Thornton Wilder’s well-known play, Our Town.

HOBBIES AND OTHER INTERESTS

In addition to writing poetry, Mattie likes to collect rocks and shells and to play with Legos. He earned a black belt in Hapkido, a Korean martial art similar to Tae Kwan Do, before he was confined to a wheelchair by his disease.

WRITINGS

Heartsongs, 2001
Journey through Heartsongs, 2001

HONORS AND AWARDS

Melinda Lawrence International Book Award (Children’s Hospice International): 1999, for “inspirational written works”
National Goodwill Ambassador (Muscular Dystrophy Association): 2002
FURTHER READING

Periodicals

People, Jan. 14, 2002, p.5
Publishers Weekly, Nov. 19, 2001, p.28
Sunday Times (London), Jan. 27, 2002
U.S. News and World Report, Nov. 26, 2001, p.8

ADDRESS

VSP Books
P. O. Box 10711
Alexandria, VA 22302

WORLD WIDE WEB SITE

http://www.mdusa.org/mattie
Elijah Wood 1981-
American Actor
Plays Frodo in the Fantasy Film Trilogy
*The Lord of the Rings*

**BIRTH**

Elijah Jordan Wood was born on January 28, 1981, in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. He is the son of Warren Wood, a water and air purification systems salesman, and Debbie Wood, a homemaker who now helps to manage her son’s career. Elijah’s parents once owned a deli in Cedar Rapids, but they sold it when the family moved to Burbank, California, to help Elijah’s
career. He has a brother, Zacharia, who is seven years older than Elijah, and a sister, Hannah, who is two years younger.

YOUTH

From the time he was in elementary school, Wood was an entertainer at heart. He loved to sing, dance, and act, and he put these talents to use in his elementary school's musical productions of *The Sound of Music* and *The Wizard of Oz*. His mother believed that her young son was talented. So one day, after seeing some children in a television commercial, she thought that Elijah would enjoy being a professional actor too. But there were no acting schools near their home, so she asked her son if he would like to try modeling. Elijah happily agreed, and his mother enrolled him at Avant Studios in Cedar Rapids. It turned out that modeling would lead him to acting anyway. "When the class went to a convention in L.A. two years later," Wood recalled, "I caught the eye of my future manager, Gary Scalzo. He asked if I'd like to be an actor and had me read a few scenes."

Scalzo was a judge at the convention. Out of the 500 other aspiring actors there the young Wood really stood out in his eyes. "It was only a few days before his eighth birthday when I saw him perform his monologue," Scalzo said. "Elijah's personality is just right for the screen. When he walks in, the whole room lights up." Scalzo talked to Wood's parents about letting their son act, and everyone agreed it would be a terrific opportunity. "A week later," Wood related, "our family moved to L.A. Although Mom had expected me to just do commercials, I auditioned for various things for six weeks and got the Paula Abdul video 'Forever Your Girl.'"

Starting to Act

As a young actor who was considered easy to work with, Wood soon found himself in demand. His first major role was playing Michael Kaye in *Avalon*, the story of Jewish Russian immigrants living in Baltimore during the 1950s and 1960s. Because *Avalon* was nominated for four Oscars, this helped win Wood a lot of attention, which led to more films. Some of his early movies include *Paradise*, *Radio Flyer*, and the Mel Gibson movie *Forever Young*. In all these films he plays young, sensitive, intelligent boys whose lives are complicated by the adults around him. In *Radio Flyer*, for example, Wood plays Mike, whose brother is being abused by their stepfather. In order to escape the stepfather, the boys hatch a plan to turn their Radio Flyer wagon into a machine that can actually fly and take them away from their troubles.
Although many of his early films were not blockbusters and were not highly praised by critics, Wood himself won many compliments for his performances. For example, writing in All Movie Guide, Rebecca Flint commented on his work in Paradise, calling the young actor “one of the best things about the film.” Flint also noted that in the 1994 movie North, which was panned by reviewers, “practically every bad review contained a positive assessment of Wood’s performance.” Film directors, too, have had nothing but good things to say about working with him. Jon Avnet, who directed Wood in The War, remarked that “his professionalism, his intelligence, and his talent are singular. There’s no one like him, period.” And director Steve Miner, who worked with him in Forever Young, observed that “Elijah seems to have knowledge beyond his years for executing his job.”

Wood’s mature attitude and professionalism is combined with a seemingly endless reservoir of energy. “Elijah’s just a natural,” said Adventures of Huckleberry Finn director Stephen Sommers. “You never get him going over the top. . . . He gets up, takes a deep breath and there’s 100% energy. . . . When the camera starts rolling, he’s living that scene. I’m talking like he’s Marlon Brando, but he blew my socks off.” Wood has always been full of energy. In fact, he earned the nickname “monkey” when he was a kid be-
cause he's so active. "I'm kind of a monkey," the actor agreed when de-
scribing himself. "I like to jump around, I can't sit down. I just have to keep
moving, I like moving and running around and having fun." Wood's exu-
berance has also earned him another nickname, "The Funny," because he
likes to do silly things such as talk with a funny voice.

EDUCATION

Once his acting career started to take
off, it became difficult for Wood to at-
tend a regular school. Instead, his
mother hired a tutor for him and he
studied at home or on the set. Some
people might think that he missed
out on a lot of the fun of being a kid
in school, but he doesn't think it's
such a bad thing. "There's a cliché on
what is normal," Wood has said, "like
going to school, having sleepovers
with friends. The only thing I'm really
missing out on is going to a normal
school and being with kids every day.
But that's a sacrifice I'm willing to
make."

About pursuing a higher education,
Wood said, "I definitely want to go to
college, but I don't want to quit acting
for two or four years, just so I can go
to college." He has said he wants to
attend college in New York and study
English, and he also wants to study
more about acting and film.

Because Wood studied
with a tutor at home
or on the set, some people
might think that he missed
out on a lot of the fun of
being a kid in school. But
Wood doesn't think so.
"There's a cliché on
what is normal, like
going to school, having
sleepovers with friends.
The only thing I'm really
missing out on is
going to a normal school
and being with kids every
day. But that's a sacrifice
I'm willing to make."

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

Unlike many actors who begin their careers as children only to be forgot-
ten as they grow older, Wood has been a survivor in Hollywood. He didn't
want to be like other child stars who quickly burn out. "Child acting is a
cutthroat world," he acknowledged, "which is pretty frightening and really
silly in retrospect." He added, "It is a really difficult world to live in if you
don't have a base, if you don't have a strong sense of yourself." Wood says
that he has remained grounded because of his supportive family and also
because he has never desired fame and fortune. He once compared himself to the famous child actor Macaulay Culkin, who starred in the comedies *Home Alone* and *Home Alone II*. "I really don't want to become as well-known as Mac," he once said. "He's so well-known that people come up to him all the time. It's kind of an uncomfortable position."

Wood had the chance to perform with Culkin in *The Good Son* (1993), in which Culkin plays Henry, a seemingly innocent boy who in reality has a very evil side. Wood plays Mark, who moves in with his cousin's family after his mother dies and his father has to go to Tokyo on business. Henry turns out to have a fascination with death that leads to dangerous—even possibly fatal—mischief. When Mark tries to tell the adults about this, no one believes him until the chilling climax. "The key to the movie's power," wrote Ty Burr in *Entertainment Weekly*, "is that it stars a young actor with the talent to take us across emotionally raw terrain—but that actor isn't Macaulay. . . . It's Elijah Wood, *The Good Son's* real star, who grabs our sympathy."

---

Wood didn't want to be like many other child stars, who begin their careers as children only to be forgotten as they grow older. "Child acting is a cutthroat world, which is pretty frightening and really silly in retrospect." He added, "It is a really difficult world to live in if you don't have a base, if you don't have a strong sense of yourself."

---

Teen Roles

As Wood grew from a child into a teen, he progressed naturally into roles playing teenagers. These parts tended to be more complex, which suited the actor just fine. In *Flipper* (1996), for example, he plays Sandy Ricks, a teenager from the city whose rebellious attitude is a problem for his Uncle Porter. The movie *Flipper*, which was based on the popular television show from the 1960s, tells how Sandy thinks life with his ex-hippie uncle is boring, until he meets a dolphin he names Flipper. Boy and dolphin become best friends, and Sandy learns from this to become a more mature adult. The producer of the film, Perry Katz, said Wood was perfect in the part. "We needed a seasoned young actor who could portray a complicated character," Katz said, and Wood fit the bill. The main reason Wood took the part, however, was not for the acting challenge but for the chance to be with dolphins—*Flipper* was played by three different dolphins, as well as
a robotic version. "Working with these dolphins was one of the most rewarding things I ever did," Wood later said.

In 1997 Wood took on his most challenging role yet in the movie *The Ice Storm*. Set in the 1970s, the movie explores sexual relationships among married couples that were unfaithful to each other. Wood plays Mikey Carver, who does some sexual experimentation of his own with a neighborhood girl. The girl is the daughter of the woman Mikey's father is having an affair with. This complicated mess leads to jealousies and tragedy during an ice storm at the film's climax.

The late 1990s saw Wood in some big roles in popular films. In the 1998 big-budget movie *Deep Impact* he plays a high school student who discovers a comet on a collision course with Earth. That same year he starred in his first horror movie, *The Faculty*. This movie is set in a high school where the bodies of the teachers have been taken over by evil aliens. Although the plot uses an old science fiction device, Wood knew it was about more than aliens and heroic teens saving the world. "The whole alien aspect of the movie is kind of a metaphor for the alienation of kids in high school," he explained. The movie did well at the box office, but, more importantly, it led Wood to his biggest acting part yet.
THE LORD OF THE RINGS
THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING
DECEMBER 19
Winning the Role of Frodo

Wood first heard about the auditions for the new fantasy epic *The Lord of the Rings* while he was working on *The Faculty*. A friend on the set recommended that he try out for the role of Frodo, the hobbit hero of the story. Wood had never read the J. R. R. Tolkien trilogy on which the film was based. But he had read *The Hobbit*, the prequel to the books. In fact, *The Hobbit* had been one of his favorite stories, so he decided to make an audition tape for the new film. But first he did research on hobbits, the short, elflike creatures created by Tolkien. “I bought a book about hobbits, and saw what they wore, and went to a costume shop, . . . and got the proper clothing, including Orc armor.” Instead of going to a studio to record the audition tape, he took a different approach and filmed his audition in a wooded area of the Hollywood Hills. Then he sent the tape to director Peter Jackson. Impressed with the performance, Jackson cast Wood as Frodo.

*The Lord of the Rings*

Tolkien’s trilogy *The Lord of the Rings* is comprised of three novels: *The Fellowship of the Ring*, *The Two Towers*, and *The Return of the King*. The books, which were originally published in the 1950s, have often been called the finest fantasy novels ever written. Set in the mythical world of Middle-Earth, the story centers on an evil Ring of Power, which must be destroyed before it falls into the hands of the dark wizard Sauron. The only way to destroy the ring, however, is to throw it back into the fire where it was forged: the lava of Mount Doom in the dark lands of Mordor.

The story begins with Bilbo, a hobbit who is celebrating his 111th birthday in the Shire, the hobbits’ home in Middle-Earth. As part of an inheritance for his nephew Frodo, Bilbo gives him a ring that he had found on an earlier journey. This is the One Ring, the ruler of all the Rings of Power. The Ring was created by Sauron, the Dark Lord, one of the darkest and most sinister powers of Middle-Earth. Sauron had lost the Ring many years before, and
now he's looking for it. He sends his servants, nine horrible creatures called Ringwraiths. Called the Black Riders of Sauron, these half-ghost, half-horsemen are thoroughly evil. The Ringwraiths are scouring the land for the lost Ring, which they sense is somewhere in the Shire. Meanwhile the Ring itself is dangerous, because it tries to seduce the one who carries it into its wicked world of power and corruption.

The wizard Gandalf the Grey, a friend of Bilbo's, comes to the Shire to help Frodo prepare for a journey. Frodo must take the ring out of the Shire, and he is soon joined by his friend Sam and by his two cousins, Merry and Pippin. They are threatened along the way, but they are soon joined by Aragorn, a friend of Gandalf's. With difficulty they reach Rivendell, the land of the elves. There, the Council of Elrond meets and decides that the ring must be destroyed. They choose nine members to become the "Fellowship of the Ring": the wizard Gandalf; the men Aragorn and Boromir; the elf Legolas; the dwarf Gimli; and the hobbits Frodo, Sam, Merry, and Pippin. They pledge to travel to Mordor and cast the Ring into the flames of Mount Doom in order to save Middle-Earth from eternal darkness. Frodo is appointed Ring-Bearer, and he holds the awesome responsibility of carrying the Ring itself. Together, the Fellowship must overcome great obstacles, avoid the horrible Ringwraiths, and resist the power of the ring. They set out on a terrific journey of action, adventure, and heroism, as the members of the Fellowship are tested to determine their loyalty to their oath and their ability to overcome adversity in all forms.

Going to New Zealand

Instead of filming each of the three parts of Lord of the Rings separately, director Peter Jackson ambitiously planned to film them all at the same time. That approach would make it less expensive to complete the filming. But it was also risky. Usually sequels are filmed only when the first film has been very successful. For Lord of the Rings, if the first film was a flop, they would
have already spent money to make the next two movies. For Wood, doing the three movies simultaneously meant that he would have to live in New Zealand, where it was being shot, for 14 months beginning in 1999. "It was the first time I would be away from home for that long," he said, "but 18 [his age when he won the part] is the right age for someone to go out on new adventures."

And what an adventure! "New Zealand is gorgeous," said Wood enthusiastically. "It's so beautiful and with this project we've been able to travel around" and see the sights. The sets themselves were impressive, too. For example, to recreate the Shire, the home of the hobbits, an entire area of farmland was converted to look just like a scene from the books, including hobbit holes and fantastic landscaping.

Challenges of Playing a Hobbit

In order to look like hobbits, Wood and his three fellow hobbits — played by actors Sean Astin, Dominic Monaghan, and Billy Boyd — had to wear elaborate makeup. The worst part of this was the huge, prosthetic (artificial) feet they had to wear in order to be true to the description of hobbits in Tolkien’s books. The actors had to go through hours of makeup to make the feet look right. "Those furry feet became the bane of our existence,"
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said Wood. “We started at 5:00 AM and had to stand for an hour and a half while they applied them, so we did get tired after a while. My feet were the sweatiest, so it would melt the glue, and they would fall off after a while.”

Hobbits are also much shorter than humans (about three and a half feet tall), and while it helped that Wood only stands five feet, six inches tall, the director and set designers had to be creative to make it look like the human actors were actually little hobbits. Wood sat in oversized chairs, or squatted on his knees while the actors playing humans stood on boxes. Sometimes using inventive camera angles — called “forced perspective” — also gave the illusion that the hobbit actors were very short.

The three films were shot simultaneously, not one at a time. And the scenes were shot out of order, not in the order in which they appear in the finished films. That made it more difficult for the actors. Wood often had to play Frodo in very different ways in the same day, because by the third film, the hobbit is emotionally and physically exhausted. It was difficult, but the actor proved he was up to the challenge. When the first movie was completed, both audiences and actors approved of the results. After seeing the finished film, Wood said, “It was as much a surprise to me as anyone. I had no idea how it would be put together. Peter [Jackson] ... is a genius.”

The Friendship of the Ring

Going through such a big film project together helped Wood form close relationships with his fellow hobbits. “Within the first month,” he observed, “we were those characters. We called ourselves the hobbits because we adopted the relationships that were important to those characters.” Wood became close to the other actors as well, including Sean Astin as Sam Gamgee; Bill Boyd as Pippin; Dominic Monaghan as Merry; Ian Holm as Bilbo Baggins; Ian McKellen as Gandalf; Viggo Mortensen as Aragorn; Sean Bean as Boromir; Hugo Weaving as Elrond; Orlando Bloom as Legolas; John Rhys-Davies as Gimli; Cate Blanchett as Galadriel; Liv Tyler as Arwen Evenstar; and Christopher Lee as Saruman. “I think that on every film that I’ve worked on, as a rule the people that you work with become a bit of a second family,” Wood said. With Lord of the Rings, however, he got to know his co-stars even better because of the time involved. “This makes me look at everything else that I’ve done and realize that because this is a year of my life and a year spent with these people, they will become even more of a second family to me.”

As a symbol of their friendship, all nine actors who comprised the Fellowship of the Ring got identical tattoos. The tattoo, an Elvish symbol for the number nine, represented the nine actors. “All the members got
this tattoo, including Ian McKellen," Wood recalled. "It's a profound expe-
rience that needs to be marked." But Wood also got to keep another me-
mento of The Lord of the Rings - the ring itself. "I was given the ring by 
Peter [Jackson] and his partner Fran when I went to say goodbye to them 
at the airport leaving New Zealand. They said they had a gift for me, hand-
ed me the box, and there was a little pouch with the ring inside it. It was 
very sweet."

Response to the Film

Whenever a book is adapted into a film, the book's fans have certain ex-
pectations that they hope the film will meet. This is especially true of the 
Lord of the Rings trilogy. Considered one of the greatest works of fantasy 
every written, the Lord of the Rings has had a huge following of devoted 
readers since the 1960s. When Tolkien fans first heard that an ambitious 
film project was planned, many were excited, but many others were skepti-
cal because they had been disappointed by previous attempts to adapt the 
books.

But once the new movie was released in December 2001, critics and audi-
ences alike recognized it as an outstanding effort. Director Peter Jackson 
remained very faithful to Tolkien's original story, which appealed to the 
author's fans. Yet the movie also captured the visual excitement of mythical 
Middle-Earth, which appealed to those who had never read the books. 
"Jackson, a fan of the book for decades," said Los Angeles Times critic Ken-
neth Turan, "has somehow infused his own unwavering belief into the project. Because Fellowship means so much to him, he has brought cast, crew, and audience along and done it in a way that pleases devotees yet very much includes people who wouldn't know a hobbit from a shoe tree." Writing in the Hollywood Reporter, David Hunter agreed. "Quite masterfully paced and one of those rewarding movies that seems to get better and better as it progresses," remarked Hunter, Fellowship justifies its long running time of approximately three hours.

The first movie, The Fellowship of the Ring, has been so popular that by late February 2002 it had sold over $283 million in tickets. Recognized for its technical and artistic achievements, the film won five British Academy of Film and Television Arts awards, including one for best film. The film was also nominated for 13 Academy Awards, or Oscars, including one for best picture. As of this writing, fans are eagerly awaiting the Academy Awards ceremony in March 2002 to see how many Oscars it will win. The success of the first film in the trilogy has certainly helped build anticipation for the upcoming installments: The Two Towers, which will be released at the end of 2002, and The Return of the King, which arrives in theaters in late 2003.

After The Lord of the Rings

Because the three films in The Lord of the Rings trilogy are scheduled to be released over the course of three years, audiences will see Wood playing Frodo from 2001 through 2003 and beyond. As an actor, he is aware of the potential dangers of being typecast as a certain type of actor. To avoid that fate, he will continue to take on different kinds of movies. "I'd love to work with Pete [Jackson again]," he said, "but I wouldn't want to play Frodo. The thing is, we did three movies of probably the greatest fantasy novel, arguably the greatest novel of all time. We jumped into the fantasy realm and treated it like reality. I think this is it for fantasy — for all of us." He continued, "I want to do something that is completely different from anything I've done. Something more mature, more character, more obscure — not your run-of-the-mill person. Something that's a challenge to me and allows me to grow."
Toward that end, Wood likes to accept roles on films that probably won’t be blockbusters, such as the upcoming independent film *Ash Wednesday* and the offbeat comedy *Chain of Fools*. He also wants to branch out from acting and become involved in other aspects of film. “I love cinematography, I love good editing, I love directing,” Wood says. “I think film in general is just an amazing art form. And I love acting. I want to continue acting for a long time, but I can see myself branching out into other divisions.”

**HOME AND FAMILY**

Wood’s parents divorced in 1996. His father, Warren Wood, moved back to Iowa, while Elijah and his mother, Debbie Wood, remained in California. After that, father and son didn’t speak to each other for several years. More recently, however, the actor has renewed contact with his father. Wood has had a stronger and more consistent bond with his mother. When he’s not on a movie set, the unmarried actor lives in a guest house behind her home. Debbie Wood manages much of her son’s career, though recently Wood has taken on more responsibility. “My mom has . . . been by my side all through my career. I owe everything to my mom. She has helped me maintain a sense of reality and gave me the perspective that acting should just be something I enjoyed doing.”

**HOBBIES AND OTHER INTERESTS**

Wood loves to watch movies and listen to music. He likes to watch horror movies, and he is a big fan of *Star Wars* and its creator, George Lucas. His favorite bands are Radiohead, Smashing Pumpkins, and The Beatles. He also likes to read, and some of his favorite books are *The Hunchback of Notre Dame* and *Dracula*. Because of his nickname, “Monkey,” he collects stuffed monkeys as a hobby. In addition, Wood likes to go in-line skating and enjoys playing with his three bearded collies.
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How to Use the Cumulative Index

Our indexes have a new look. In an effort to make our indexes easier to use, we’ve combined the Name and General Index into a new, cumulative General Index. This single ready-reference resource covers all the volumes in *Biography Today*, both the general series and the special subject series. The new General Index contains complete listings of all individuals who have appeared in *Biography Today* since the series began. Their names appear in bold-faced type, followed by the issue in which they appear. The General Index also includes references for the occupations, nationalities, and ethnic and minority origins of individuals profiled in *Biography Today*.

We have also made some changes to our specialty indexes, the Places of Birth Index and the Birthday Index. To consolidate and to save space, the Places of Birth Index and the Birthday Index will no longer appear in the January and April issues of the softbound subscription series. But these indexes can still be found in the September issue of the softbound subscription series, in the hardbound Annual Cumulation at the end of each year, and in each volume of the special subject series.

**General Series**

The General Series of *Biography Today* is denoted in the index with the month and year of the issue in which the individual appeared. Each individual also appears in the Annual Cumulation for that year.
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**Special Subject Series**

The Special Subject Series of *Biography Today* are each denoted in the index with an abbreviated form of the series name, plus the number of the volume in which the individual appears. They are listed as follows.
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Ansel</td>
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<td>V.1</td>
</tr>
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<td>V.10</td>
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<td>V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Sport</td>
<td>V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>World Leaders</td>
<td>V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadat, Anwar</td>
<td>World Leaders</td>
<td>V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, Hazel</td>
<td>World Leaders</td>
<td>V.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Updates**

Updated information on selected individuals appears in the Appendix at the end of the *Biography Today* Annual Cumulation. In the index, the original entry is listed first, followed by any updates.

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arafat, Yasir</td>
<td>Sep 94; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 00; Update 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Apr 92; Update 93; Update 95; Update 96; Update 98; Update 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
General Index

This index includes names, occupations, nationalities, and ethnic and minority origins that pertain to individuals profiled in Biography Today.
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Aaliyah ............................................. Jan 02
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Anderson, Gillian ................................ Jan 97
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<td>Williams, Robin</td>
<td>Apr 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Mara</td>
<td>Jan 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfrey, Oprah</td>
<td>Apr 92; Update 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslet, Kate</td>
<td>Sep 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Elijah</td>
<td>Apr 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Ansel</td>
<td>Artist V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affleck, Ben</td>
<td>Sep 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-Americans</td>
<td>see blacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agassi, Andre</td>
<td>Jul 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Apr 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaid, Mohammed Farah</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aikman, Troy</td>
<td>Apr 95; Update 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alba, Jessica</td>
<td>Sep 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>Teresa, Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albright, Madeleine</td>
<td>Apr 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcindor, Lew</td>
<td>Author V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algerian</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali, Muhammad</td>
<td>Sport V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Marcus</td>
<td>Sep 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Tim</td>
<td>Apr 94; Update 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alley, Kirstie</td>
<td>Jul 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almond, David</td>
<td>Author V.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarez, Luis W</td>
<td>Science V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanpour, Christiane</td>
<td>Jan 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amin, Idi</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anders, C.J</td>
<td>see Bennett, Cherie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Gillian</td>
<td>Author V.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Marian</td>
<td>Jan 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Terry</td>
<td>Apr 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andretti, Mario</td>
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<tr>
<td>Andrews, Ned</td>
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<td>Angelou, Maya</td>
<td>Apr 93</td>
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<tr>
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<td>Savimbi, Jonas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>animator</td>
<td>Lasseter, John,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniston, Jennifer</td>
<td>Apr 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annan, Kofi</td>
<td>Jan 98; Update 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applegate, K. A.</td>
<td>Jan 00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arab-American

Nye, Naomi Shihab

Arafat, Yasir

Sep 94; Update 94;
Update 95; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 00; Update 01

Arantes do Nascimento, Edson

see Pelé

architects

Lin, Maya

Sep 97

Pei, I.M.

Artist V.1

Wright, Frank Lloyd

Artist V.1

Aristide, Jean-Bertrand

Jan 95; Update 01

Armstrong, Lance

Sep 00; Update 00;
Update 01

Armstrong, Robb

Author V.9

Armstrong, William H.

Author V.7

Arnold, Roseanne

Oct 92

artists

Adams, Ansel

Artist V.1

Bearden, Romare

Artist V.1

Calder, Alexander

Artist V.1

Chagall, Marc

Artist V.1

Christo

Sep 96

Frankenthaler, Helen

Artist V.1

Johns, Jasper

Artist V.1

Lawrence, Jacob

Artist V.1; Update 01

Lin, Maya

Sep 97

Moore, Henry

Artist V.1

Moses, Grandma

Artist V.1

Nechita, Alexandra

Jan 98

Nevelson, Louise

Artist V.1

O'Keefe, Georgia

Artist V.1

Parks, Gordon

Artist V.1

Pinkney, Jerry

Author V.2

Ringgold, Faith

Author V.2

Rivera, Diego

Artist V.1

Rockwell, Norman

Artist V.1

Warhol, Andy

Artist V.1

Ashe, Arthur

Sep 93

Ashley, Maurice

Sep 99
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Aung San Suu Kyi

Apr 96; Update 98; Update 01

Chung, Connie

Jan 94; Update 96

Dai Qing

WorLdr V.3

Fu Mingxia

Sport V.5

Guey, Wendy

Sep 96

Ho, David

Sport V.5

Kim Dae-jung

Sep 01

Kwan, Michelle

Sport V.3

Lin, Maya

Sep 97

Ma, Yo-Yo

Jul 92

Pak, Se Ri

Sport V.4

Pei, I.M.

Artist V.1

Tan, Amy

Author V.9

Wang, An

Science V.2

Woods, Tiger

Sport V.1; Update 00

Yamaguchi, Kristi

Apr 92

Yep, Laurence

Author V.5

Asimov, Isaac

Jul 92

Askins, Renee

WorLdr V.1

astronauts

Collins, Eileen

Science V.4

Glenn, John

Jan 99

Harris, Bernard

Science V.3

Jemison, Mae

Oct 92

Lovell, Jim

Jan 96

Lucid, Shannon

Science V.2

Ochoa, Ellen

Apr 01

Ride, Sally

Jan 92

athletes

see sports

Attenborough, David

Science V.4

Atwater-Rhodes, Amelia

Author V.8

Aung San Suu Kyi

Apr 96; Update 98;
Update 01

Australians

Freeman, Cathy

Jan 01

Norman, Greg

Jan 94

Travers, P.L

Author V.2

Webb, Karrie

Sport V.5; Update 01

authors

Abbey, Edward

WorLdr V.1

Alexander, Lloyd

Author V.6

Almond, David

Author V.10

Angelou, Maya

Apr 93

Applegate, K. A.

Jan 00

Armstrong, Robb

Author V.9

Armstrong, William H.

Author V.7

Asimov, Isaac

Jul 92

Attenborough, David

Science V.4

Atwater-Rhodes, Amelia

Author V.8

Avi

Jan 93

Baldwin, James

Author V.2

Bauer, Joan

Author V.10

Bennett, Cherie

Author V.9

Berenstain, Jan

Author V.2

Berenstain, Stan

Author V.2

Blume, Judy

Jan 92

Boyd, Candy Dawson

Author V.3

Bradbury, Ray

Author V.3
Brody, Jane .................................. Science V.2
Brooks, Gwendolyn .......................... Author V.3
Brower, David ................................. WorLdr V.1; Update 01
Byars, Betsy .................................. Author V.4
Caplan, Arthur ................................. Science V.6
Carle, Eric .................................. Author V.1
Carson, Rachel ................................. WorLdr V.1
Childress, Alice ............................... Author V.1
Cleary, Beverly ............................... Apr 94
Cooney, Barbara ................................ Author V.8
Cooney, Caroline B. .......................... Author V.4
Cormier, Robert ................................ Author V.1; Update 01
Cosby, Bill .................................. Jan 92
Coville, Bruce ................................ Author V.9
Creech, Sharon ................................. Author V.5
Crichton, Michael ............................. Author V.5
Cronin, John .................................. WorLdr V.3
Curtis, Christopher Paul ..................... Author V.4; Update 00
Cushman, Karen ............................... Author V.5
Dahl, Roald .................................. Author V.1
Dai Qing ..................................... WorLdr V.3
Danziger, Paula ................................. Author V.6
Delany, Bessie ................................ Sep 99
Delany, Sadie ................................ Sep 99
dePaola, Tomie ................................. Author V.5
DiCamillo, Kate ................................ Author V.10
Douglas, Marjory Stoneman ................... WorLdr V.1; Update 98
Dove, Rita .................................. Jan 94
Draper, Sharon ................................ Apr 99
Dunbar, Paul Lawrence ....................... Author V.8
Duncan, Lois ................................ Sep 93
Ellison, Ralph ................................. Author V.3
Farmer, Nancy ................................. Author V.6
Filipovic, Zlata ................................ Sep 94
Fitzhugh, Louise ............................... Author V.3
Frank, Anne .................................. Author V.4
Gantos, Jack .................................. Author V.10
Gates, Henry Louis, Jr. ....................... Apr 00
George, Jean Craighead ....................... Author V.3
Giff, Patricia Reilly .......................... Author V.7
Gould, Stephen Jay ........................... Science V.2
Grandin, Temple .............................. Science V.3
Grisham, John ................................ Author V.1
Guy, Rosa .................................... Author V.9
Gwaltney, John Langston ..................... Science V.3
Haley, Alex .................................. Apr 92
Hamilton, Virginia ........................... Author V.1
Handford, Martin ............................. Jan 92
Hansberry, Lorraine ......................... Author V.5
Heinlein, Robert .............................. Author V.4
Henry, Marguerite ............................ Author V.4
Herriot, James ................................ Author V.1
Hesse, Karen .................................. Author V.5
Hinton, S.E. .................................. Author V.1
Hughes, Langston ............................. Author V.7
Hurston, Zora Neale .......................... Author V.6
Jackson, Shirley ............................. Author V.6
Jacques, Brian ................................ Author V.5
Johnson, Angela .............................. Author V.6
Kamler, Kenneth .............................. Science V.6
Kerr, M.E. .................................... Author V.1
King, Stephen ................................ Author V.1; Update 00
Königsburg, E. L. ............................. Author V.3
Krakauer, Jon ................................. Author V.6
LaDuke, Winona ............................... WorLdr V.3; Update 00
Lee, Harper .................................. Author V.9
Lee, Stan ..................................... Author V.7
Le Guin, Ursula K. ............................ Author V.8
L'Engle, Madeleine ............................ Jan 92; Apr 01
Leopold, Aldo ................................ WorLdr V.3
Lester, Julius .................................. Author V.7
Lewis, C. S. .................................. Author V.3
Lionni, Leo .................................. Author V.6
Love, Susan .................................. Science V.3
Lowry, Lois .................................. Author V.4
Macaulay, David .............................. Author V.2
MacLachlan, Patricia ......................... Author V.2
Martin, Ann M. ............................... Jan 92
McCully, Emily Arnold ....................... Jul 92; Update 93
McKissack, Fredrick L. ...................... Author V.3
McKissack, Patricia C. ....................... Author V.3
Mead, Margaret .............................. Science V.2
Morrison, Toni ................................ Jan 94
Moss, Cynthia ................................. WorLdr V.3
Movat, Farley ................................. Author V.8
Muir, John .................................. WorLdr V.3
Murie, Margaret .............................. WorLdr V.1
Murie, Olaus J. ................................ WorLdr V.1
Myers, Walter Dean .......................... Jan 93; Update 94
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds ..................... Apr 93
Nixon, Joan Lowery ......................... Author V.1
Nye, Naomi Shihab ........................... Author V.8
O'Dell, Scott .................................. Author V.2
Opdyke, Irene Gut ............................ Author V.9
Pascal, Francine .............................. Author V.6
Paterson, Katherine ......................... Author V.3
Paulsen, Gary ................................. Author V.1
Peck, Richard ................................. Author V.10
Peet, Bill ......................... Author V.4
Peterson, Roger Tory ....... WorLdr V.1
Pike, Christopher .......... Sep 96
Pinkney, Andrea Davis .... Author V.10
Pinkwater, Daniel ........... Author V.8
Pinsky, Robert ............... Author V.7
Potter, Beatrix ............... Author V.8
Pretulsky, Jack .............. Author V.2
Pullman, Philip .............. Author V.9
Reid Banks, Lynne .......... Author V.2
Rennison, Louise .......... Author V.10
Rice, Anne ..................... Author V.3
Rinaldi, Ann ................... Author V.8
Ringgold, Faith .............. Author V.2
Rowan, Carl ................... Sep 01
Rowling, J. K ................. Sep 99; Update 00; Update 01
Rylant, Cynthia .............. Author V.1
Sachar, Louis ................... Author V.6
Sacks, Oliver ................. Science V.3
Salinger, J.D. ................. Author V.2
Saro-Wiwa, Ken .............. WorLdr V.1
Scarry, Richard .............. Sep 94
Scieszka, Jon ................... Author V.9
Sendak, Maurice .............. Author V.2
Senghor, Léopold Sédar .... WorLdr V.2
Seuss, Dr ....................... Jan 92
Silverstein, Shel ............ Author V.3; Update 99
Small, David ................... Author V.10
Soto, Gary ...................... Author V.5
Speare, Elizabeth George ... Sep 95
Spinelli, Jerry .............. Apr 93
Spock, Benjamin ............. Sep 95; Update 98
Stepanek, Mattie .......... Apr 02
Stine, R.L. ...................... Apr 94
Strasser, Todd ............... Author V.7
Tan, Amy ....................... Author V.9
Tarbox, Katie .................. Author V.10
Taylor, Mildred D. .......... Author V.1
Thomas, Lewis ................. Apr 94
Tolkien, J.R.R .............. Jan 02
Travers, P.L. .................. Author V.2
Van Allsburg, Chris ......... Apr 92
Voigt, Cynthia .............. Oct 92
Vonnegut, Kurt, Jr ......... Author V.1
White, E.B ..................... Author V.1
Wilder, Laura Ingalls .... Author V.3
Williams, Garth .............. Author V.2
Williamson, Kevin .......... Author V.6
Wilson, August .............. Author V.4
Woodson, Jacqueline .... Author V.7; Update 01
Wrede, Patricia C ........... Author V.7
Wright, Richard ............. Author V.5
Yep, Laurence ............... Author V.5
Yolen, Jane .................. Author V.7
Zindel, Paul .................. Author V.1

autobiographies
Handford, Martin .......... Jan 92
Iacocca, Lee ................. Jan 92
L'Engle, Madeleine ......... Jan 92
Parkinson, Jennifer .... Apr 95

Avi .................. Jan 93
Babbitt, Bruce .............. Jan 94
Backstreet Boys .......... Jan 00
Bailey, Donovan .......... Sport V.2
Baiul, Oksana ............... Apr 95
Baker, James ................. Oct 92
Baldwin, James ............ Author V.2
Ballard, Robert ............ Science V.4

ballet
see dance

Banda, Hastings Kamuzu ...... WorLdr V.2
Bardeen, John .................. Science V.1
Barkley, Charles ............ Apr 92
Barr, Roseanne .............. Oct 92
Barrymore, Drew .......... Jan 01
Barton, Hazel ................ Science V.6

baseball
Aaron, Hank .................. Sport V.1
Fielder, Cecil ................ Sep 93
Griffey, Ken, Jr ............ Sport V.1
Hernandez, Livan .......... Apr 98
Jackson, Bo ................. Jan 92; Update 93
Jeter, Derek ................. Sport V.4
Jordan, Michael ............. Jan 92; Update 93;
Update 94; Update 95; Update 99; Update 01

Maddux, Greg ................. Sport V.3
Mantle, Mickey .............. Jan 96
Martinez, Pedro .............. Sport V.5
McGwire, Mark .............. Jan 99; Update 99
Ripken, Cal, Jr ............. Sport V.1; Update 01
Robinson, Jackie ........... Sport V.3
Rodriguez, Alex ............ Sport V.6
Rose, Pete .................... Jan 92
Ryan, Nolan ................. Oct 92; Update 93
Sanders, Deion .............. Sport V.1
Sosa, Sammy .......... Jan 99; Update 99
Winfield, Dave .............. Jan 93
basketball
Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem ............ Sport V.1
Barkley, Charles ............ Apr 92
Bird, Larry ............ Jan 92; Update 98
Bryant, Kobe .......... Apr 99
Carter, Vince ............ Sport V.5; Update 01
Chamberlain, Wilt ............ Sport V.4
Dumars, Joe ............ Sport V.3; Update 99
Ewing, Patrick ............. Jan 95
Garnett, Kevin ............ Sport V.6
Hardaway, Anfernee "Penny" ........ Sport V.2
Hill, Grant ............ Sport V.1
Holden, Chamique .......... Sep 00
Johnson, Magic ............ Apr 92
Jordan, Michael ............ Jan 92; Update 93;
Update 94; Update 95; Update 99; Update 01
Lobo, Rebecca ............ Sport V.3
Olajuwon, Hakeem ........ Sep 95
O'Neal, Shaquille ........ Sep 93
Pippen, Scottie ............ Oct 92
Robinson, David ............ Sep 96
Rodman, Dennis .......... Apr 96; Update 99
Stiles, Jackie ............ Sport V.6
Stockton, John ............ Sport V.3
Summitt, Pat ............ Sport V.3
Swoopes, Sheryl ............ Sport V.2
Ward, Charlie ............ Apr 94

Bass, Lance
see *N Sync ............. Jan 01

Bates, Daisy ............ Apr 00
Battle, Kathleen ............ Jan 93
Bauer, Joan ................ Author V.10
Bearden, Romare ............ Artist V.1

beauty pageants
Lopez, Charlotte ............ Apr 94
Whitstone, Heather ........ Apr 95

Bennett, Cherie ............ Author V.9
Berenstain, Jan ............ Author V.2
Berenstain, Stan ............ Author V.2
Bergen, Candice ............ Sep 93
Berry, Halle ............ Jan 95
Bethe, Hans A ............ Science V.3
Bezos, Jeff ............ Apr 01
Blutto, Benazir .......... Apr 95; Update 99
Bialik, Mayim ............ Jan 94

bicycle racing
Armstrong, Lance ............ Sep 00; Update 00;
Update 01
LeMond, Greg ............ Sport V.1

bin Laden, Osama ............ Apr 02

Bird, Larry ............ Jan 92; Update 98
Blackmun, Harry ............ Jan 00

blacks
Aaliyah ............ Jan 02
Aaron, Hank ............ Sport V.1
Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem ............ Sport V.1
Aidid, Mohammed Farah ........ WorLdr V.2
Ali, Muhammad ............ Sport V.2
Allen, Marcus ............ Sep 97
Amin, Idi ............ WorLdr V.2
Anderson, Marian ............ Jan 94
Angelo, Maya ............ Apr 93
Annan, Kofi ............ Jan 98; Update 01
Aristide, Jean-Bertrand ........ Jan 95; Update 01
Armstrong, Robb ............ Author V.9
Ashe, Arthur ............ Sep 93
Ashley, Maurice ............ Sep 99
Bailey, Donovan ............ Sport V.2
Baldwin, James ............ Author V.2
Banda, Hastings Kamuzu ........ WorLdr V.2
Bates, Daisy ............ Apr 00
Battle, Kathleen ............ Jan 93
Bearden, Romare ............ Artist V.1
Berry, Halle ............ Jan 95
Blige, Mary J ............ Apr 02
Boyd, Candy Dawson ......... Author V.3
Boyz II Men ............ Jan 96
Bradley, Ed ............ Apr 94
Brandy ............ Apr 96
Brooks, Gwendolyn ............ Author V.3
Brown, Ron ............ Sep 96
Bryant, Kobe ............ Apr 99
Canady, Alexa ............ Science V.6
Carson, Ben ............ Science V.4
Carter, Vince ............ Sport V.5; Update 01
Chamberlain, Wilt ............ Sport V.4
Champagne, Larry III ........ Apr 96
Chavis, Benjamin ............ Jan 94; Update 94
Childress, Alice ............ Author V.1
Combs, Benjamin (Puff Daddy) ........ Apr 98
Coolio ............ Sep 96
Cosby, Bill ............ Jan 92
Curtis, Christopher Paul ......... Author V.4; Update 00

Dayne, Ron ............ Apr 00
Delany, Bessie ............ Sep 99
Delany, Sadie ............ Sep 99
Destiny's Child ............ Apr 01
Devers, Gail ............ Sport V.2
Dove, Rita ............ Jan 94
Draper, Sharon ............ Apr 99
Dumars, Joe . . . . . . . Sport V.3; Update 99
Dunbar, Paul Lawrence . . . . Author V.8
Edelman, Marian Wright . . . . Apr 93
Ellison, Ralph . . . . . . . Author V.3
Ewing, Patrick . . . . . . . Jan 95
Farrakhan, Louis . . . . . . . Jan 97
Fielder, Cecil . . . . . . . Sep 93
Fitzgerald, Ella . . . . . . . Jan 97
Franklin, Aretha . . . . . . . Apr 01
Freeman, Cathy . . . . . . . Jan 01
Garnett, Kevin . . . . . . . Sport V.6
Gates, Henry Louis, Jr. . . . . Apr 00
George, Eddie . . . . . . . Sport V.6
Gillespie, Dizzy . . . . . . . Apr 93
Glover, Savion . . . . . . . Apr 99
Goldberg, Whoopi . . . . . . . Apr 94
Grieffy, Ken, Jr. . . . . . . . Sport V.1
Gumbel, Bryant . . . . . . . Apr 97
Guy, Jasmine . . . . . . . Sep 93
Guy, Rosa . . . . . . . Author V.9
Gwaltney, John Langston . . Science V.3
Haley, Alex . . . . . . . . . Apr 92
Hamilton, Virginia . . . . Author V.1
Hammer . . . . . . . Jan 92
Hansberry, Lorraine . . . . Author V.5
Hardaway, Anfernee “Penny” . Sport V.2
Harris, Bernard . . . . . . . Science V.3
Hernandez, Livan . . . . . . . Apr 98
Hill, Anita . . . . . . . Jan 93
Hill, Grant . . . . . . . Sport V.1
Hill, Lauryn . . . . . . . Sep 99
Holdsworth, Chamique . . . Sep 00
Houston, Whitney . . . . . . . Sep 94
Hughes, Langston . . . . . . . Author V.7
Hunter-Gault, Charlayne . . . Jan 00
Hurston, Zora Neale . . . . Author V.6
Ice-T . . . . . . . . . . . . . Apr 93
Jackson, Bo . . . . . . . Jan 92; Update 93
Jackson, Jesse . . . . . . . Sep 95; Update 01
Jackson, Shirley Ann . . . . Science V.2
Jamison, Judith . . . . . . . Jan 96
Jermaine, Ma . . . . . . . Oct 92
Jeter, Derek . . . . . . . Sport V.4
Johnson, Angela . . . . . . . Author V.6
Johnson, John . . . . . . . Jan 97
Johnson, Lonnie . . . . . . . Science V.4
Johnson, Magic . . . . . . . Apr 92
Johnson, Michael . . . . Jan 97; Update 00
Jones, James Earl . . . . . . . Jan 95
Jones, Marion . . . . . . . Sport V.5
Jordan, Barbara . . . . . . . Apr 96
Jordan, Michael . . . . Jan 92; Update 93; Update 94; Update 95; Update 99; Update 01
Joyner-Kersee, Jackie . . . . Oct 92; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98
Kaunda, Kenneth . . . . . WorLdr V.2
Kenyatta, Jomo . . . . . . . WorLdr V.2
Lawrence, Jacob . . . . . . . Artist V.1; Update 01
Lee, Spike . . . . . . . Apr 92
Lester, Julius . . . . . . . Author V.7
Lewis, Carl . . . . . . . Sep 96; Update 97
Maathai, Wangari . . . . WorLdr V.1
Mandela, Nelson . . . . . Jan 92; Update 94; Update 01
Mandela, Winnie . . . . . WorLdr V.2
Marsalis, Wynton . . . . . Apr 92
Marshall, Thurgood . . . . Jan 92; Update 93
Martinez, Pedro . . . . . . . Sport V.5
Maxwell, Jody-Anne . . . . Sep 98
McCarty, Oseola . . . . . . . Jan 99; Update 99
McGruder, Aaron . . . . . . . Author V.10
McKissack, Fredrick L. . . Author V.3
McKissack, Patricia C. . . . Author V.3
Mobutu Sese Seko . . . . WorLdr V.2; Update 97
Morgan, Garrett . . . . . Science V.2
Morrison, Sam . . . . . . . Sep 97
Morrison, Toni . . . . . . . Jan 94
Moss, Randy . . . . . . . Sport V.4
Mugabe, Robert . . . . . . . WorLdr V.2
Myles, Walter Dean . . . . Jan 93; Update 94
Ndidi, Cosmas . . . . . . . Sep 95
Nkrumah, Kwame . . . . WorLdr V.2
Nyerere, Julius Kambarage . WorLdr V.2; Update 99
Olajuwon, Hakeem . . . . Sep 95
Oliver, Patsy Ruth . . . . WorLdr V.1
O’Neal, Shaquille . . . . . Sep 93
Parks, Gordon . . . . . . . Artist V.1
Parks, Shaquille . . . . . . . Apr 92; Update 94
Payton, Walter . . . . . . . Jan 00
Pelé . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sport V.1
Pinkney, Andrea Davis . . . Author V.10
Pinkney, Jerry . . . . . . . Author V.2
Pippen, Scottie . . . . . . . Oct 92
Powell, Colin . . . . . . . Jan 92; Update 93; Update 95; Update 01
Queen Latifah . . . . . . . Apr 92
Rice, Condoleezza . . . . Apr 02
Rice, Jerry . . . . . . . Apr 93
Ringgold, Faith . . . . . . Author V.2
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bosnian</td>
<td>Filipo, Zlata</td>
<td>Sep 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulmerka, Hassiba</td>
<td>Sport</td>
<td>V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bourke-White, Margaret</td>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boutros-Ghali, Boutros</td>
<td>Apr 93; Update 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boxing</td>
<td>Ali, Muhammad</td>
<td>Sport V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyd, Candy Dawson</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyz II Men</td>
<td>Jan 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradbury, Ray</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley, Ed</td>
<td>Apr 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandis, Jonathan</td>
<td>Sep 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandy</td>
<td>Apr 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilians</td>
<td>Mendes, Chico</td>
<td>WorLdr V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelé</td>
<td>Sport V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathed, Berke</td>
<td>Jan 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brody, Jane</td>
<td>Science V.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks, Garth</td>
<td>Oct 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks, Gwendolyn</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brower, David</td>
<td>WorLdr V.1; Update 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Ron</td>
<td>Sep 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brundtland, Gro Harlem</td>
<td>Science V.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan, Zachery Ty</td>
<td>Jan 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant, Kobe</td>
<td>Apr 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
<td>Christo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burger, Warren</td>
<td>Sep 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke, Chris</td>
<td>Sep 93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmese</td>
<td>Aung San Suu Kyi Apr 96; Update 98; Update 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ka Hsaw Wa WorLdr V.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns, Ken</td>
<td>Jan 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrell, Stanley Kirk</td>
<td>see Hammer</td>
<td>Jan 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Bezos, Jeff Apr 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brown, Ron Sep 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case, Steve Science V.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheney, Dick Jan 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combs, Sean (Puff Daddy) Apr 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diemer, Walter Apr 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fields, Debbi Jan 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fiorina, Carly Sep 01; Update 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The page contains a general index with entries for various individuals, places, and terms, categorized under different headings such as boxing, business, and more. Each entry includes a name, a brief description, and a date. The entries are listed alphabetically and some are accompanied by additional notes or updates.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gates, Bill</td>
<td>Apr 93; Update 98; Update 00; Science V.5; Update 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groppe, Laura</td>
<td>Science V.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handler, Ruth</td>
<td>Apr 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iacocca, Lee A.</td>
<td>Jan 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs, Steven</td>
<td>Jan 92; Science V.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, John</td>
<td>Jan 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Lonnie</td>
<td>Science V.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurzweil, Raymond</td>
<td>Science V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land, Edwin</td>
<td>Science V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars, Forrest Sr.</td>
<td>Science V.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohajer, Dineh</td>
<td>Jan 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan, Garrett</td>
<td>Science V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morita, Akio</td>
<td>Science V.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perot, H. Ross</td>
<td>Apr 92; Update 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stachowski, Richie</td>
<td>Science V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson, Janese</td>
<td>Science V.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Dave</td>
<td>Apr 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tompkins, Douglas</td>
<td>WorLdr V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, An</td>
<td>Science V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Lloyd D.</td>
<td>Jan 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butcher, Susan</td>
<td>Sport V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byars, Betsy</td>
<td>Author V.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldecott Medal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooney, Barbara</td>
<td>Author V.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macauley, David</td>
<td>Author V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCully, Emily Arnold</td>
<td>Jul 92; Update 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Walter Dean</td>
<td>Jan 93; Update 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sendak, Maurice</td>
<td>Author V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small, David</td>
<td>Author V.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Allsburg, Chris</td>
<td>Apr 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calder, Alexander</td>
<td>Artist V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calderone, Mary S.</td>
<td>Science V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron, Candace</td>
<td>Apr 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell, Neve</td>
<td>Apr 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey, Donovan</td>
<td>Sport V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanchard, Rachel</td>
<td>Apr 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell, Neve</td>
<td>Apr 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candy, John</td>
<td>Sep 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrey, Jim</td>
<td>Apr 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dion, Celine</td>
<td>Sep 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galdikas, Biruté</td>
<td>Science V.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretzky, Wayne</td>
<td>Jan 92; Update 93; Update 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howe, Gordie</td>
<td>Sport V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennings, Peter</td>
<td>Jul 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnston, Lynn</td>
<td>Jan 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kielburger, Craig</td>
<td>Jan 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang, k.d.</td>
<td>Sep 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemieux, Mario</td>
<td>Jul 92; Update 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Bernard</td>
<td>WorLdr V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messier, Mark</td>
<td>Apr 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morissette, Alanis</td>
<td>Apr 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowat, Farley</td>
<td>Author V.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priestley, Jason</td>
<td>Apr 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakic, Joe</td>
<td>Sport V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shatner, William</td>
<td>Apr 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twain, Shania</td>
<td>Apr 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernon, Mike</td>
<td>Jan 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Paul</td>
<td>WorLdr V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, Hazel</td>
<td>WorLdr V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yzerman, Steve</td>
<td>Sport V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canady, Alexa</td>
<td>Science V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candy, John</td>
<td>Sep 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caplan, Arthur</td>
<td>Science V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capriati, Jennifer</td>
<td>Sport V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car racing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andretti, Mario</td>
<td>Sep 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnhardt, Dale</td>
<td>Apr 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon, Jeff</td>
<td>Apr 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty, Richard</td>
<td>Sport V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carey, Mariah</td>
<td>Apr 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carle, Eric</td>
<td>Author V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter, Mary Chapin</td>
<td>Sep 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrey, Jim</td>
<td>Apr 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson, Ben</td>
<td>Science V.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson, Rachel</td>
<td>WorLdr V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, Chris</td>
<td>Author V.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, Jimmy</td>
<td>Apr 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, Nick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see Backstreet Boys</td>
<td>Jan 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, Vince</td>
<td>Sport V.5; Update 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cartoonists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong, Robb</td>
<td>Author V.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathed, Berke</td>
<td>Jan 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Jim</td>
<td>Author V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groening, Matt</td>
<td>Jan 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guisewite, Cathy</td>
<td>Sep 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnston, Lynn</td>
<td>Jan 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larson, Gary</td>
<td>Author V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Stan</td>
<td>Author V.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGruder, Aaron</td>
<td>Author V.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulz, Charles</td>
<td>Author V.2; Update 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watterson, Bill</td>
<td>Jan 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvey, Dana</td>
<td>Jan 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case, Steve</td>
<td>Science V.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castro, Fidel</td>
<td>Jul 92; Update 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chagall, Marc</td>
<td>Artist V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamberlain, Wilt</td>
<td>Sport V.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Count:** 150
Champagne, Larry III ......................... Apr 96
Chasez, JC
see *N Sync .................................. Jan 01
Chastain, Brandi ... Sport V.4; Update 00
Chavez, Cesar .................................. Sep 93
Chavis, Benjamin ... Jan 94; Update 94
Cheney, Dick .................................. Jan 02
Chess
Ashley, Maurice ................................ Sep 99
Childress, Alice .................. Author V.1
Chinese
Dai Qing ................................ WorLdr V.3
Fu Mingxia ................................ Sport V.5
Pei, I.M .................................. Artist V.1
Wang, An ................................ Science V.2
Choreography
see dance
Christo .................................... Sep 96
Chung, Connie ... Jan 94; Update 95; Update 96
Cisneros, Henry .................. Sep 93
civil rights movement
Chavis, Benjamin ... Jan 94; Update 94
Edelman, Marian Wright .......... Apr 93
Jackson, Jesse .................. Sep 95; Update 01
Marshall, Thurgood ... Jan 92; Update 93
Parks, Rosa ................................ Apr 92
Shabazz, Betty .................. Apr 98
Clay, Cassius Marcellus, Jr.
see Ali, Muhammad ........... Sport V.2
Cleary, Beverly ................... Apr 94
Clinton, Bill .................. Jul 92; Update 94; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Clinton, Chelsea ................ Apr 96; Update 97; Update 01
Clinton, Hillary Rodham ........ Apr 93; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Cobain, Kurt ....................... Sep 94
Cohen, Adam Ezra ................. Apr 97
Collins, Eileen .................. Science V.4
Collins, Francis .................. Science V.6
Combs, Sean (Puff Daddy) ........ Apr 98
Comedians
Allen, Tim .................. Apr 94; Update 99
Arnold, Roseanne .......... Oct 92
Candy, John .................. Sep 94
Carrey, Jim .................. Apr 96
Carvey, Dana .................. Jan 93
Cosby, Bill .................. Jan 92
Goldberg, Whoopi ........ Apr 94
Leno, Jay .................. Jul 92
Letterman, David ........ Jan 95
O'Donnell, Rosie .......... Apr 97
Seinfeld, Jerry ............ Oct 92; Update 98
Tucker, Chris .................. Jan 01
Wayans, Keenen Ivory .......... Jan 93
Williams, Robin .............. Apr 92
Comic books
see cartoonists
Computers
Bezos, Jeff .................. Apr 01
Case, Steve .................. Science V.5
Cray, Seymour .................. Science V.2
Engelbart, Douglas .......... Science V.5
Fanning, Shawn .................. Science V.5
Fiorina, Carly ............ Sep 01; Update 01
Flannery, Sarah ............ Science V.5
Gates, Bill .................. Apr 93; Update 98; Update 00; Science V.5; Update 01
Groppe, Laura .................. Science V.5
Hopper, Grace Murray .......... Science V.5
Jobs, Steven ............ Jan 92; Science V.5
Kurzweil, Raymond .......... Science V.2
Miller, Rand .................. Science V.5
Miller, Robyn ............ Science V.5
Miyamoto, Shigeru .......... Science V.5
Perot, H. Ross ............ Apr 92
Wang, An .................. Science V.2
Wozniak, Steve ............ Science V.5
Congress
see representatives
see senators
Conservationists
see environmentalists
Coolio .................. Sep 96
Cooley, Barbara .......... Author V.8
Cooney, Caroline B. ... Author V.4
Cormier, Robert .................. Author V.1; Update 01
Cosby, Bill .................. Jan 92
Cousseau, Jacques ........ Jan 93; Update 97
Coville, Bruce .......... Author V.9
Crawford, Cindy ........ Apr 93
Cray, Seymour ............ Science V.2
Creech, Sharon ............ Author V.5
Crichton, Michael ....... Author V.5
Cronin, John ............ WorLdr V.3
Cubans
Castro, Fidel ............ Jul 92; Update 94
GENERAL INDEX

Estefan, Gloria ........................................... Jul 92
Fuentes, Daisy ............................................. Jan 94
Hernandez, Livan ....................................... Apr 98
Zamora, Pedro ............................................. Apr 95

Culkin, Macaulay .......................................... Sep 93

Curtis, Christopher Paul ................................. Author V.4; Update 00

Cushman, Karen ........................................... Author V.5

Czechoslovakians
Hasek, Dominik .......................................... Sport V.3
Hingis, Martina .......................................... Sport V.2
Jagr, Jaromir ............................................ Sport V.5
Navratilova, Martina .................................. Jan 93; Update 94

Dae-jung, Kim ............................................. see Kim Dae-jung

Dahl, Roald .................................................. Author V.1

Dai Qing ...................................................... WorLdr V.3

Dalai Lama .................................................. Sep 98

Daly, Carson ................................................ Apr 00

dance
Abdul, Paula ............................................... Jan 92
de Mille, Agnes ............................................. Jan 95
Estefan, Gloria ............................................ Jul 92
Glover, Savion ............................................ Apr 99
Hammer ..................................................... Jan 92
Jamison, Judith .......................................... Jan 96
Kistler, Darci ............................................. Jan 93
Nureyev, Rudolf .......................................... Apr 93

Danes, Claire ............................................... Sep 97

Daniel, Beth ............................................... Sport V.1

Danziger, Paula .......................................... Author V.6

Davenport, Lindsay ...................................... Sport V.5

Davis, Jim ................................................... Author V.1

Dayne, Ron .................................................. Apr 00
de Klerk, F.W. ............................................. Apr 94; Update 94

Delany, Bessie ............................................. Sep 99

Delany, Sadie .............................................. Sep 99
de Mille, Agnes ............................................. Jan 95

Democratic Party
Brown, Ron .................................................. Sep 96
Carter, Jimmy ............................................. Apr 95
Clinton, Bill ............................................... Jul 92; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Gore, Al. .................................................... Jan 93; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01

dentist
Delany, Bessie ............................................. Sep 99

Denton, Sandi ............................................. see Salt 'N' Pepa

dePaola, Tomie ............................................ Author V.5

Destiny's Child ......................................... Apr 01

Devers, Gail ............................................... Sport V.2

Diana, Princess of Wales ............................... Jul 92; Update 96; Update 97; Jan 98

DiCamillo, Kate ........................................... Author V.10

DiCaprio, Leonardo ...................................... Apr 98

Diemer, Walter .......................................... Apr 98

Dion, Celine .............................................. Sep 97
diplomats
Albright, Madeleine ........................................ Apr 97
Aznar, José Luis .......................................... Jan 98; Update 01
Boutros-Ghali, Boutros ................................ Apr 93; Update 98

Rowan, Carl ............................................... Sep 01
directors
Burns, Ken .................................................. Jan 95
Carter, Chris ............................................. Author V.4
Crichton, Michael ........................................ Author V.5
Lasseter, John ............................................ Sep 00
Lee, Spike .................................................. Oct 92
Lucas, George ............................................ Apr 97
Parks, Gordon ............................................ Artist V.1
Spielberg, Steven ......................................... Jan 94; Update 94; Update 95
Whedon, Joss ............................................. Author V.9
Williamson, Kevin ...................................... Author V.6
disabled
Burke, Chris ............................................... Sep 93
Dole, Bob .................................................... Jan 96
Driscoll, Jean ............................................. Sep 97
Grandin, Temple ......................................... Science V.3
Gwatney, John Langston ................................ Science V.3
Hawking, Stephen ......................................... Apr 92
Parkinson, Jennifer ....................................... Apr 95
Perlmutter, Itzhak ........................................ Jan 95
Reeve, Christopher ....................................... Jan 97
Runyan, Marla ............................................ Apr 02
Steinberg, Mattie ......................................... Apr 02
Whitestone, Heather ..................................... Apr 95
diving
Fu Mingxia .................................................. Sport V.5
doctors
Brundtland, Gro Harlem ................................ Science V.3
Calderone, Mary S. ....................................... Science V.3
Canady, Alexa ............................................. Science V.6
Carson, Ben ............................................... Science V.4
Collins, Francis .......................................... Science V.6
Harris, Bernad ............................................. Science V.3

152
Healy, Bernadine .......................... Science V.1; Update 01
Heimlich, Henry .......................... Science V.6
Ho, David ................................. Science V.6
Jemison, Mae ............................... Oct 92
Kamler, Kenneth .......................... Science V.6
Love, Susan ............................... Science V.3
Novello, Antonia .......................... Apr 92
Pippig, Uta ................................. Sport V.1
Richardson, Dot ........................... Sport V.2; Update 00
Sabin, Albert .............................. Science V.1
Sacks, Oliver .............................. Science V.3
Salk, Jonas ................................. Jan 94; Update 95
Satcher, David ............................. Sep 98
Spelman, Lucy .............................. Science V.6
Spock, Benjamin .......................... Sep 95; Update 98
Doherty, Shannen .......................... Apr 92; Update 94
Dole, Bob ................................. Jan 96; Update 96
Dole, Elizabeth ........................... Jul 92; Update 96; Update 99
Domingo, Placido .......................... Sep 95
Dominicans ............................... Science V.5
Martinez, Pedro ........................... Sport V.5
Sosa, Sammy ............................... Jan 99; Update 99
Dorrough, Howie ........................... Jan 00
Douglas, Marjory Stoneman ................ WorLdr V.1; Update 98
Dove, Rita ................................. Jan 94
Dragila, Stacy ............................. Sport V.6
Draper, Sharon ............................ Apr 99
Driscoll, Jean .............................. Sep 97
Duchovny, David ........................... Apr 96
Duke, David ............................... Apr 92
Dumars, Joe ............................... Sport V.3; Update 99
Dumitriu, Ioana .......................... Science V.3
Dunbar, Paul Lawrence ...................... Author V.8
Duncan, Lois .............................. Sep 93
Dutch ................................. Lionni, Leo .......................... Author V.6
Earle, Sylvia .............................. Science V.1
Earnhardt, Dale ........................... Apr 01
Edelman, Marian Wright ...................... Apr 93
educators ................................. Armstrong, William H. ............... Author V.7
Calderone, Mary S. ........................ Science V.3
Delany, Sadie .............................. Sep 99
Draper, Sharon ............................ Apr 99
Gates, Henry Louis, Jr. .................... Apr 00
Giff, Patricia Reilly ........................ Author V.7
Stanford, John ............................. Sep 99
Suzuki, Shinichi ........................... Sep 98
Egyptians ................................. Boutros-Ghali, Boutros .................. Apr 93; Update 98
Sadat, Anwar .............................. WorLdr V.2
Elion, Getrude ............................. Science V.6
Ellerbee, Linda ............................ Apr 94
Ellison, Ralph ............................. Author V.3
Elway, John ............................... Sport V.2; Update 99
Engelbart, Douglas ....................... Science V.5
English ................................. Almond, David .......................... Author V.10
Amanpour, Christiane ...................... Jan 01
Attenborough, David ........................ Science V.4
Barton, Hazel ............................. Science V.6
Dahl, Roald ................................. Author V.1
Diana, Princess of Wales ..................... Jul 92; Update 96; Update 97; Jan 98
Goodall, Jane .............................. Science V.1
Handford, Martin .......................... Jan 92
Hargreaves, Alison ........................ Jan 96
Hawking, Stephen .......................... Apr 92
Herriot, James ............................ Author V.1
Jacques, Brian ............................. Author V.5
Leakey, Louis .............................. Science V.1
Leakey, Mary .............................. Science V.1
Lewis, C. S. ............................... Author V.3
Macaulay, David ............................ Author V.2
Moore, Henry ............................... Artist V.1
Potter, Beatrix ............................ Author V.8
Pullman, Philip ............................ Author V.9
Radcliffe, Daniel ........................... Jan 02
Reid Banks, Lynne .......................... Author V.2
Rennison, Louise ........................... Author V.10
Rowling, J. K. .............................. Sep 99; Update 00; Update 01
Sacks, Oliver .............................. Science V.3
Stewart, Patrick ........................... Jan 94
Tolkien, J.R.R. ............................. Jan 02
Winslet, Kate .............................. Sep 98
environmentalists ........................ Abbey, Edward .......................... WorLdr V.1
Adams, Ansel .............................. Artist V.1
Askins, Ansel .............................. WorLdr V.1
Babbitt, Bruce ............................. Jan 94
Brower, David .............................. WorLdr V.1; Update 01
Brundtland, Gro Harlem ........................ Science V.3
Carson, Rachel .............................. WorLdr V.1
Cousteau, Jacques .......................... Jan 93
Cronin, John .............................. WorLdr V.3
Dai Qing .......................... WorLdr V.3
Douglas, Marjory Stoneman .......................... WorLdr V.1; Update 98
Earle, Sylvia .......................... Science V.1
Foreman, Dave .......................... WorLdr V.1
Gibbs, Lois .......................... WorLdr V.1
Ka Hsaw Wa .......................... WorLdr V.3
La Duke, Winona .......................... WorLdr V.3; Update 00
Leopold, Aldo .......................... WorLdr V.3
Maathai, Wangari .......................... WorLdr V.1
Mittermeier, Russell A .......................... WorLdr V.1
Moss, Cynthia .......................... WorLdr V.3
Mowat, Farley .......................... Author V.8
Muir, John .......................... WorLdr V.3
Murie, Margaret .......................... WorLdr V.1
Murie, Olaus J. .......................... WorLdr V.1
Nakamura, Leanne .......................... Apr 02
Nelson, Gaylord .......................... WorLdr V.3
Oliver, Patsy Ruth .......................... WorLdr V.1
Patrick, Ruth .......................... Science V.3
Peterson, Roger Tory .......................... WorLdr V.1
Saro-Wiwa, Ken .......................... WorLdr V.1
tompkins, Douglas .......................... WorLdr V.3
Watson, Paul .......................... WorLdr V.1
Werbach, Adam .......................... WorLdr V.1
Wolf, Hazel .......................... WorLdr V.3
Erdös, Paul .......................... Science V.2
Estefan, Gloria .......................... Jul 92
Ethiopians
Haile Selassie .......................... WorLdr V.2
Roba, Fatuma .......................... Sport V.3
Evans, Janet .......................... Jan 95; Update 96
Evert, Chris .......................... Sport V.1
Ewing, Patrick .......................... Jan 95
Fanning, Shawn .......................... Science V.5
Farmer, Nancy .......................... Author V.6
Farrakhan, Louis .......................... Jan 97
Fatone, Joey .......................... Jan 01
see *N Sync
Favre, Brett .......................... Sport V.2
Fedorov, Sergei .......................... Apr 94; Update 94
Fernandez, Lisa .......................... Sport V.5
Fielder, Cecil .......................... Sep 93
Fields, Debbi .......................... Jan 96
Filipovic, Zlata .......................... Sep 94
film critic
Siskel, Gene .......................... Sep 99
Fiorina, Carly .......................... Sep 01; Update 01
First Ladies of the United States
Bush, Barbara .......................... Jan 92
Clinton, Hillary Rodham .......................... Apr 93; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Fitzgerald, Ella .......................... Jan 97
Fitzhugh, Louise .......................... Author V.3
Flannery, Sarah .......................... Science V.5
football
Aikman, Troy .......................... Apr 95; Update 01
Allen, Marcus .......................... Sep 97
Dayne, Ron .......................... Apr 00
Elway, John .......................... Sport V.2; Update 99
Favre, Brett .......................... Sport V.2
George, Eddie .......................... Sport V.6
Greie, Brian .......................... Jan 02
Harbaugh, Jim .......................... Sport V.3
Jackson, Bo .......................... Jan 92; Update 93
Johnson, Jimmy .......................... Jan 98
Madden, John .......................... Sep 97
Manning, Peyton .......................... Sep 00
Marino, Dan .......................... Apr 93; Update 00
Montana, Joe .......................... Jan 95; Update 95
Moss, Randy .......................... Sport V.4
Payton, Walter .......................... Jan 00
Rice, Jerry .......................... Apr 93
Sanders, Barry .......................... Sep 95; Update 99
Sanders, Deion .......................... Sport V.1
Sapp, Warren .......................... Sport V.5
Shula, Don. .......................... Apr 96
Smith, Emmitt .......................... Sep 94
Stewart, Kordell .......................... Sep 98
Ward, Charlie .......................... Apr 94
Warner, Kurt .......................... Sport V.4
Weinie, Chris .......................... Apr 01
White, Reggie .......................... Jan 98
Young, Steve .......................... Jan 94; Update 00
Ford, Harrison .......................... Sep 97
Foreman, Dave .......................... WorLdr V.1
Fossey, Diane .......................... Science V.1
Frank, Anne .......................... Author V.4
Frankenthaler, Helen .......................... Artist V.1
Franklin, Aretha .......................... Apr 01
Freeman, Cathy .......................... Jan 01
French
Cousteau, Jacques .......................... Jan 93; Update 97
Fresh Prince
see Smith, Will .......................... Sep 94
Fu Mingxia .......................... Sport V.5
Fuentes, Daisy .......................... Jan 94
Galdikas, Biruté ..................................... Science V.4
Galeczka, Chris ..................................... Apr 96
Gantos, Jack ........................................... Author V.10
Garcia, Jerry .......................................... Jan 96
Garnett, Kevin ........................................ Sport V.6
Garth, Jennie .......................................... Apr 96
Gates, Bill ............................................. Apr 93; Update 98; Update 00; Science V.5; Update 01
Gates, Henry Louis, Jr ............................... Apr 00
Geisel, Theodor Seuss see Seuss, Dr. ............ Jan 92
Gellar, Sarah Michelle ................................ Jan 99
Geography Bee, National
Galeczka, Chris ........................................ Apr 96
George, Eddie ......................................... Sport V.6
George, Jean Craighead .............................. Author V.3
Germans
Bethe, Hans A ......................................... Science V.3
Frank, Anne ........................................... Author V.4
Graf, Steffi ............................................. Jan 92; Update 01
Pippig, Uta ............................................ Sport V.1
Ghanaian
Annan, Kofi .......................................... Jan 98; Update 01
Nkrumah, Kwame .................................. WorLdr V.2
Gibbs, Lois ............................................. WorLdr V.1
Giff, Patricia Reilly ................................. Author V.7
Gilbert, Sara .......................................... Apr 93
Gilbert, Walter ........................................ Science V.2
Gillespie, Dizzy ....................................... Apr 93
Gilman, Billy .......................................... Apr 02
Gingrich, Newt ....................................... Apr 95; Update 99
Ginsburg, Ruth Bader ................................. Jan 94
Glenn, John ........................................... Jan 99
Glover, Savion ........................................ Apr 99
Goldberg, Whoopi .................................... Apr 94
Golf
Daniel, Beth .......................................... Sport V.1
Nicklaus, Jack ....................................... Sport V.2
Norman, Greg ........................................ Jan 94
Pak, Se Ri ............................................. Sport V.4
Sorenstam, Annika .................................. Sport V.6
Webb, Karrie .......................................... Sport V.5; Update 01
Woods, Tiger .......................................... Sport V.1; Update 00; Sport V.6
Goodall, Jane ........................................ Science V.1
Goodman, John ...................................... Sep 95
Gorbachev, Mikhail ................................. Jan 92; Update 96
Gordon, Jeff .......................................... Apr 99
Gore, Al ............................................... Jan 93; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Gould, Stephen Jay ................................. Science V.2
governors
Babbitt, Bruce ....................................... Jan 94
Bush, George W ..................................... Sep 00; Update 00; Update 01
Carter, Jimmy ......................................... Apr 95
Clinton, Bill .......................................... Jul 92; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Nelson, Gaylord .................................... WorLdr V.3
Ventura, Jesse ....................................... Apr 99
Graf, Steffi ............................................. Jan 92; Update 01
Grandin, Temple ................................... Science V.3
Granny D see Haddock, Doris ..................... Sep 00
Grant, Amy ........................................... Jan 95
Gretzky, Wayne ..................................... Jan 92; Update 93; Update 99
Griese, Brian ........................................ Jan 02
Griffey, Ken, Jr ...................................... Sport V.1
Griffith Joyner, Florence ............................ Sport V.1; Update 98
Grisham, John ....................................... Author V.1
Groening, Matt ...................................... Jan 92
Gropp, Laura ......................................... Science V.5
Guatemalan
Menchu, Rigoberta .................................. Jan 93
Guey, Wendy ......................................... Sep 96
Guisewite, Cathy .................................... Sep 93
Gumbel, Bryant ...................................... Apr 97
Guy, Jasmine ......................................... Sep 93
Guy, Rosa ............................................. Author V.9
Gwaltney, John Langston ......................... Science V.3
Gyatso, Tenzin see Dalai Lama .................... Sep 98
gymnastics
Miller, Shannon ...................................... Sep 94; Update 96
Moceanu, Dominique ................................ Jan 98
Zmeskal, Kim ........................................ Jan 94
Haddock, Doris ...................................... Sep 00
Haile Selassie ......................................... WorLdr V.2
Haitian
Aristide, Jean-Bertrand ............................. Jan 95; Update 01
Haley, Alex ............................................ Apr 92
Hamilton, Virginia .................................. Author V.1
Hamm, Mia ............................................ Sport V.2; Update 00
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Davenport, Lindsay............ Sport V.5
Devers, Gail.................. Sport V.2
Dragila, Stacy................ Sport V.6
Evans, Janet............... Jan 95; Update 96
Ewing, Patrick.............. Jan 95
Fernandez, Lisa.............. Sport V.5
Freeman, Cathy.............. Jan 01
Fu Mingxia.................... Sport V.5
Garnett, Kevin.............. Sport V.6
Griffith Joyner, Florence..... Sport V.1; Update 98
Hamm, Mia.................... Sport V.2; Update 00
Harding, Tonya.............. Sep 94
Hasek, Dominik.............. Sport V.3
Hill, Grant.................. Sport V.1
Jansen, Dan................ Apr 94
Johnson, Michael............ Jan 97; Update 00
Jones, Marion................ Sport V.5
Joyner-Kersee, Jackie...... Oct 92; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98
Kerrigan, Nancy.............. Apr 94
Kwan, Michelle.............. Sport V.3
Lewis, Carl.................. Sep 96
Lipinski, Tara.............. Apr 98
Lobo, Rebecca............... Sport V.3
Miller, Shannon............. Sep 94; Update 96
Moceanu, Dominique...... Jan 98
Pippig, Uta.................. Sport V.1
Richardson, Dot............. Sport V.2; Update 00
Roba, Fatuma................ Sport V.3
Robinson, David............. Sep 96
Rudolph, Wilma.............. Apr 95
Runyan, Marla.............. Apr 02
Sakic, Joe.................. Sport V.6
Sanchez Vicario, Arantxa.. Sport V.1
Scurry, Briana............... Jan 00
Stockton, John............... Sport V.3
Street, Picabo................ Sport V.3
Summitt, Pat................ Sport V.3
Swoopes, Sheryl.............. Sport V.2
Thompson, Jenny............... Sport V.5
Van Dyken, Amy.............. Sport V.3; Update 00
Williams, Serena............. Sport V.4; Update 00
Williams, Venus............. Jan 99; Update 00; Update 01
Yamaguchi, Kristi............ Apr 92
Zmeskal, Kim.............. Jan 94
O’Neal, Shaquille............ Author V.9
Opdyke, Irene Gut............ Author V.9
Oppenheimer, J. Robert..... Science V.1
painters
see artists
Pak, Se Ri................. Sport V.4
Pakistanis
Bhutto, Benazir............ Apr 95; Update 99
Masih, Iqbal................ Jan 96
Palestinian
Arafat, Yasir.............. Sep 94; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 00; Update 01
Parkinson, Jennifer...... Apr 95
Parks, Gordon.............. Author V.1
Parks, Rosa................. Apr 92; Update 94
Pascal, Francine............ Author V.6
Paterson, Katherine........ Author V.3
Patrick, Ruth............... Science V.3
Pauley, Jane.............. Oct 92
Pauling, Linus.............. Jan 95
Paulsen, Gary.............. Author V.1
Payton, Walter.............. Jan 00
Peck, Richard.............. Author V.10
Peet, Bill.................... Author V.4
Pei, I.M...................... Artist V.1
Pelé......................... Sport V.1
Perlman, Itzhak.............. Jan 95
Perot, H. Ross.............. Apr 92; Update 93; Update 95; Update 96
Perry, Luke................. Jan 92
Peterson, Roger Troy..... WorLdr V.1
Petty, Richard.............. Sport V.2
philanthropist
McCarty, Oseola......... Jan 99; Update 99
philosopher
Caplan, Arthur.............. Science V.6
Phoenix, River.............. Apr 94
photographers
Adams, Ansel.............. Artist V.1
Bourke-White, Margaret..... Artist V.1
Land, Edwin............... Science V.1
Leibovitz, Annie......... Sep 96
Parks, Gordon.............. Artist V.1
Pike, Christopher ............... Sep 96
pilot
Van Meter, Vicki ............... Jan 95
Pine, Elizabeth Michele ....... Jan 94
Pinkney, Andrea Davis ........ Author V.10
Pinkney, Jerry .................. Author V.2
Pinkwater, Daniel .............. Author V.8
Pinsky, Robert .................. Author V.7
Pippen, Scottie ................. Oct 92
Pippig, Uta ..................... Sport V.1
Pitt, Brad ....................... Sep 98
playwrights
Bennett, Cherie .................. Author V.9
Hansberry, Lorraine .......... Author V.5
Hughes, Langston .............. Author V.7
Wilson, August ................ Author 98
poets
Brooks, Gwendolyn ............. Author V.3
Dove, Rita ...................... Jan 94
Dunbar, Paul Lawrence ....... Author V.8
Hughes, Langston .............. Author V.7
Jewel ......................... Sep 98
Nye, Naomi Shihab .......... Author V.8
Pinsky, Robert ................ Author V.7
Prelutsky, Jack ................. Author V.2
Senghor, Léopold Sédar .... WorLdr V.2
Silverstein, Shel ............. Author V.3; Update 99
Soto, Gary ...................... Author V.5
Stepanek, Mattie .............. Apr 02
Polish
John Paul II .................. Oct 92; Update 94; Update 95
Opdyke, Irene Gut ............. Author V.9
political leaders
Abzug, Bella ................... Sep 98
Amin, Idi ...................... WorLdr V.2
Annan, Kofi .................. Jan 98; Update 01
Arafat, Yasir ................. Sep 94; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 00; Update 01
Aristide, Jean-Bertrand .... Jan 95; Update 01
Babbitt, Bruce ............... Jan 94
Baker, James .................. Oct 92
Banda, Hastings Kamuzu .... WorLdr V.2
Bhutto, Benazir ............... Apr 95; Update 99
Boutros-Ghali, Boutros .... Apr 93; Update 98
Brundtland, Gro Harlem ...... Science V.3
Bush, George .................. Jan 92
Bush, George W ............... Sep 00; Update 00; Update 01
Carter, Jimmy ................. Apr 95
Castro, Fidel .................. Jul 92; Update 94
Cheney, Dick .................. Jan 02
Cisneros, Henry .............. Sep 93
Clinton, Bill .................. Jul 92; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Clinton, Hillary Rodham ...... Apr 93; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
de Klerk, F.W .................. Apr 94; Update 94
Dole, Bob ...................... Jan 96; Update 96
Duke, David .................. Apr 92
Gingrich, Newt ............... Apr 95; Update 99
Glenn, John ................... Jan 99
Gorbachev, Mikhail ....... Jan 92; Update 94; Update 96
Gore, Al ..................... Jan 93; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Hussein, King ................ Apr 99
Hussein, Saddam .............. Jul 92; Update 96; Update 01
Jackson, Jesse ............... Sep 95; Update 01
Jordan, Barbara .............. Apr 96
Kaunda, Kenneth .............. WorLdr V.2
Kenyatta, Jomo ............... WorLdr V.2
Kim Dae-jung ................ Sep 01
Mandela, Nelson .............. Jan 92; Update 94; Update 01
McCain, John ................. Apr 00
Milosevic, Slobodan ....... Sep 99; Update 00; Update 01
Mobutu Sese Seko .......... WorLdr V.2; Update 97
Mugabe, Robert .............. WorLdr V.2
Nelson, Gaylord .............. WorLdr V.3
Nixon, Richard ............... Sep 94
Nkrumah, Kwame .............. WorLdr V.2
Nyerere, Julius Kambarage .. WorLdr V.2; Update 99
Perot, H. Ross ............... Apr 92; Update 93; Update 95; Update 96
Rabin, Yitzhak ............... Oct 92; Update 93; Update 94; Update 95
Rice, Condoleezza ........... Apr 02
Robinson, Mary ............. Sep 93
Sadat, Anwar ................. WorLdr V.2
Savimbi, Jonas ............... WorLdr V.2
Schroeder, Pat ................ Jan 97
Senghor, Léopold Sédar .... WorLdr V.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Gough Whitlam</td>
<td>Dec 90; Update 94; Update 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Getúlio Vargas</td>
<td>Apr 95; Update 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Pol Pot</td>
<td>Apr 95; Update 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Trudeau, Pierre</td>
<td>Apr 95; Update 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Mao Tse-Tung</td>
<td>Apr 92; Update 93; Update 95; Update 96; Update 98; Update 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>Castro, Fidel</td>
<td>Jul 92; Update 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Sadat, Anwar</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Nkrumah, Kwame</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>Aristide, Jean-Bertrand</td>
<td>Jan 95; Update 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>Hussein, Saddam</td>
<td>Jul 92; Update 96; Update 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Robinson, Mary</td>
<td>Sep 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Kenyatta, Jomo</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>Tubman, William V. S.</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>Banda, Hastings Kamuzu</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of South Africa</td>
<td>de Klerk, F.W.</td>
<td>Apr 94; Update 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandela, Nelson</td>
<td>Jan 92; Update 94; Update 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Tanzania</td>
<td>Nyerere, Julius Kambarage</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2; Update 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Yeltsin, Boris</td>
<td>Apr 92; Update 93; Update 95; Update 96; Update 98; Update 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>Senghor, Léopold Sédar</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Kim Dae-jung</td>
<td>Sep 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
<td>Gorbachev, Mikhail</td>
<td>Jan 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Amin, Idi</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Bush, George</td>
<td>Jan 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush, George W.</td>
<td>Sep 00; Update 00; Update 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, Jimmy</td>
<td>Apr 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton, Bill</td>
<td>Jul 92; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nixon, Richard</td>
<td>Sep 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>Milosevic, Slobodan</td>
<td>Sep 99; Update 00; Update 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaire</td>
<td>Mobutu Sese Seko</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2; Update 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>Kaunda, Kenneth</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Mugabe, Robert</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priestley, Jason</td>
<td>Apr 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prime ministers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Rabin, Yitzhak</td>
<td>Oct 92; Update 93; Update 94; Update 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Brundtland, Gro Harlem</td>
<td>Science V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Bhutto, Benazir</td>
<td>Apr 95; Update 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prinze, Freddie, Jr.</td>
<td>Apr 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probst, Jeff</td>
<td>Jan 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>producers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrymore, Drew</td>
<td>Jan 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, Chris.</td>
<td>Author V.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combs, Sean (Puff Daddy)</td>
<td>Apr 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cousteau, Jacques</td>
<td>Jan 93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groppe, Laura</td>
<td>Science V.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas, George</td>
<td>Apr 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spielberg, Steven</td>
<td>Jan 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whedon, Joss</td>
<td>Author V.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson, Kevin</td>
<td>Author V.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Ricans</td>
<td>see also Hispanics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez, Charlotte</td>
<td>Apr 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Ricky</td>
<td>Jan 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novello, Antonia</td>
<td>Apr 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puff Daddy</td>
<td>see Combs, Sean (Puff Daddy)</td>
<td>Apr 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffy</td>
<td>see Combs, Sean (Puff Daddy)</td>
<td>Apr 98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pullman, Philip .................................. Author V.9
Qaddafi, Muammar ................................. Apr 97
Qing, Dai
see Dai Qing ..................................... WorLdr V.3
Queen Latifah ..................................... Apr 92
Quintanilla, Selena
see Selena .......................................... Jan 96
Rabin, Yitzhak .............................. Oct 92; Update 93;
Update 94; Update 95
Radcliffe, Daniel ................................. Jan 02
radio
Hunter-Gault, Charlayne .......................... Jan 00
Limbaugh, Rush .................................. Sep 95
Roberts, Cokie ................................... Apr 95
rappers
see music .......................................... 
Reeve, Christopher ............................... Jan 97
Reid Banks, Lynne ............................... Author V.2
religious leaders
Aristide, Jean-Bertrand .......................... Jan 95; Update 01
Chavis, Benjamin ................................. Jan 94; Update 94
Dalai Lama .......................................... Sep 98
Farrakhan, Louis ................................. Jan 97
Jackson, Jesse .................................... Sep 95; Update 01
Pope John Paul II ................................. Oct 92; Update 94;
Update 95
Teresa, Mother ..................................... Apr 98
Rennison, Louise ................................. Author V.10
Reno, Janet .......................................... Sep 93; Update 98
representatives
Abzug, Bella ....................................... Sep 98
Cheney, Dick ....................................... Jan 02
Gingrich, Newt ................................. Apr 95; Update 99
Jordan, Barbara .................................... Apr 96
Schroeder, Pat ..................................... Jan 97
Republican Party
Baker, James ....................................... Oct 92
Bush, George ...................................... Jan 92
Bush, George W.................................. Sep 00; Update 00;
Update 01
Cheney, Dick ...................................... Jan 02
Gingrich, Newt .................................... Apr 95; Update 99
Nixon, Richard .................................... Sep 94
Rice, Anne ......................................... Author V.3
Rice, Condoleezza ................................. Apr 02
Rice, Jerry .......................................... Apr 93
Richardson, Dot .................................. Sport V.2; Update 00
Richardson, Kevin
see Backstreet Boys .............................. Jan 00
Ride, Sally .......................................... Jan 92
Riley, Dawn ........................................ Sport V.4
Rimes, LeAnn ...................................... Jan 98
Rinaldi, Ann ...................................... Author V.8
Ringgold, Faith .................................... Author V.2
Ripken, Cal, Jr. ................................... Sport V.1; Update 01
Risca, Viviana ..................................... Sep 00
Rivera, Diego ...................................... Artist V.1
Roba, Fatuma ...................................... Sport V.3
Roberts, Cokie ..................................... Apr 95
Roberts, Julia ...................................... Sep 01
Robinson, David .................................... Sep 96
Robinson, Jackie .................................. Sport V.3
Robinson, Mary ..................................... Sep 93
Rockwell, Norman ................................ Artist V.1
Rodman, Dennis ................................. Apr 96; Update 99
Rodriquez, Alex .................................. Sport V.6
Rodriquez, Eloy .................................... Science V.2
Romanians
Demetriu, Ioana .................................. Science V.3
Nechita, Alexandra ............................... Jan 98
Risca, Viviana ..................................... Sep 00
Roper, Dee Dee
see Salt 'N' Pepa ................................... Apr 95
Rosa, Emily ......................................... Sep 98
Rose, Pete .......................................... Jan 92
Rowan, Carl ........................................ Sep 01
Rowland, Kelly
see Destiny's Child ................................ Apr 01
Rowling, J. K. ...................................... Sep 99; Update 00;
Update 01
royalty
Diana, Princess of Wales ....................... Jul 92;
Update 96; Update 97; Jan 98
Haile Selassie ..................................... WorLdr V.2
Hassan II .......................................... WorLdr V.2; Update 99
Hussein, King ...................................... Apr 99
Rudolph, Wilma .................................... Apr 95
running
Bailey, Donovan ................................... Sport V.2
Boulmerka, Hassiba ............................... Sport V.1
Freeman, Cathy .................................... Jan 01
Griffith Joyner, Florence ....................... Sport V.1;
Update 98
Johnson, Michael ............................... Jan 97; Update 00
Jones, Marion ..................................... Sport V.5
Lewis, Carl .......................................... Sep 96; Update 97
Ndeti, Cosmas ..................................... Sep 95
Pippig, Uta .......................................... Sport V.1
Roba, Fatuma ...................................... Sport V.3
Rudolph, Wilma .................................... Apr 95
Runyan, Marla ..................................... Apr 02
Webb, Alan ......................................... Sep 01
Runyan, Marla .............................. Apr 02
Russians  
Chagall, Marc .......................... Artist V.1 
Fedorov, Sergei ......................... Apr 94; Update 94
Gorbachev, Mikhail .................... Jan 92; Update 96
Nevelson, Louise ........................ Artist V.1
Yeltsin, Boris .......................... Apr 92; Update 93;
                                           Update 95; Update 96; Update 98; Update 00
Ryan, Nolan ................................ Oct 92; Update 93
Ryder, Winona .......................... Jan 93
Rylant, Cynthia ........................ Author V.1
Sabin, Albert .......................... Science V.1 
Sachar, Louis .......................... Author V.6
Sacks, Oliver .......................... Science V.3
Sadat, Anwar .......................... WorLdr V.2
Sagan, Carl .......................... Science V.1 
sailing  
Riley, Dawn ........................... Sport V.4
Sakic, Joe .............................. Sport V.6
Salinger, J.D. .......................... Author V.2
Salk, Jonas ............................. Jan 94; Update 95
Salt 'N' Pepa ............................ Apr 95
Sampras, Pete .......................... Jan 97
Sanchez Vicario, Arantxa .............. Sport V.1
Sanders, Barry ........................ Sep 95; Update 99
Sanders, Deion ........................ Sport V.1
Sapp, Warren .......................... Sport V.5
Saro-Wiwa, Ken ........................ WorLdr V.1
Satcher, David ........................ Sep 98
Saudi  
 bin Laden, Osama ....................... Apr 02
Savimbi, Jonas ........................ WorLdr V.2
Scarry, Richard ........................ Sep 94
Schoedler, Pat .......................... Jan 97
Schulz, Charles M ...................... Author V.2; Update 00
Schwarzkopf, H. Norman .............. Jan 92

science competitions  
Cohen, Adam Ezra ........................ Apr 97
Lisanti, Mariangela ...................... Sep 01
Pine, Elizabeth Michele ................ Jan 94
Risca, Viviana .......................... Sep 00
Rosa, Emily ............................. Sep 98
Toro, Natalia ............................ Sep 99

scientists  
Alvarez, Luis W. ........................ Science V.3
Asimov, Isaac .......................... Jul 92
Askins, Renee .......................... WorLdr V.1
Attenborough, David .................... Science V.4
Ballard, Robert ........................ Science V.4
Bardeen, John .......................... Science V.1
Barton, Hazel .......................... Science V.6
Bethe, Hans A. ........................ Science V.3
Brundtland, Gro Harlem ................ Science V.3
Calderone, Mary S. ..................... Science V.3
Carson, Ben ............................ Science V.4
Carson, Rachel ........................ WorLdr V.1
Collins, Francis ........................ Science V.6
Cray, Seymour .......................... Science V.2
Earle, Sylvia .......................... Science V.1
Elion, Gertrude ........................ Science V.6
Engelbart, Douglas ...................... Science V.5
Fossey, Dian ............................ Science V.1
Galdikas, Biruté ........................ Science V.4
Gilbert, Walter ........................ Science V.2
Goodall, Jane .......................... Science V.1
Gould, Stephen Jay ..................... Science V.2
Grandin, Temple ........................ Science V.3
Gwaltney, John Langston .............. Science V.3
Harris, Bernard ........................ Science V.3
Hawking, Stephen ....................... Apr 92
Healy, Bernadine ....................... Science V.1; Update 01
Ho, David ............................. Science V.6
Horner, Jack ............................ Science V.1
Jackson, Shirley Ann .................... Science V.2
Jemison, Mae. ........................... Oct 92
Krim, Mathilde .......................... Science V.1
Kurzweil, Raymond ...................... Science V.2
Leakey, Louis ........................... Science V.1
Leakey, Mary ............................ Science V.1
Levi-Montalcini, Rita .................. Science V.1
Love, Susan ............................. Science V.3
Lowman, Meg ............................ Science V.4
Lucid, Shannon ........................ Science V.2
Margulis, Lynn ........................ Sep 96
McClintock, Barbara .................... Oct 92
Mead, Margaret ........................ Science V.2
Mittermeier, Russell A ................. WorLdr V.1
Moss, Cynthia .......................... WorLdr V.3
Ochoa, Severo .......................... Jan 94
Oppenheimer, J. Robert ................ Science V.1
Patrick, Ruth ............................ Science V.3
Pauling, Linus .......................... Jan 95
Ride, Sally .............................. Jan 92
Rodriguez, Eloy ........................ Science V.2
Sabin, Albert .......................... Science V.1
Sacks, Oliver ........................... Science V.3
Sagan, Carl ............................. Science V.1
Salk, Jonas ............................. Jan 94; Update 95
Satcher, David ........................ Sep 98
Thomas, Lewis .......................... Apr 94
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Tuttle, Merlin .................. Apr 97
Villa-Komaroff, Lydia ........ Science V.6
Watson, James D. ............ Science V.1

Scottish
Muir, John .................. WorLdr V.3

sculptors
see artists

Scurry, Briana .................. Jan 00
Sealfon, Rebecca .............. Sep 97
Seinfeld, Jerry ................ Oct 92; Update 98
Selena ........................ Jan 96
Seles, Monica ................. Jan 96

senators
Clinton, Hillary Rodham ...... Apr 93; Update 94; Update 95; Update 96; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
Dole, Bob ..................... Jan 96; Update 96
Glenn, John .................. Jan 99
Gore, Al ...................... Jan 93; Update 96; Update 97; Update 98; Update 99; Update 00; Update 01
McCain, John ................ Apr 00
Nelson, Gaylord .............. WorLdr V.3
Nixon, Richard .............. Sep 94

Sendak, Maurice .............. Author V.2

Senegalese
Senghor, Léopold Sédar ...... WorLdr V.2

Senghor, Léopold Sédar ...... WorLdr V.2

Serbian
Milosevic, Slobodan ........ Sep 99; Update 00; Update 01

Seuss, Dr ...................... Jan 92
Shabazz, Betty ............... Apr 98
Shakur, Tupac ................. Apr 97
Shatner, William ............. Apr 95
Shula, Don .................. Apr 96
Silverstein, Shel ............. Author V.3; Update 99
Sinatra, Frank ............... Jan 99

singers
see music

Siskel, Gene .................. Sep 99

skateboarding
Hawk, Tony .................... Apr 01

skating
Baiul, Oksana ................. Apr 95
Blair, Bonnie ................ Apr 94; Update 95
Harding, Tonya .............. Sep 94
Jansen, Dan .................. Apr 94
Kerrigan, Nancy ............. Apr 94
Kwan, Michelle .............. Sport V.3
Lipinski, Tara ............... Apr 98
Yamaguchi, Kristi .......... Apr 92

skiing
Street, Picabo ................ Sport V.3

sled-dog racing
Butcher, Susan ................ Sport V.1
Zirkle, Aliy .................. Sport V.6

Small, David .................. Author V.10
Smith, Emmitt ................. Sep 94
Smith, Will .................. Sep 94
Smyers, Karen ................. Sport V.4

soccer
Chastain, Brandi ............. Sport V.4; Update 00
Hamm, Mia .................. Sport V.2; Update 00
Lalas, Alexi .................. Sep 94
Pelé .......................... Sport V.1
Scurry, Briana ............... Jan 00

softball
Fernandez, Lisa .............. Sport V.5
Richardson, Dot ............. Sport V.2; Update 00

Somalian
Aidid, Mohammed Farah ...... WorLdr V.2
Soren, Tabitha ................ Jan 97
Sorenstam, Annika ........... Sport V.6
Sosa, Sammy .................. Jan 99; Update 99
Soto, Gary .................. Author V.5

South Africans
de Klerk, F.W .................. Apr 94; Update 94
Mandela, Nelson ............. Jan 92; Update 94; Update 01
Mandela, Winnie .............. WorLdr V.2

South Korean
Pak, Se Ri .................... Sport V.4

Spaniards
Domingo, Placido ............. Sep 95
Sanchez Vicario, Aranba .... Sport V.1

Speare, Elizabeth George .... Sep 95
Spears, Britney ............... Jan 01

spelling bee competition
Andrews, Ned ................ Sep 94
Guey, Wendy ........................ Sep 96
Hooper, Geoff .................. Jan 94
Maxwell, Jody-Anne ......... Sep 98
Sealfon, Rebecca .......... Sep 97
Thampy, George .............. Sep 00
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Spelman, Lucy .......................... Science V.6
Spencer, Diana
see Diana, Princess of Wales  ....... Jul 92; Update 96; Update 97; Jan 98
Spielberg, Steven ....... Jan 94; Update 94; Update 95
Spinelli, Jerry .............. Apr 93
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<tr>
<td>Wilson, Mara</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winans, CeCe</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfield, Dave</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfrey, Oprah</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 92; Update 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslet, Kate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wojtyla, Karol Josef</td>
<td></td>
<td>see John Paul II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, Hazel</td>
<td></td>
<td>WorLdr V.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Elijah</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woods, Tiger</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sport V.1; Update 00; Sport V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodson, Jacqueline</td>
<td></td>
<td>Author V.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Wide Web</td>
<td>see Internet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wortis, Avi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wozniak, Steve</td>
<td></td>
<td>Science V.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrede, Patricia C</td>
<td></td>
<td>Author V.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wrestling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogan, Hulk</td>
<td>Apr 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventura, Jesse</td>
<td>Apr 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Frank Lloyd</td>
<td></td>
<td>Artist V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Richard</td>
<td></td>
<td>Author V.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamaguchi, Kristi</td>
<td>Apr 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeltsin, Boris</td>
<td>Apr 92; Update 93; Update 95; Update 96; Update 98; Update 00</td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yep, Laurence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Author V.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolen, Jane</td>
<td></td>
<td>Author V.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Steve</td>
<td>Jan 94; Update 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yzerman, Steve</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sport V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zairian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobutu Sese Seko</td>
<td></td>
<td>WorLdr V.2; Update 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaunda, Kenneth</td>
<td></td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamora, Pedro</td>
<td>Apr 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mugabe, Robert</td>
<td></td>
<td>WorLdr V.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zindel, Paul</td>
<td></td>
<td>Author V.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zirkle, Aliy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sport V.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zmeskal, Kim</td>
<td>Jan 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Biography Today will be useful in elementary and middle school libraries and in public library children's collections where there is a need for biographies of current personalities. High schools serving reluctant readers may also want to consider a subscription."
— Booklist, American Library Association

"Highly recommended for the young adult audience. Readers will delight in the accessible, energetic, tell-all style; teachers, librarians, and parents will welcome the clever format, intelligent and informative text. It should prove especially useful in motivating "reluctant" readers or literate nonreaders."  
— MultiCultural Review

"Written in a friendly, almost chatty tone, the profiles offer quick, objective information. While coverage of current figures makes Biography Today a useful reference tool, an appealing format and wide scope make it a fun resource to browse."  
— School Library Journal

"The best source for current information at a level kids can understand."  
— Kelly Bryant, School Librarian, Carlton, OR

"Easy for kids to read. We love it! Don't want to be without it."  
— Lynn McWhirter, School Librarian, Rockford, IL

**Biography Today General Series** includes a unique combination of current biographical profiles that teachers and librarians — and the readers themselves — tell us are most appealing. The **General Series** is available as a 3-issue subscription; hardcover annual cumulation; or subscription plus cumulation.

Within the **General Series**, your readers will find a variety of sketches about:
- Authors
- Musicians
- Political leaders
- Sports figures
- Movie actresses & actors
- Cartoonists
- Scientists
- Astronauts
- TV personalities
- and the movers & shakers in many other fields!

**ONE-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION**
- 3 softcover issues, 6" x 9"
- Published in January, April, and September
- 1-year subscription, $57
- 150 pages per issue
- 8-10 profiles per issue
- Contact sources for additional information
- Cumulative General, Places of Birth, and Birthday Indexes

**HARDBOUND ANNUAL CUMULATION**
- Sturdy 6" x 9" hardbound volume
- Published in December
- $58 per volume
- 450 pages per volume
- 25-30 profiles — includes all profiles found in softcover issues for that calendar year
- Cumulative General, Places of Birth, and Birthday Indexes
- Special appendix features current updates of previous profiles

**SUBSCRIPTION AND CUMULATION COMBINATION**
- $99 for 3 softcover issues plus the hardbound volume
LOOK WHO'S APPEARED—GENERAL SERIES

1992
Paula Abdul
Andre Agassi
Kirstie Alley
Terry Anderson
Roseanne Arnold
Isaac Asimov
James Baker
Charles Barkley
Larry Bird
Judy Blume
Berke Breathed
Garth Brooks
Barbara Bush
George Bush
Fidel Castro
Bill Clinton
Bill Cosby
Diana, Princess of Wales
Shannen Doherty
Elizabeth Dole
David Duke
Gloria Estefan
Mikhail Gorbachev
Steffi Graf
Wayne Gretzky
Matt Groening
Alex Haley
Hammer
Martin Handford
Stephen Hawking
Hulk Hogan
Saddam Hussein
Lee Iacocca
Bo Jackson
Mae Jemison
Peter Jennings
Steven Jobs
Pope John Paul II
Magic Johnson
Michael Jordan
Jackie Joyner-Kersee
Spice Lee
Mario Lemieux
Madeleine L'Engle
Jay Leno
Yo-Yo Ma
Nelson Mandela
Wynton Marsalis
Thurgood Marshall
Ann Martin
Barbara McClintock
Emily Arnold McCully
Antonia Novello
Sandra Day O'Connor
Rosa Parks
Jane Pauley
H. Ross Perot
Luke Perry
Scottie Pippen
Colin Powell
Jason Priestley
Queen Latifah
Yitzhak Rabin
Sally Ride
Pete Rose
Nolan Ryan
H. Norman Schlesinger
Jerry Seinfeld
Dr. Seuss
Gloria Steinem
Clarence Thomas
Chris Van Allsburg
Cynthia Voigt
Bill Watterson
Robin Williams
Oprah Winfrey
Kristi Yamaguchi
Boris Yeltsin

1993
Maya Angelou
Arthur Ashe
Avi
Kathleen Battle
Candice Bergen
Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Chris Burke
Dana Carvey
Cesar Chavez
Henry Cisneros
Hillary Rodham Clinton
Jacques Cousteau
Cindy Crawford
Macaulay Culkin
Lois Duncan
Marian Wright Edelman
Cecil Fielder
Bill Gates
Sara Gilbert
Duffy Gillespie
Al Gore
Cathy Guisewite
Jasmine Guy
Anita Hill
Ice-T
Dorothy Kistler
k.d. lang
Antonia Novello
Sandra Day O'Connor
Rosa Parks
Jane Pauley
H. Ross Perot
Luke Perry
Scottie Pippen
Colin Powell
Jason Priestley
Queen Latifah
Yitzhak Rabin
Sally Ride
Pete Rose
Nolan Ryan
H. Norman Schlesinger
Jerry Seinfeld
Dr. Seuss
Gloria Steinem
Clarence Thomas
Chris Van Allsburg
Cynthia Voigt
Bill Watterson
Robin Williams
Oprah Winfrey
Kristi Yamaguchi
Boris Yeltsin

1994
Tim Allen
Marian Anderson
Mario Andretti
Ned Andrews
Yasir Arafat
Bruce Babbitt
Maym Bialik
Bonnie Blair
Ed Bradley
John Candy
Mary Chapin Carpenter
Benjamin Chavis
Connie Chung
Beverly Cleary
Kurt Cobain
F.W. de Klerk
Rita Dove
Linda Ellerbee
Sergei Fedorov
Zlata Filipovic
Daisy Fuentes
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Whoopi Goldberg
Tonya Harding
Melissa Joan Hart
Julie Krone
David Letterman
Rush Limbaugh
Heather Locklear
Reba McEntire
Joe Montana
Cosmas Ndeted
Hakeem Olajuwon
Ashley Olsen
Mary-Kate Olsen
Jennifer Parkinson
Linus Pauling
Itzhak Perlman
Cokie Roberts
Will Smith
Steve Spielberg
Patrick Stewart
R.L. Stine
Lewis Thomas
Barbara Walters
Charlie Ward
Steve Young
Kim Zmeskal

1995
Troy Aikman
Jean-Bertrand Aristide
Oksana Baiul
David Beckham
Garth Brooks
Barbara Bush
Jerry Seinfeld
Dr. Seuss
Bill Clinton
George Bush
Gloria Steinem
Tim Allen
Marian Anderson
Mario Andretti
Ned Andrews
Yasir Arafat
Bruce Babbitt
Maym Bialik
Bonnie Blair
Ed Bradley
John Candy
Mary Chapin Carpenter
Benjamin Chavis
Connie Chung
Beverly Cleary
Kurt Cobain
F.W. de Klerk
Rita Dove
Linda Ellerbee
Sergei Fedorov
Zlata Filipovic
Daisy Fuentes
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Whoopi Goldberg
Tonya Harding
Melissa Joan Hart
Julie Krone
David Letterman
Rush Limbaugh
Heather Locklear
Reba McEntire
Joe Montana
Cosmas Ndeted
Hakeem Olajuwon
Ashley Olsen
Mary-Kate Olsen
Jennifer Parkinson
Linus Pauling
Itzhak Perlman
Cokie Roberts
Will Smith
Steve Spielberg
Patrick Stewart
R.L. Stine
Lewis Thomas
Barbara Walters
Charlie Ward
Steve Young
Kim Zmeskal
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1996
Aung San Suu Kyi
Boyz II Men
Brandy
Ron Brown
Mariah Carey
Jim Carrey
Larry Champagne III
Christo
Chelsea Clinton
Coolio
Bob Dole
David Duchovny
Debbie Fields
Chris Gaclecka
Jerrry Garcia
Jennie Garth
Wendy Guey
Tom Hanks
Alison Hargreaves
Sir Edmund Hillary
Judith Jamison
Barbara Jordan
Annie Leibovitz
Carl Lewis
Jim Lovell
Mickey Mantle
Lynn Margulis
Iqbal Masih
Mark Messier
Larissa Oleynik
Christopher Pike
David Robinson
Dennis Rodman
Selena
Monica Seles
Don Shula
Kerri Strug
Tiffani-Amber Thiessen
Dave Thomas
Jaleel White

1997
Madeleine Albright
Marcus Allen
Gillian Anderson
Rachel Blanchard
Zachery Ty Bryan
Adam Ezra Cohen
Claire Danes
Celine Dion
Jean Driscoll
Louis Farrakhan
Ella Fitzgerld
Harrison Ford
Bryan Gumbel
John Johnson
Michael Johnson
Maya Lin
George Lucas
John Madden
Bill Monroe
Alanis Morissette
Sam Morrison
Rosie O’Donnell
Muammar el-Qaddafi
Christopher Reeve
Pete Sampras
Pat Schroeder
Rebecca Seallon
Tupac Shakur
Tabitha Soren
Herbert Tarvin
Merlin Tuttle
Mara Wilson

1998
Bella Abzug
Kofi Annan
Neve Campbell
Sean Combs (Puff Daddy)
Dalai Lama (Tenzin Gyatso)
Diana, Princess of Wales
Leonardo DiCaprio
Walter E. Diemer
Ruth Handler
Hanson
Livan Hernandez
Jewel
Jimmy Johnson
Jody-Anne Maxwell
Dominique Moceanu
Alexandra Nechita
Brad Pitt
LeAnn Rimes
Emily Rosa
David Satcher
Betty Shabazz
Kordell Stewart
Shinichi Suzuki
Mother Teresa
Mike Vernon
Reggie White
Kate Winslet

1999
Ben Affleck
Jennifer Aniston
Maurice Ashley
Kobe Bryant
Bessie Delany
Sadie Delany
Sharon Draper
Sarah Michelle Gellar
John Glenn
Savion Glover
Jeff Gordon
David Hampton
Laurayn Hill
King Hussein
Lynn Johnston
Ella Fitzgerald
Bryant Gumbel
Oseola McCarty
Mark McGwire
Slobodan Milosevic
Natalie Portman
J. K. Rowling
Frank Sinatra
Gene Siskel
Sawyer Smith
Sharon Stone
Natalie Portman
Jesse Ventura
Venus Williams

2000
Christina Aguilera
K.A. Applegate
Lance Armstrong
Backstreet Boys
Daisy Bates
Harry Blackmun
George W. Bush
Carson Daly
Ron Dayne
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
Doris Haddock
(Granny D)
Jennifer Love Hewitt
Chamique Holdenslaw
Katie Holmes
Charlayne Hunter-Gault
Johanna Johnson
Craig Kielburger
John Lasseter
Peyton Manning
Ricky Martin

2001
Jessica Alba
Christian Amanpour
Drew Barrymore
Jeff Bezos
Destiny’s Child
Dale Earnhardt
Carly Fiorina
Aretha Franklin
Cathy Freeman
Tony Hawk
Faith Hill
Kim Dae-jung
Madeleine L’Engle
Mariangela Lisanti
Frankie Muniz
*N Sync
Ellen Ochoa
Jeff Probst
Julia Roberts
Carl T. Rowan
Britney Spears
Chris Tucker
Lloyd D. Ward
Alan Webb
Chris Weinke

2002
Aaliyah
Osama bin Laden
Mary J. Blige
Dick Cheney
Billy Gilman
Brian Greise
Jennifer Lopez
Dineh Mohajer
Leanne Nakamura
Daniel Radcliffe
Condelezza Rice
Maria Runyan
Mattie Stepaneck
J.R.R. Tolkien
Elijah Wood
Expands and complements the General Series and targets specific subject areas...

Our readers asked for it! They wanted more biographies, and the Biography Today Subject Series is our response to that demand. Now your readers can choose their special areas of interest and go on to read about their favorites in those fields. Priced at just $39 per volume, the following specific volumes are included in the Biography Today Subject Series:

- Artists Series
- Author Series
- Scientists & Inventors Series
- Sports Series
- World Leaders Series
  Environmental Leaders
  Modern African Leaders

FEATURES AND FORMAT

- Sturdy 6” x 9” hardbound volumes
- Individual volumes, $39 each
- 200 pages per volume
- 10-12 profiles per volume — targets individuals within a specific subject area
- Contact sources for additional information
- Cumulative General, Places of Birth, and Birthday Indexes

NOTE: There is no duplication of entries between the General Series of Biography Today and the Subject Series.
Artists Series

VOLUME 1
Ansel Adams
Romare Bearden
Margaret Bourke-White
Alexander Calder
Marc Chagall
Helen Frankenthaler
Jasper Johns
Jacob Lawrence
Henry Moore
Grandma Moses
Louise Nevelson
Georgia O'Keeffe
Gordon Parks
I.M. Pei
Diego Rivera
Norman Rockwell
Andy Warhol
Frank Lloyd Wright

VOLUME 2
James Baldwin
Stan and Jan Berenstain
David Macaulay
Patricia MacLachlan
Scott O'Dell
Jerry Pinkney
Jack Prelutsky
Lynn Reid Banks
Faith Ringgold
J.D. Salinger
Charles Schulz
Maurice Sendak
P.L. Travers
Garth Williams

Richard Wright
Laurence Yep

VOLUME 3
Candy Dawson Boyd
Ray Bradbury
Gwendolyn Brooks
Ralph W. Ellison
Louise Fitzhugh
Jean Craighead George
E.L. Konigsburg
C.S. Lewis
Fredrick L. McKissack
Patricia C. McKissack
Katherine Paterson
Anne Rice
Shel Silverstein
Laura Ingalls Wilder

VOLUME 4
Betsy Byars
Chris Carter
Caroline B. Cooney
Christopher Paul Curtis
Anne Frank
Robert Heinlein
Marguerite Henry
Lois Lowry
Melissa Mathison
Bill Peet
August Wilson

VOLUME 5
Sharon Creech
Michael Crichton
Karen Cushman
Tomie dePaola
Lorraine Hansberry
Karen Hesse
Brian Jacques
Gary Soto

VOLUME 6
Lloyd Alexander
Paula Danziger
Nancy Farmer
Zora Neale Hurston
Shirley Jackson
Angela Johnson
Jon Krakauer
Leo Lionni
Francine Pascal
Louis Sachar
Kevin Williamson

SCIENTISTS & INVENTORS SERIES

VOLUME 1
John Bardeen
Sylvia Earle
Dian Fossey
Jane Goodall
Bernadine Healy
Jack Horner
Mathilde Krim
Edwin Land
Louise & Mary Leakey
Edwin Land

VOLUME 2
Jane Brody
Seymour Cray
Paul Erdős
Walter Gilbert
Stephen Jay Gould
Shirley Ann Jackson
Raymond Kurzweil
Shannon Lucid
Margaret Mead
Garrett Morgan
Bill Nye
Eloy Rodriguez
An Wang

Authors Series

VOLUME 1
Eric Carle
Alice Childress
Robert Cormier
Roald Dahl
Jim Davis
John Grisham
Virginia Hamilton
James Herriot
S.E. Hinton
M.E. Kerr
Stephen King
Gary Larson
Joan Lowery Nixon
Gary Paulsen
Cynthia Rylant
Mildred D. Taylor
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
E.B. White
Paul Zindel

VOLUME 2
David Almond
Joan Bauer
Kate DiCamillo
Jack Gantos
Aaron McGruder
Richard Peck
Andrea Davis Pinkney
Louise Rennison
David Small
Katie Tarbox
Sports Series

VOLUME 1
Hank Aaron
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
Hassiba Boulmerka
Susan Butcher
Beth Daniel
Chris Evert
Ken Griffey, Jr.
Florence Griffith Joyner
Grant Hill
Greg LeMond
Pelé
Uta Pippig
Cal Ripken, Jr.
Aranba Sanchez Vicario
Deion Sanders
Tiger Woods

VOLUME 2
Muhammad Ali
Donovan Bailey
Gail Devers
John Elway
Brett Favre
Mia Hamm
Anfernee “Penny” Hardaway
Martina Hingis
Gordie Howe
Jack Nicklaus
Richard Petty
Dot Richardson
Sheryl Swoopes
Steve Yzerman

VOLUME 3
Joe Dumars
Jim Harbaugh
Dominik Hasek
Michelle Kwan
Rebecca Lobo
Greg Maddux
Fatuma Roba
Jackie Robinson
John Stockton
Picabo Street
Pat Summit
Amy Van Dyken

World Leaders Series

VOLUME 1: Environmental Leaders 1
Edward Abbey
Renee Askins
David Brower
Rachel Carson
Marjory Stoneman Douglas

VOLUME 4
Wilt Chamberlain
Brandi Chastain
Derek Jeter
Karch Kiraly
Alex Lowe
Randy Moss
Se Ri Pak
Dawn Riley
Karen Smyers
Kurt Warner
Serena Williams

VOLUME 5
Vince Carter
Lindsay Davenport
Lisa Fernandez
Fu Mingxia
Jaromir Jagr
Marion Jones
Pedro Martinez
Warren Sapp
Jenny Thompson
Karrie Webb

VOLUME 6
Jennifer Capriati
Stacy Dragila
Derek Jeter
Karch Kiraly
Alex Lowe
Randy Moss
Se Ri Pak
Dawn Riley
Karen Smyers
Kurt Warner
Serena Williams

VOLUME 1:
Hank Aaron
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
Hassiba Boulmerka
Susan Butcher
Beth Daniel
Chris Evert
Ken Griffey, Jr.
Florence Griffith Joyner
Grant Hill
Greg LeMond
Pelé
Uta Pippig
Cal Ripken, Jr.
Aranba Sanchez Vicario
Deion Sanders
Tiger Woods

VOLUME 2:
Muhammad Ali
Donovan Bailey
Gail Devers
John Elway
Brett Favre
Mia Hamm
Anfernee “Penny” Hardaway
Martina Hingis
Gordie Howe
Jack Nicklaus
Richard Petty
Dot Richardson
Sheryl Swoopes
Steve Yzerman

VOLUME 3:
Joe Dumars
Jim Harbaugh
Dominik Hasek
Michelle Kwan
Rebecca Lobo
Greg Maddux
Fatuma Roba
Jackie Robinson
John Stockton
Picabo Street
Pat Summit
Amy Van Dyken

VOLUME 4:
Wilt Chamberlain
Brandi Chastain
Derek Jeter
Karch Kiraly
Alex Lowe
Randy Moss
Se Ri Pak
Dawn Riley
Karen Smyers
Kurt Warner
Serena Williams

VOLUME 5:
Vince Carter
Lindsay Davenport
Lisa Fernandez
Fu Mingxia
Jaromir Jagr
Marion Jones
Pedro Martinez
Warren Sapp
Jenny Thompson
Karrie Webb

VOLUME 6:
Jennifer Capriati
Stacy Dragila
Derek Jeter
Karch Kiraly
Alex Lowe
Randy Moss
Se Ri Pak
Dawn Riley
Karen Smyers
Kurt Warner
Serena Williams

VOLUME 2:
Modern African Leaders
Mohammed Farah
Aidid
Idi Amin
Hastings Kamuzu
Haile Selassie
Hassan II
Kenneth Kaunda
Jomo Kenyatta
Winnie Mandela
Mobutu Sese Seko
Robert Mugabe
Kwame Nkrumah
Julius Kambarage
Nyerere
Anwar Sadat
Jonas Savimbi
Leopold Sédar Senghor
William V. S. Tubman

VOLUME 3:
Environmental Leaders 2
John Cronin
Dai Qing
Ka Hsaw Wa
Winona LaDuke
Aldo Leopold
Bernard Martin
Cynthia Moss
John Muir
Gaylord Nelson
John Muir
Gaylord Nelson
Douglas Tompkins
Hazel Wolf
Biography Today Library
60-DAY APPROVAL ORDER FORM

BIOGRAPHY TODAY GENERAL SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COPIES</th>
<th>PRICE $0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biography Today one-year subscription</td>
<td>each $57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Three softbound issues — January, April, and September)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 0-7808-0602-6</td>
<td>2001 0-7808-0600-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biography Today hardbound annual cumulation</td>
<td>each 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 0-7808-0022-2</td>
<td>1998 0-7808-0366-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 0-7808-0063-X</td>
<td>1999 0-7808-0370-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biography Today one-year subscription PLUS hardbound annual cumulation</td>
<td>each 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 0-7808-0603-4</td>
<td>2001 0-7808-0601-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BIOGRAPHY TODAY SUBJECT SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COPIES</th>
<th>PRICE $0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artists Series: Vol 1 0-7808-0067-2</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author Series</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 1 0-7808-0014-1</td>
<td>Vol 5 0-7808-0372-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 2 0-7808-0166-0</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 3 0-7808-0259-4</td>
<td>Vol 7 0-7808-0413-9</td>
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<tr>
<td>Vol 4 0-7808-0363-9</td>
<td>Vol 8 0-7808-0414-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists &amp; Inventors Series</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 1 0-7808-0068-0</td>
<td>Vol 4 0-7808-0415-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 2 0-7808-0260-8</td>
<td>Vol 5 0-7808-0434-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 3 0-7808-0364-7</td>
<td>Vol 6 0-7808-0514-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Series</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 1 0-7808-0069-9</td>
<td>Vol 4 0-7808-0416-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 2 0-7808-0261-6</td>
<td>Vol 5 0-7808-0417-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 3 0-7808-0365-5</td>
<td>Vol 6 0-7808-0463-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Leaders Series</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 1—Environmental Leaders 1 0-7808-0192-X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 2—Modern African Leaders 0-7808-0015-X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol 3—Environmental Leaders 2 0-7808-0418-X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Osama bin Laden .............. Saudi suspected terrorist
Mary J. Blige ................. singer & songwriter
Billy Gilman ................... singer
Leanne Nakamura .............. student & environmentalist
Condoleezza Rice ............ National Security Advisor
Marla Runyan .................. track & field runner
Mattie Stepanek .............. student & poet
Elijah Wood ..................... actor
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